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Schedule of Events

Day One Program
Robert Wrenn - Conference Chairman, SBIR Coordinator DoD

8:00 AM Continental Breakfast
9:00 AM Welcome - Greg Farmer, Florida Secretary of

Commerce.
9:15 AM Sample presentations of technology interests by

large companies, venture capitalists, Government

technical people.
12:00 Noon Lunch
1:30 PM Display prototypes, posterboards, one-on-ones.

3 concurrent technical presentations.
5:30 PM Reception
7:00 PM Concurrent workshops:

Panel 1: Developing partnerships
Panel 2: Contract & audiling issues after Phase II

Day Two Program

8:00 AM Breakfast
9:00 AM Display prototypes, posterboards, one-on-ones,

3 concurrent technical presentations.
12:00 Noon Lunch
1:30 PM Display prototypes, posterboards, one-on-ones,

3 concurrent technical presentations.

Day Three Program

8.30 AM Wrap-up discussion for Phase II awardees and
Government teUhnical people with Robert Wrenn.
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Acctek Associates, Inc. )jstributionh

901 S. Kensington Availability Codes

LaGrange, IL 60525 1 AvdIl j:1da 1 ,
Tel (708) 252-6786 DOiM
Fax (708) 252-4007

Ronald L. Martin, President
R. Barl Clare, Consultant

ACCTEK Associates was tormed to develop and market equipment for medi-
cal applications of protons in hospital settings. These applications include ra-
diation treatment o1 cancer, proton radiography and computed tomography,
and PET isotope production.

Under an initial Phase I grant from the National Cancer Institute, ACCTEK
developed prototype magnets and vacuum chambers for a synchrotron de-
signed to accelerate H ions to 250 MeV for cancer treatment. The concept
was for an accelerator that was simple, reliable, and inexpensive. Costs of
the prototype equipment verified the low cost aspects of this concept. Under
a second Phase 11 grant from NCI, ACCTEK developed and successfully
tested both a rotating verticnf beam delivery system, which is a low cost alter-
native to an isocentric gentry, and a last raster scanning beam system which
will allow 3 dimensional dose localization to the tumor. A third area under de-
velopment is the use of protons for diagnostic applications of radiography and
computed tomography. The significant fundamental advantages of proton'
over x-rays for this purpose were demonstrated at physics laboratories in the
1970s, but with data acquisition rates too low to be useful in a hospital set-
ting. In a Phase I grant ACCTEK demonstrated a very fast acquisition rate
on a 200 MeV proton beam, thus guaranteeing success in this development.
A proposal for Phase II funding has been submitted. This entire line of devel-
opment has the potential for containing the cost of utilizing protons in hospi-
tals so that their use can become much more widespread than would other-
wise be the case.

The significant advantages of ACCTEK's concepts need to be demonstrated
to the interested medical community. Such a demonstration would also high-
light their low cost. Raster scanning beam delivery for therapy will require
demonstration of its pertormance and safety before it can be approved for
use on patients. Development of the entire system for proton radiography
and computed tomography beyond the Phase II stage may be required to
make it the sigrificant tool it will surely become.

ACCTEK would like to partner wYth a iarger organization interested in the
long range development of accelerator applications in general, and the medi-
cal applications described above in particular. ACCTEK would expand its
technical staff to a) be capable of carrying out the design and cost study of
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medical facilities in response to RFP's from any of the spveral institutions pres-
ently considering this possibility. b) design, construct, and operate facilities for
the demonstrations and development described above, and c) carry out R&D
on additional applications of this technology. The facilities night be part of a
CRADA (Cooperative Research And Development Agreement) with Argonne
National Laboratory (or other laboratory) and/or the result of a grant under the
NIST or ATP programs. The partner organization would provide financial sutp-
port for the demonstrations, and adninistrative and marketing support for the
partnership.

Accurate Automation Corp.

7001 Shallowford Road
Chattanooga, TN 37421-1716
Tel (615) 894-4646
Fax (615) 894-4645

Robert M. Pap, President
Reba L. Pap, Director of Administration
Chadwick Cox

Company Purpose and Goals: Develop neural network applications for sig-
nal processing, control. fault diagnosis and hardware as well as software.

Accurate Automation wilt demonstrate our Neural Network Toolbox. Applica-
tions like flight controls, robotics, and radar processing will be shown. Our
fault diagnosis system for cryogenic, mechanical systems and electronics will
be shown. A neural network UME and pc ISA board Is being developed.

We are licensing our neural network library and hardware to other cornpa-
nies. We are doing Joint ventures with leaders In their field to apply neural
networks to real world problems.

Adaptive Technology, Inc. (ATEK)

309 Curtis Street
Syracuse, NY 13208
Tel (315) 475-1121
Fax (315) 472-3279

Donald R. Miedaner, President

Adaptive Technology, Inc. Is Involved In the development of innovative radar
and conrTunlcatlon technology. Its areas of expertise encompass space-
based radar technology, electromagnetic analysis, rmicrowave Imaging and
sensor modeling to compjter system integration and the development of cus-
tom designed hardware and software.

Space-Time Adaptive Research (STAR) System - flexible and modular signal
generation and processing Instnrmentation system, whose specific applica-
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lion is airborne radar test support, was developed. This system includes: (a)
high-fidelity digital time-sample signal data generation software that simulates
a radar phased array antenna, with arbitrary translational and rotational mo-
lion, interacting with a complex signal environment containing moving targets.
duller and jammfing. (b) a real-time, rrulti-channel, microwave signal genera-
tion system that is driven by digital lime-sarnple data provided by (a). and (c)
a digital real-time, multi-channel signal processor driven by rrvcrowave signal
inputs, provided by a radar under test or by (b). STAR, irmpemented in a
VME environment, utilizes fifteen TMS32OC30 DSPs as the basic real-time
processing elements. It has a real-time, high-resolution color display. STAR
supports radar flight testing and increases engineenng productivity through
(1) real-time, in-flight processing, (2) operator-assisted irtelligent data acquisi-
tion, (3) flying a planned flight test in the computer, and (4) data interpretation
through comparison with simulated data. Planned improvements include: (1)
Upgrade to a VXINME environment, (2) higher-quality AID conversion at 5
MHz and 12-bits, (3) add twelve TMS320C40 DSPs (each rated at 40
MFlops), (4) add four LH9124 processors (each rated at approximately 500
MFlops), (5) add four X-band receivers, and (6) add four X-band upoon-
verters.

Advanced Communication Systems, Inc.

1900 N. Beauregard Street, Suite 300
Alexandria, VA 22311
Tel (703) 553-4389
Fax (703) 820-8435

George A. Robinson, President
Torn Costello, Senior Vice President
Chuck Martinache, Executive Vice President
Jim Mazzei, Chief Technology Officer
Bassem Girgis, Software Engineering

It is the mission of ACS to provide engineering technical supporl and busi-
ness management consulting in the fields of comrrunication and business
management consulting In the fields of communication and information sys-
tems technology to clients in both the public and private sectors.
Voice Subscriber Terminal:

The Department of the Navy's Communication Support Systems (CSS) Is a
layered, open system architecture which provides voice, message, and data
communications among ships and aircraft of the battle force, and between
the battle force and shore commnands. The CSS permits the users to share
total network capacity on a priority basis in accordance with the current com-
munications plan. The Voice Subscriber Termrinal (VST) provides all hard-
ware and software functions necessary to interface a voice user to the CSS
network.

The CCS provides data exchange network protocols. The goal is to extend
these data exchange network protocols to include the ability to establish, con-
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duct and trrrTnate point-to-point and conference vocoded voice caills The
Phase II SBIR provides all functions necessary to process incorrwng and out-
going hall-duplex voice calls over the CSS network. The VST consists of an
advanced narrowband digital voice temrinal (ANDVT) providing all vocoder
functions, a SUN workstation for user interlace, and a VME card to provide
network interface.

The ability for fleel or command center d3ta and voice users to share avail-
able network capacity will increase comrunication flexibility and survivability
Intelligent RI•&E Management Information System (FlxpejLLLbrnan)

ACS Developed a prolotype Windows based software application which dupli-
cates the effort of a librarian in assisting an individual in locating desired infor-
mation. The Expert Libranan applies expert systems technology to the prob-
lem of finding information in several large databases. The application directs
intelligent interaction between the technology manager or other user and the
database. A request by the user for specific subject information initializes the
application of rules in the expert system and generates a search for informa-
tion in the database- Once data is retrieved, it is analyzed for relevance,
evaluated for possible insertion potential, and presented in graphical form to
the user. A specific application of the Expert Libranan is interconnecting_ with
the Defense Technical Informational Center (DTIC) Direct On Line System
(DROLS) The user selects a single subject and the system interacts with
him or her to deterrmine what specific report or study contains the required in-
formation. After that information is obtained the user connects to DTIC and
requests the rcport. On-line costs are therefore minimized.

A central repository of Expert Librarian data, enhanced by expert system tech-
nology will assist technology managers in accessing databases quickly and
inexpensively.
Non-Developmental Item (NDl) Software Application to Undersea Warfare
Systems.-

Several NDI C41 software applications have been identified which process
various surveillance sensor message and broadcast data non organid to the
Integrated Undersea Surveillance System (1USS) community. This Small
Business Innovative Research (SBIR) effort proposed to tailor, modify. and in-
tegrate the above application functions into a standard IUSS UNIX based
workstation environment; I.e., the DTC-2 version 4/110 upgraded to a 4/300.
This integrated workstation will permit IUSS to better receive, display, evalu-
ate, and manage non-organic surveillance resou :es. Additional functions in-
clude communication interfaces, selectable fillers, message. parsing, geo-
graphic displays, and supporting data bases. The Phase II technical objec-
tives are as follows:

"* Tailor the selected NDI software application functionality for the IUSS en-

vironment:

"* Delete irrelevant functions where possible and add new functionality

where necessary;

"* Integrate and test the NDI application with selected external communica-
tions links and with the IUSS internal communications command and con-
trol Interfaces;
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* Provide NDI VME based TRE processing capability as required to sup-
port testing; and

* Install and test at the NRaD IUSS Development Facility; Field Test at an
IUSS facility.

Eflorts will also be made to configur' initialization macros, automated
alerts/alarms and other functions that minimize operator learning time and
maximize the degree of automated operation. Automatic on-line database
compansons will be conducted between IUSS contacts and non-organic con-
tacts to try and determine rmismatches. All new functions will be interoper-
able with existing NDI soltware and IUSS data structures, human - machine
interfaces and inter-process comnunications techniques.

, Principal benefits will be to provide improved cueing to the IUSS sensors for
wider input to the Joint Surveillance picture.

Advanced Motion Controls, Inc.

518 W. Water St., P.O. Box 64
Princeton, WI 54968
Tel (414) 295-3500
Fax (414) 295-3504

George H. Holling, President

Company Purpose and Goal: To manufacture innovative control technology,
The project will continue development with state-of-the-art miniature servo

amplifier. Three implementations will be performed and compared: Surface
mount technology (SMT) projected 0.8 cubic inches; hybrid technology ex-
pected volume 0.55 cubic inches; and 'smart power' integration expected vol-
ume 0.4 cubic inches. 2

The development will focus on the application of liquid cooling technology to
achieve ultra high power densities. The devices will incorporate innovative
minimum component count circuitry technology, which has been successfully
developed and tested during Phase I of this project.

The project will attempt to integrate the servo amplifier into the actuator. This
will significantly reduce the required number of interconnects and improve the
systems reliability, noise and radiated energy output. Finally, integrated feed-
back sensors and an intelligent peripheral.

Advanced Refractory Technologies, Inc.

699 Herlel Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14207
Tel (716) 875-4091
Fax (716) 875-0106
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Keith A. Rlakely, President
Steven C. Marlin, Executive Vice President
Donald J. Bray, Director of Technology Development

Company Purpose and Goals: To provide high performance non-oxide ce-
ramic materials - powders, whiskers, fibers, and components - to industrial,

automotive, aerospace, nuclear, and electronics companies
ART has developed a continuous process for manufacturing ultrafine, high pu-

rity metal and ceramic powders. The technology utilizes a chemical flame ap-
proach which is commercially scalable and offers outstanding econorrmc po-
tential. The purity and fineness of the flame-synthesized materials cannot be
easily achieved by any other commercial technologies.

The process appears to have broad applicability to making a variety of non-
oxide ceramics, metals, alloys, blends, and composites of each. The process
has already been demonstrated for silicon nitride powders with an average
size of less than 0.3 microns, as well as tantalum and niobium powders of

subrnicron size.
Some work is needed in further improving overall yield and throughput-
ART envisions collaborative arrangements to further optimize the process

technology for specific materials or compounds with individual cormpanies.
This may be achieved through licensing arrangements, continued develop-
ment contracts, or joint manufacturing ventures. The nature of the arrange-
ment will depend heavily on the current match between ARTs technology
and production capability in a given material and the market requirements for
that material

Advanced Surface Technolcgy, Inc.

9 Linnell Circle
Billerica, MA 01821-3902
Tel (508) 663-7652
Fax (508) 663-7746

Dr. lh-Houng Loh, President/CEO
Dr. Alan B. Fischer, Director, R&D
Mr. David M. Hudson, Operation Manager

The Company was founded for the advancement of biomaterials technology
Its mission is to become the leader in surface technology by offering the
biomedical Industry state-of-the-art biocompatible coatings thereby in-proving
medical device performance,

The objective of this Phase II SBIR research was to develop an adherent
polymeric coating for neural prosthetic implants. The coating must exhibit the
following characteristics: No degradation In the presence of an electric field;
be thin enough to allow for use with microelectronics; retain biocornpalibility
within the human body; and function reliably over the lifetime of an implant ie-
cipient.
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The cornmercial application of this research will result in the implementation
of a new coating process: Plasma-enhanced parylene coating (PEP) (US
Patent Pending) A wide vanery of applications are envisioned within the
biomedical and industnal markets:

"* Biomedical- Improved biosensors & electronics. packaging materials, or-
thopedics, and other implantable devices

"* Industrial: improve corrosion protection of steel, aluminum, copper and
other metals

"* Mihltary: Barrier coating against chemical warfare agents

"* Electronic Environmental protection of electronic circuit boards
Additional application specific biological testing data is required for FMA regu-

latory needs in biomedica! applications. Engineering scale-up is required for
large-volume contract manufactunng,

Commercialization Strategies: 1) License the technology, 2) perform contrict
manufacturing (coating services), and 3) manufacture custom-designed proc-
ess reaclor.

AST is looking tor 1) a joint venture partner to develop PEP coating for sp,'-
cific applications, ;,nd 2) manufacturing partner to fabncate large-volume PEP
coater

ADVEC Corporation

P.O. Box 1248
Los Alamos, NM 87544
Tel (505) 662-6146
Fax (505) 662-6146

D.S Pappas, M.Sci., President
G.H. McCall, Ph.D., Chief Scientist
G.W. York, Ph.D., Research Division Leader
W.B. Lewis. Ph-D., Principal Investigator
W.K. Brown, Ph.D._ Senior Scientist

ADVEC Corporation focuses on novel high payoff defense, energy, transpor-
tation, telecommunication and safety and environmental technologies from
concept formulation through manufacturing arW marketing.

ADVEC has produced the design and hardware for proof of principle of a
novel compact high energy laser for modem defense applications. This sys-
tem is presenlly being tested at ADVEC's laboratories for a number of addi-
tional comnercial applications including: 1) Compact, low fuel inventory, fail-
safe 100 MW nuclear reactor requiring no rotating machinery for electnc
power production Ior utility and propulsion applications. 2) adaptation for use
in producing novel fiber optic sensors for superconducting magnet quench de-
tection systems, non-intrusive large area security systems, and for use in first-
alert electrical fire detection systems for installation in large building con-
plexes, 3) test vehicle for larger volume liquefied rare gas high energy phys-
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ics detectors, and 4) prototype for 'lour states of matter' university physics
laboratory educational training tool.

Laser and reactor concepts need field testing of the equipment, which we
have dc•,eloped. Fiber optic sensor is near product packaging stage. High
energy physics detector and lab teaching instrument require modest testino

and product packaging.
ADVEC scientists have bequn development ol a number of novpl t;'-hnoin-

gies, some ol whicir are listed above that could have national arn intema-
tional market exceeding $IOEXPg.

We are primarily interested in ornanizations interested in working with AD-
VEC to develop these systems into real products by investing capital and rm-r-
keting resources.

Airex Corporation

Routp ; 08
Dover, NH 03820
Tel (603) 742-3703
Fax (603) 742-0977

Richard D. Sedgewick, President
James C. Sedgewick, General Manager
David Carroll, Design Engineer
Michael 0. Drew, Manufacturing Engineer

Company Purpose and Goals: To provide technological development foi

dual-use application of innovative electronic control systems and high reliabil-
ity magnetic comp)nents.

A SmartCardTM motion control system has been created that provides Win-
dows® based development and production capability lor many programmable

motion control sequences. The system was developed to extend the appiisa-

tion of a new automated' winding platform for high reliability inagnetic corr-
nents to fiber optic and composite fiber winding tasks.

SmartCards TM control stepping motors in open or closed loop confiajralions,
as well as solenoids and DC motors. They can operate as stand alone con-
trollers or as a network in groups up to 30 cards. Cards can be connected on
a common bus to perform control of an; individual 'motion.' They are super-
vised and directed by either a master control program running under Win-
dows , or by a programmable SmartCardTM controller. The user friendly sys-
tem provides reaf time program generation and WYSIWYG editing of existing
programs. It has been described as a flexible, functional, and economical al-
tamative to existing technologies. Each SmartCardTV comes W,*,- a pre-pro-
gramrmed microprocessor containing proprietary network software.

Feedbacl: features include digital optical encoders that resolve position up to
1000 steps per revolution. Each SmartCardTM can also monitor analog data
such as temperature, power, position or magnetic field strength while perform-
ing motion control duties. Speed Is variable by program control.
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Further SmartCard' development is needed only in exploring additional lea
tures and/or determining the packaging and combination of features go take
to the marlet. Machine vision, speech recognition. variable rarnpng,
speed/rate control, higher speeds and DC. servo control are among the key
features for future development- The optimal feature corrmbination for market-
ing each stand-alone card, mnini-netmirk or full network model has yet to be
determined

Winding machine development for fiber optics, composite malenals or r-hag-
nelic components is in much the same status. A standardized leature set
has been developed and Implemented to perform certain high reliability tasks
Capabilities such as speed, process control features or capacity may be
added dependent of the SmartCardTM development level and market need

Commercial opportunities exist in the development and application of the
SmartCard w'Aas an inexpensive ($30 typical hardware) and extremely versa-
tile rrolion control system, or as an Interlace for OEM products in automation
technologies. This system has direct application to both. It can be config-
ured as a stand alone, mrni-network or full network system While the driver
portion of the PCB is intended for low end applications for steppers. sole-
noids and D.C. motors, a step and direction output expands control capabili-
ties to sophisticated high end systems. Typical applications may include
valve control, machine tools, welders, pick and place robots, fiber optic wind-
ing machines, tension devices, process controllers, measurement systems, X-
Y tables or future embedded applications such as smart appliances, HVAC
controls or any leachable sequenced activity The issue of patentability is be-
ing investigated.

An ideal partner would took to develop SmartCardrmas the dorrinant inter-
face in motion control software through licensing and OFM guarantees. rrmich
the same as Microsoft L, S and now Windows has developed as the pre-
dorrinant user interlace to PC's.

Alternative System Concepts, Inc.

2 Inwood Circle, P.O. Box 694
Pelham, NH 03076
Tel (603) 635-3553
Fax (603) 635-8FAX

Jake Karrfall, President and Principle Investigalor
Bob $toddard, Technology Transfer Manager
Casper Stoel, Design Automation Engineer

ASC was established in 1990 to produce design automation tools that pro-
vide streamlined test and development processes for electronics product de-
sign. Ind&Jstry's trend toward more use of VHDL as the standard continues to
drive ASC toward new testable design tools.

ASC researched high-level synthesis and existing standards including VHSIC
Hardware Description Language (VHDL) and boundary scan architecture
(IEEE Std-1149.1). Based on these two standards, ASC developed the

. . .' : " -*'1 0



VBIT TM (VHDL Built-in Test) tool. This is based on dividing abstract descin

space in a two dimensional plane defined by perpendicular axes. one for de-
sign and one for lest. each marked in progressively finer steps of engineenng
detail. Navigating through the environment depicted by the two dimensional
plane. designers find the design automation tools easier to understand and
use. The circuit designer automatically inserts boundary scan cells and built-
in self-test features into the micro-chips Test circuitry is ýtlomnatically added
to existing system and board level designs populated with custom or cormme"r-
cial off the shell devices. Manufacturability is improved by good testability
Increasing density of surface mount technology and increasing complexity of
VLSI devices place an even greater demand on design-for-test requirements
VHDL supports multi-level design, allowing the VBIT~m tool to function as a
universal lest insertion toot independenl of the chip technology, The VBITiM
tool is in beta-test and is considered a strategic design tool for new DoD initia-
tives. Including Defense Dual-Use Technology.

Additional Development Neededý Beta testing must be completed Hierarchi-
cal Scan Support (HSS) for the VBITM product will provide full board level
support for boundary scan, ASC provides product integration support using a
comrmon user interlace to ease interface problems, Using CAD Frameworks
Initiative (CFI) support, these problems can be fully alleviated Additional de-
velopment can expand the basic product to analog test synthesis with high
level synthesis techniques. MHDL and extensions to VHDL.

A joint venture would create a subsidiary corporation or agreement of shared
responsibilities and profits. A partnership would share everything 50/50 A
strategic alliance would leverage the larger company's installed base and
capitalize on the entrepreneurship of the small coqpany. Con-lahng the
three strategies, subject to terris of negotiated agreement:

Item Joint Partncership SIraltcic
Venture Alliance

ASC'S ROLE:
Equity Invnsinmeni ..... 0% 15(% 1 _X)

Docillnelllatlioln provides provides Fovides
Produhct support provide•-, provides provides

VRITTM owncrship yes yes yeS
Product know-how yes yeS ves
Profits 50% 50% 90%
AITIIIATFS ROLE:

Equity I.nvestn elit 100% 50% 0..,%
Customer list n1/1 t/- yes
Interface detail fn/fl ti/a .... yes

Publicity yes Ys ys yes
Product support provides provides W)
Vl1ITTM ownership I10 Yes li_ _

Product know-how no yes no
I 'rofi.Is 10%0% 101%

... .. .. , I,. 11



Amerasia Technology, Inc.

2248 Townsgate Road
Wesllake Village, CA 91361
Tel (805) 495-9388
Fax (805) 495-1550

Dr. Edward J. Staples
Dr. Teong C. Lim

American Research Corporation of Virginia

P.O. Box 3406
Radford. VA 24143-3406
Tel (703) 731-0655
Fax '703) 731-0836

Dr. Russell J. Churchill, President
Mrs. Anne Churchill, Secretary/Treasurer
Mr. Howard P. Groger, Director of Technical Marketing
Mr. John A. Neal, IlI, Senior Research Engineer

American Research Corporation of Virginia was formed to conduct research
and product development in science and engineering-

American Research Corporation of Virginia is currently pursuing the commet-
cial development and marketing of three proprietary technologies: An All Digi-
tal Eddy Current (ADEC) analysis system, an Interactive Documentation Ac-
cess (IDA) system, and a Visual Programming Language (VPL). The ADEC
system is an eddy current measurement technology which does not require
analog bridge circuits for analysis, thereby allowing multiple frequency opera-
lion of probe arrays. Commercial markets for the ADEG technology can be
found in a wide variety of applications ranging from warehouse inventory con-
trol to improved chemical sensors. The IDA system is a hyper-media and ex-
pert system-based, diagramratic environment for the presentation of user-
configurable, on-line documentation. Commeraal markets for this technology
can be found in any application where large amounts of documentation are
maintained and updated frequently where the system can be used to provide
more efficient and more accurate access to large volume documentation data-
bases. The VPL technology is an Interactive graphical programmiTng environ-
ment which is designed to increase programmer productivity during non-
author maintenance of existing code structures and modification of large
scale source code files. This technology can be readily applied to industries
which maintain complex, large scale process control and database analysis
software.

Each of the three technologies outlined In the above abstract is currently im-
plemented as laboratory prototypes and requires further development belore
being presented to the marketplace. American Research Corporation intends
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to pursue this development through internal funding and strategic alliances

with other companies.
The ADEC technology will be implemented as a commercial product through

intemal funding The IDA technology will also be developed using internal
funding and will be marketed as a service company which converts existing,
"hard copy" documentation to the IDA environment. The VPL programn-ing
environment will be brought to the marketplace through a strategic alliance
with an established software marketing firm

Amron Corporation

2001 Jefferson Davis Hwy., Suite 610
Arlington, VA 22202
Tel (703) 415-2676
Fax (703) 415-2665

Albert H. Terp. President
Dr. Stephen S. Lane, Vice President/Principal Scientist
William Buller, Engineer
Sarah Steiger, System Manager

Amron Corporation is a small business providing technical support services
and products in areas of systems engineering, signal and image processing,
and data fusion.

Phase II SBIR: Time Frequency Representation using the Choi-Wlliams Dis-
tribution. The objective of I uis work is the development of a prototype system
to calculate the joint time-frequency distribution of acoustic transients for de-
tection and classification- Spectrographic methods, such as the current Lofar-
gram, cannot discriminate among transients of duration less than or equal to
a few integration periods because a transform length short enough to contain
adequate signal power is too short to provide good frequency resolution- -The

Choi-Wiliams modification of the Wigner-Ville spectrum was shown in Phase
I of the present work to overcome this limitation. It also provides a superior
pre-filter for a signal detector optimized for transients. The Choi-Williams dis-
tribution is superior to other time frequency representations such as the
Wgner distribution in that It has the intuitive appeal of these distributions.

does not display unwanted artifacts and is expected to have improved resolu-
tion in both time and frequency. The tasks are system design, data collec-
tion, irplementalion of previously developed Choi-Williams code on an i860-
based vector processor, signal detector development, OMt development, sys-
tem integration, optimization on real data and performance estimation. We
plan to transfer the results to the Surveillance Direction system as part of that
system's P31.
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Analytical Services & Materials, Inc.

107 Research Drive
Hampton, VA 23666
Tel (804) 865-7093
Fax (804) 865-7309

Dr. Jalaiah Unnam, President
Dr. Siva M. Mangalam, Head, Aeronautics Division

Company Purpose and Goals: Extend the usefulness of R&D efforts with

Government agencies through the conversion of innovative ideas into com-
mercially viable products and the creation of new jobs.

AS&M has pursued flow diagnostics capability resulting from R&D efforts with

the Government through the development of sensors, instrumentation, and
data analysis soitware for wind-tunnel and flight.test applications. These
products, individually and as an integrated system, provide researchers and

vehicle (automobile, aircraft, helicopters, ships, and submarines) designers

new and powerful tools to obtain quantitative information in real time of flow
features that are critical to the optirmum performance. These products place
AS&M at the forefront of the flow diagnostics capability in the world. The
technology resulting from the use of these products will be extensively used

in vehicles designed well into the next century.
The current products are generic in nature and require detailed design for

specific applications.
There are opporunLlties for potential joint ventures with major aircraft and

shipbuilding companies. Some Japanese manufacturers have shown keen in-

terest in pursuing these products to realize greater benefits with minialuriza-
tion, greater quality, reliability, etc. There are specific applications in the ac-
live control and monitoring of flight vehides with the application of these prod-
ucts. Details can be discussed for specific cases.

Analytical Software Inc.

10939 McCree Road
Dallas, TX 75238
Tel (214) 349-5977
E-mail / MCI Mail 2560458

Mark Haley. President
Marjorie Haley, Vice President
Melanie Vega, Manager of E-mail Sales

Analytical Software provides computer related solutions for commnercial and
government customers. Its primary products consist of telecorxmruxnications

and multimedia systems. and Its newest products combine both technologies.
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Boardroom Graphics for Windows is an easy-to-use software package whiich

creates mullimedia presentations - combining videos, voice, music, photo-
graphs, text charts, and screen captures from any Windows application This
package permits a novice user to create professional multimedia slide shows
quickly. Screens can be instantly captured from the Windows clipboard, or
text charts can be created within minutes. Moreover, the program includes a
word-processor with a spelling checker which can be used to create text
charts. Therefore a presentation with screen captures. video, pholos, or text
charts and music could be easily created within a hour.

Video files can be intemn-ixed throughout a slide show, thereby insunnri a
stunning presentation - full motion, full screen videos can be displayed any-
where in your presentation. In addition, the program perrrts 35mm slides to
be created from the slide presentation and WYSIWYG printouts provide hand-
outs which exactly reflect the slide presentation. Finally, the program permits
the user to create CD ROMs. Boardroom Graphics has been used to create
multimedia presentations for both the U.S. Army and the U.S Marines In ad-
dition, it was used to highlight NCR's/AT&T multimedia PC at the fall 1992
Cormdex.

Primary additional development would be for technolooies which inl•,crate
multimedia and telecommunications thereby providing such technologies as
digital video delivered via telephone lines.

There are two areas in which we could work with cormpanies, the federal gov-
emnment or venture capitalists:

Distribution of existing multimedia and telecorrniunications products: Analyti-
cal Software has two existing products: (1) Boardroom Graphics which per-
nits a novice user to create multimedia presentations which include video.
voice music, photographs and text charts (see discussion above), and (2)
The Executive Assistant provides X.400 worldwide links via MCI or AT&T
Mail. Analytical Software supports over 1,000 customers on worldwide net-
works, which provide electronic mail, faxing, X.400 EDI and connectivity be-
tween LANs, PCs and mainframes. As an agent for MCI Mail, Analytical Solt-
ware has setup numerous electronic mail networks in the U.S. and through-
out the world. For example, Nordstrom uses software developed by Analvti-
cal Software to send purchase orders, faxes, electronic mail and invoice con-
firmations in a worldwide electronic mail network. This network links Nord-
strom's key suppliers - companies such as Nike, Levi Strauss, American Ex-
press, etc. If a corporation, venture capitalist or government agency is inter-
ested In financing the marketing of the multimedia or telecomnmunications
technologies discussed above, they are available now and we would be inter-
ested in working with them.

Lo P run develooment of digital video over conrmmications networks: We
are developing technologies for transmission of digital video over corrrunici-
tion networks and would be interested in working with companies, venture
capitalists and government agencies to develop related products/senrices

, 15
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ANRO Engineering, Inc.

1800 Second Street
Sarasota, FL 34236
Tel (813) 957-3080
Fax (813) 957-3082

Dr. Gerald F. Ross, President
David K. Barton, Vice President
Dr. Walter K. Kahn, Vice President
Paul C. Hamilton, Vice President
Robert W. T. Mulloy, Manager, UWB Programs

ANRO Engineering performs applied research, prototype development, tech-
nical analyses, and consulting services in radar, comnrunicalions, optronics
and related fields.

FIBer 2otic intrusion LOCation (FIBLOCI system: FIBLOC was developed for
the Defense Nuclear Agency under a Phase II SBIR program. The sensor
employs fiber optic cable techniques to locate the point of intrusion (e.g.,
within A meters) and identity the dass of intrusion; for example, crawler,
walker, runner, or vehicle. The physical basis for the sensor depends on the
(phase) sensitive interference phenomena which govern propagation of an
oil-axis optical/infra-red beam through a graded index fiber. The FIBLOC
sensor is designed to be used for either permanent or relocatable deploy-
ment, and can be used on or below the ground surface or on a fence. The
sensor is designed to protect a perimeter up to 4 km.

NAVY Ultra-VVldeband (UWB) Tactical ArraT Under a Naval Sea Systems

Command Phase II SBIR, ANRO has developed a 10 element linear array ca-
pable of producing 100 kilowatts of peak power. The array is comprised of
low cost solid-state elements which transmit 1.5 nanosecond pulses at a rate
of 10 KHz. The array can be electronically steered using a microprocessor to
control time delay by simply varying DC voltages. ANRO has also invented a

superheterodyne receiver that provides an 18 dB improvement over a pre-
vious binary integrator design. These two critical hardware elements will per-
nit a high resolution UWB radar design that can detect small boats to a
range of approximately 25 miles.

Both potential products will need to be upgraded/modified to meet customer
specifications.

ANRO prefers to sell license agreements to large business concerns as
Phase Ill partners. The agreements typically include upfront cash and down-
stream royalty payments.
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Antech, Inc.

788 Myrtle Street
Rosweil, GA 30075
Tel (404) 993-7270
Fax (404) 993-7271

Ashok K. Nagrani, President

Antech is a provider of CAD systems and solutions for AEC comparnes The
company will market a revolutionary surveying device for as-built structures.

ANBILT is a survey tool that can be used to quickly produce CAD drawings of
as-built structures and other surveys. It reduces to a single step the process
of gathering field data and converting it into a CAD drawing on-site.

Due to the simplicity of design, ANBILT is a very easy instrument to use
which provides CAD drawings in less than 25% of the time and expense of
conventional methods.

The unit comprises a very accurate electronic angular measuring instrument
mounted on a rail. Target points are sighted from two positions on the rail.
The point data is fed directly into a CAD drawing resident on a notebook com-
puter. As a result, the operator only has to visually target the point twice, and
the coordinates are automatically calculated and drawn within the drawing.
The operator can then anoint the point data, build walls between points, or en-
ter door, window or other such data directly into the drawing. Due to the en-
tire system running within a CAD environment, no back shots have to be
taken when the instruxnent Is moved to a different location.

ANBILT costs 25% less than total surveying stations, is over three times as
fast and can be learned to use in half the time.

Wth rminor modifications to increase producibility and productivity, ANBILT is
ready to be marketed. A more advanced version is planned incorporating the
use of a HUD laser distance measuring instrument which can measure non-
cooperative targets. Currently. the laser does not have the accuracy required
by ANBILT. but modifications currently in work in the firmware of the machine
will give the desired accuracy.

ANBILT's market will comprise surveyors, space planners, operators, and
possibly military operations. The fastest penetration of the market will be
achieved by a company that already has established channels of distribution
and service to the above markets.

We are looking for a mentor/partner relationship with an established com-
pany, preferably in the Instrumnents Industry who has established distribution
and service channels. The mentor/partner would be responsible for the sales
and marketing of the units, while Antech would integrate the units, maintain
and Improve the software, and carry out on-going development and research.
Alternately, the production could be carded out by the mentor/partner If the
company has existing production facilities which are capable of producing
these units, while Antech would supply the software and interface loaded on
a notebook computer.
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A company active in the production and marketing of measurement devices
for commercial and military applications will find the ANBILT unit an ideal ad-
dition to its product offerings with a rminimal investment in research and devel-
opment. In addition, it the company has significant sales to the DoD, a men-
tonng relationship A.th Antech would be virtually cost free under DoDs

Prolegd/Mentor Program.

APA Optics, Inc.

2950 NE 84th Lane
Blaine, MN 55449-9998
Tel (612) 784-4995
Fax (612) 784-2038

Dr. Anil K. Jain, President
William Arden, Marketing Manager

APA Optics, Inc. is a technology-onented firm whose special strengths lie in
the exploration of optical and optoelectronic science with an eye towards
product development. APA Optics has established an impressive facility and
staff of talented personnel to transform these technological innovations into
marketable products that will meet or exceed the performance expectation of
our customers and the financial expectations of our stakeholders.

At this conference, APA is presenting a compact 2-dimensional binary optics
laser scanner/beamsplitter, and a solid-state ultraviolet detector.

The scanner/beamsplitter family (patent applied for) Is based on research per-
formed under an SBIR Phase II contract F08630-92-C-0056 for Eglin AFB.
These unique devices provide unprecedented flexibility in the number. direc-
tion, shape, and energy distribution of the outgoing beams. They operate in
one or two dimensions, with one or many output beams. The scanners dse
piezoelectric drives and can scan over large angles at frequencies in the
range of 100Hz. There are no weanng parts. They will see use in laser print-
ers and readers, inspection systems, and laboratory applications.

The second product is a solid-waste ultraviolet radiation detector. It is de-
rived from APA's work in alurrinum gallium nitride (AIGaN) for Wright Patter-
son AFB on contract F33615-90-C-1454. Covered by several patents, these
detectors feature very high, uniform sensitivity in the UV region (up to
365nm) and very low sensitivity outside that region (including the visible and
IR).. The cutoff wavelength can be tuned by adjusting the AIGaN composi-
tion. They are more rugged than most photomultiplier tubes and less sensi-
tive to extremes of temperature than other solid-state detectors. Applications
include flame/fire sensing and instrumentation.

Further development in these product areas will be directed toward specific
applications such as LADAR (for the scanner) and fire sensing (for the UV de-
tector). as well as toward large-scale production of these products.

The intent of APA Optics is to supply custom forms of these products directly
to original equipment manufacturers (OEM) for inclusion in their products, as
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well as to market standard versions through specialized distributors of optical

components.

Applied Pulsed Power, Inc.

140 Langmuir Laboratory
95 Brown Road
Ithaca, NY 14850
Tel (607) 257-1971
Fax (607) 257-5304

Steven C. Glidden, President
Dr. David Hammer, Secretary
Daniel Kalantar, Treasurer
Michael Richter, Engineering Specialist

Applied Pulsed Power. Inc. (APP) was incorporated to develop the X-pinch
soft x-ray source for high throughput. .05-.35 Im scale lithography and to de-
velop other cormmercial applications of pulsed power. APP intends to de-
velop a prototype source and then manufacture the source for, or license the
technology to, serniconductor equipment manufacturers.

The microelectronics manufacturing industy will soon demand the capability
to produce devices with 0.25 rmicron (1m) feature sizes - beyond the capabil-
ity of current optical lithography techniques. Soft x-rays can achieve feature
sizes in the 0.05 - 0.25 (;m) range. X-ray technology is generally believed to
be necessary to create the ultra-large scale integration (ULSI) ICs. such as
256 Mbit to 1 Gbit dynamic random access memory (DRAM) chips.

While high energy synchrotrons can generate soft x-rays with the required
properties for x-ray lithography, they are very expensive (at least &
$20,000.000 plus the cost of a dedicated facility). In addition, reliance on a
single synchrotron to support many wafer steppers represents a high risk.

The x-pinch pulsed plasma x-ray source under development at Applied
Pulsed Power, Inc., consists of two or more fine wires mounted on the load
electrodes of a pulsed power generator in the form of an X which are sub-
jected to a 100 ns, 500,000 A pulse. As a result, the crossing point becomes
an extremely bright source of extreme ultraviolet and soft x-ray radiation.
The x-pinch has shown Itself capable of satisfying the source requirements
for high throughput x-ray lithography. It Is preferable to synchrotron-based
sources based on capital costs and ease of implementation, The X-pinch is
superior to other plasma-based soft x-ray sources in throughput, energy effi-
ciency, and cost of ownership.

The capability of the x-pinch source to satisfy the requirements for x-ray li-
thography has been demonstrated experimentally at Cornell University.
Phase I produced a design indicating the engineering feasibility of the source
In Phase II APP Is building a demonstration version of the source, whose out-
put characteristics are sufficent for a high throughput x-ray lithography sys-
tem. The next step Is to use this system to explore reliability and lifetime is-
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sues while developing a prototype source which can be mounted on a x-ray
stepper.

The X-pinch was developed and patented at Cornell University. APP was
formed by two of the X-pinch inventors and Steven Glidden, company Presi-
dent, in 1990 to further design and develop the source. APP is currently ne-
gotiating with Cornell to obtain exclusive rights to this patent.

The company is seeking funding to accelerate the testing and optimization of

the demonstration source and to develop a prototype source which will be
mated with an x-ray stepper developed by a lithography system manufac-
turer. Development of the prototype source would be done in collaboration
with the stepper manufacturer to ensure source/stepper compatibility. This
collaboration could be a simple agreement to share technical information, or
it could be in the form of a joint venture or partnership to develop a complete
x-ray lithography system. Potential sources of funds include semiconductor li-
thography equipment manufacturers, semiconductor manufacturers, non-
SBIR DARPA funding (in collaboration with a stepper manufacturer), or other
outside investors. In addition, investment in APP could be leveraged by
grants from the National Institutes of Standard and Technology's Advanced
Technology Program, which covers direct expenses only.

Applied Technology Associates, Inc.

P.O. Box 149434
Orlando, FL 32814
Tel (407) 894-6151
Fax (407) 894-6577

Robert Cavalleri, Ph.D., President
Marichu Cavalleri, Sec-Treasurer

Company Purpose and Goals: Developing compact efficient rotary vane gas
compression for air conditioning applications.

A high efficiency, compact but large displacement rotary compressor is being

developed. Several machines in the size range from 6 cfm to 600 cfm have
been designed or fabricated. This compressor has features incorporated into
its design that minimize the amount of internal leakage, decrease internal fric-
tion and maximize the compressor displacement for the weight and volume of

the compressor. The machine can be used in air conditioning and refrigera-
tion applications with a variety of relrigerants. The refrigerants considered for
use with the machines in a vapor cycle are environmentally benign. A sec-

ond application is as a two stage 600 cdm air compressor. This application
will generate 240 psia air for a number of industrial applications.

The benefits of this machine are its sirplicity, low fabrication cost and energy
efficiency. It can also be used as a vacuum pump or as a solar power gener-

ating unit.
Marketing help is needed.
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APTEK, Inc.

1257 Lake Plaza Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Tel (719) 576-8100
Fax (719) 576-8252

Thomas F.V. Meagher, President
Eugene A. Fitzgerald, Vice President

The APTEK design optimization team seeks to help companies develop supe-
rior products by effectively Integrating software optimization technologies into
their design process.

The Customized Optimum Design Evolution (CODE) capability solves com-
plex engineering design problems by integrating analysis software with versa-
tile optimization and advanced visualization technologies. The APTEK
CODE team develops integrated software systems to solve client problems.
and offers the systems to clients as well as specific solutions.

CODE can be used to optimize any or all aspects of product development to
which complex design methods are applied. CODE has successfully com-
pleted Phase It SBIR contracts involving complex aerodynamic shape optimi-
zation (Air Force, Navy) and 3-D space planning (NASA, Air Force). Other
applications include automotive and aircraft design and manufacturing, con-
current engineering, and process control and operations.

Benefits of integrating CODE into current design methodologies include ira-
proved product performance, shorter design cycles, and reduced product de-
velopment costs.

APTEEK is Interested in providing existing aerodynamic or 3-D space planning
design optimization software to users, providing optimized solutions and/or
software to a variety of other complex engineering problems, or in fortring
strategic alliances for additional development and/or selling.

Artificial Intelligence Research, Inc.

Box 459
Orange, TX 77630
Tel (913) 832-1444

Dr. Frank M. Brown, President
Dr. Carlos Araya, Vice President
Dr. David Leasure, Chief Engineer

The company goal Is to build a rapid software development technology using
the latest proqrarrming and representation language innovations.

Logistica M Is a lexically soaped functional programming language used for
rapid program development for Implementlng commnonsense reasoning proc-
esses. Although at the sirrpest level Logistica looks like Scheme it differs in
two important ways: First. It allows symbols to be bound to any number of
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values, and second, it allows symbolic expressions to be I"e results of evalu-

ation. The consequences of these changes is that automatic backtracking
with exhaustive space searching, multiple threaded execution, parallel execu-
tion, and pattern matching all become inherent features of normal functior ap-
plication These differences provide the programmer new and powerful pro-

gramnvTng metaphors based on a searmless progression of tools, from the
straightforward lunctional programnvrng approach to the powerful and highly
descnptive expression of alternative symbouic comrutptions Logistica pro-

vides a rapid development technology more powerful than Apre's new DY-

LAN operating system development language for general programming tasks.

It is especially effective at implementing sophisticated reasoning processes

such as heuristic search, planning, natural language understanding. knowl-

edgebase inference, symbolic reasoning, algebraic and geometric reasoning,

inductive rL.asoning, constraint programming, deductive reasoning, object on-

ented reasoning, verification 6nd synthesis of programs and designs.

Additional' Development Needed: Development of an optimizing compiler.

We are looking for the following kinds of partnerships.

"* A company having a need to develop software which performs formal or

commonsense reasoning tasks such as reasoning about actions, inferring

consequences trom knowledgebases, and planning in this case the part-

ner would provide commercialization funds, and an application area, re-

ceivwng in return both an immediate technological foundation for solving

its problems, in addition to other financial arrangements as the commer-

cialized product is sold.

"* A computer software/hardware/microelectronics company interested in

providing rapid computer software product development capabilities to its

customers particularly for tasks involving commonsense reasoning or for

its own internal use In this case the commercialized system or some ver-

sion of it would be a product of the partner providing it with a new end

sales capability. A company working in the area of parallel machine's and

processes wculd find this technology especially useful

• A company specializing in knowledge transference and information high-

ways. In this case the company would use the system as a high level

method of expressing sophisticated reasoning processes in such a man-

ner that the information may be easily communicated In this case the

partner would receive a competitively advantageous idpruisentation tech-

nology

AstroPower, Inc.

Solar Park
Newark. DE 19716-2000
Tel (302) 366-0400
Fax (302) 368-6474
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Allen M. Barnelt, President
Cheryl E. Keith, Vice President, Director of Operations
Robert B. Hall, Vice President, Director of Silicon R&D
Louis C. DiNetla, Director, High Performance Products

Company Purpose and Goals: Production of high performance optoelec-
tronic products fabricated from thin sheets of eectronic semiconductor maten-
als including, but not limited to, special detectors, ultra-bright LEDs and high
performance space and future terrestrial solar cells.

Epitaxial gallium phosphide based materials are promising for the manulac-
lure of ultraviolet light detectors. Low leakage current and good signal to
noise ratios will provide detector sensitivity superior to standard silicon ultra-
violet detectors. Due to a large bandgap and exceptional quality, gallium
phosphide detectors will also provide superior performance in high tempera-
ture, high radiation environments. Delerrmining the intensity anm wavelength
of ultraviolet light is Important in spectrophotome'ry, astronomy, high-energy
physics (Cerenkov radiation), medicine, UV cudr,', photoresist exposure, ster-
ilization systems, and chemical processing. These detectors also nave appli-
cations as fire detection sensors, communication receivers in high tr,,n!il
ambients and as targeting sensors for missile and laser systems.

IllV energy converters optirmized for radio luminescent light based power
sunplies using an "indirect" process in which a phosphor is excited by radioac-
tive decay products to produce light that is then converted to electricity by an
energy converter are being developed. This will tesult in the production of
low volume, safe, high voltage, rilliwatt power supplied with service life times
in excess of 12 years. These 'batteries' can be used to fulfill system power
requirements such as low level constant power or trickle charge for energy
storage devices for burst power requirements. Beta batteries can be used for
remote applications and also widespread commercial potential as on-board
power supply to maintain non-volatile memnory.

Prototypes have been demonstraied.
AstroPower Is Interested in working with corrmanies on specific applications

It Is our intent to supply critical high performance components to original

equipment manufacturers.

Atlantic Aerospace Electronics Corporation

470 Totten Pond Road
Waltham, MA 02154
Tel (617) 890-4200
Fax (617) 890-0224

Dr. Theodore Bially, Vice President, Gen. Mgr.
Dr. Victor Tom, Group Leader, Algorithm
Ms. Tami Peli, Director, Infrared Processing
Mr. H. Jay Ohland, Vice President, Marketing
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Atlantic Aerospace has outstanding technical staff capabilities and extensive

engineenng development tools for creating innovative high technology solu-
tions to meet market needs. We seek to form alliances with industnes cur-
rently in areas where our technology will allow new and profitable products to

be brought to the marketplace. Our goal is to maintain sustained growth of
15 to 20 percent a year.

Atlantic Aerospace has developed an innovative, non-linear signal processing
technique based on morphological filtenng, that detects military targets or
other specified objecls in imagery data that is highly cluttered and in which de-
sired targets are charactenzed by subtle, hard-to-find signatures.

Our Phase II SBIR work is aimed at optirmizing and refining the algonthrns for
operation across a wide range of imagery data, testing the results against
government-provided imagery data sets, and developing a prototype real-
time processor for use in scanring IRST systems. We have also developed
morphology-based texture measures that have been demonstrated to be

highly effective for discnrninating man-made objects from natural scene fea-
tures in high resolution SAR, FLIR and Electro-Cplic imagery.

The Atlantic approach used algorithms that are much less corputationally
complex than other methods. We have achieved target detection/discnrruna-
tion results that are at least as good as, and in many cases significantly bet-
ter than, the current best techniques in a wide vanety of applications do-
mains. Th, computational simplicity afforded by Atlantic's non-linear ap-
proach is dii,. tly convertible into major reductions in hardware cost, size,
weight and power consumption.

Commercial applications exist in many areas Including machine vision, docu-
ment scanning, airport security and analysis of medical imagery.

Atlantic Aerospace has developed a scalable processor architecture for mor-
phological signal processing that uses an ASIC currently under development
with internal funds. Additional development will be needed to optimize the
processing algonrthms and scale the processor for use with specific platfomiTs,

sensors and rmissions, and to demonstrate real-time processing for a se-

lected application.
Atlantic Aerospace technical strengths are focused in three broad areas: 1)

Signal processing, 2) antennas, and 3) surveillance and counter-surveillance
systems. In each of these areas we continue to develop relationships with
firms currently in the marketplace, in which we jointly respond to market op-
portunities and/or locus our IR&D investments toward agreed-to market
needs.

As a small lirm primarily focused on the defense-oriented SBIR and contract
research and development business, Atlantic Aerospace Is not by itself well
positioned to respond to the product-oriented marketplace. We are able, how-
ever, due to our primary business focus, to provide a technology base and
level of innovation not normally available to many product houses. Our strat-
egy is to form alliances which require a minimum of Investment by either

party, that will allow us to combine our substantial technological strengths
with the market presence and built-in infrastnucture of a product-oriented firm.
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Aurora Associates

3350 Scott Blvd., B-30
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Tel (408) 748-0867
Fax (408) 748-2962

Dr. I.D. Chang, Chief Scientist
Ed Gill, Senior Staff Engineer
Pheobe Chang, President

Company Purpose and Goals: Product development of optical sensor and
signal processing Instnrnents based on proprielary acousto-oplic technology
Near-term goals include development of AO tunable filters/spectrometers.

Aurora Associates has four phase II SBIR projects. The objectives of these
projects are: (a) Optical IFM-the development of a channelized IFM receiver
capable of handling multiple RF signals. (b) Spectral Agile Image Sensor
(SAIS) - development of an AOTF based SAIS operated in the infrared, (c)
Amplitude Modulated Fiber Sensor (AMFS) - develop effective dual wave-
length referencing technique for fiber optic sensors, and (d) Multiplexing Fi-
ber-Optic Smart Sensor (MFOSS) - develop wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) techniques for Irmplementation of smart structures. All these pro-
grams are directed to product development of optical sensor and Instruments
based on Aurora Associates' high performance AO devices. Successful com-
pletion of the SBIR programs will result In the tollovMng products- (a) Ad-
vanced AO devices (modulator, Bragg cells and AOTF), (b) AOTF imaging
spectrometer wor environmental monitoring, process control and medical appli-
cation, (c) low power tunable filter for fiberoptic sensor/corrmunication, and
(d) AO channelized IFM/Correlater as preprocessor of EW or commnunication
receivers,

The Phase II effort has produced breadboard for hardware demonstration.
Additional effort Is required to develop cost effective manufacturing process

for the product.
The primary strength of Aurora Associates is our capability of providing new

AO devices based on our experience and proprietary technical expertise. Dr.

I.D. Chang, the chief scientist of Aurora Associatep was the Inventor of many
AO devices Including the basic AOTF. Currently Aurora Associates has 2 is-
sued patents and three more are pending. Aurora Associates is interested to
seek joint venturesipuuinerships •lAt complete systnm or equipment manufac-
turers. Since Aurora Associates have full capability in the manufacturing of
AO products at device and subsystem level. Aurora Associates will be re-
sponsible for the optical sensor (components/subsystem) and the system
house will be responsible for the system integration, software and sale.
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Autonomous Technologies Corporation

520 N. Semoran Blvd., Suite 180
Orlando, FL 32807
Tel (407) 282-1262
Fax (407) 282-9510

Randy Frey, President
Dick Downes, Vice President
Dr. James Burkhalter, Principal Scientist

The Company is currently transitioning from DoD and NASA sponsored Re-
search & Development focusing on Tracking Laser Radar Technology to
Commercial Development of a proprietary medical laser product.
Coherent Laser Radar Monooufse Tracker.

Optical heterodyne monopulse tracking is an attractive solution for strategic
target discrimination and weapon system fire control, rather than depending
on adjunct angle tracking systems, but its precision is degraded by laser
speckle. Theoretical analysis and simulation results indicate the proposed in-
novative monopulse signal processing approach would perform well against
diffuse targets and product high precision angle error signals. The hardware
implementation of the conceptual design is sufficiently versatile to be compat-
ible with the multiplicity of wave forms that are candidates for the high preci-
sion range/doppler measurements required for strategic target discrimination
and weapon system fire control.

The objective of the innovative monopulse signal processing approach was to
decouple laser speckle from target angle error measurements. The coherent
laser radar rnonopulse signal, processing implementation is capable of proc-
essing both the amplitude and phase information that is contained in the rno-
nopulse return.

The Phase II program has two major activities:

* A detaii simulation which addresses both the amplitude and phase as-

pects of the heterodyne mixing process, complex target signatures, repre-
sentative acquisition urcertainties due to target/sensor platform dynam-
ics, and angle error algorithm.

* The design and fabrication of a data acquisition sensor and signal proc-
essing system used to collect diverse data sets, against a variety of tar-
gets, which enable the validation of the simulation, and the Signal Proc-
essing Technique.

LADAR Vision Processor for Rendezvous. Dockina and Adaptive Grasoina:

The LADAR Vision approach to autonomous satellite servicing and assembly
allows a logical transition from pre-specified (robotic) and manned EVA to vi-
sion-assisted telerobotic and vision-dependent autonomous satellite servic-
ing. This is accomplished by relying on direct measurements of registered

geometric parameters (range, velocity and reflectance) for comparison to the
shapes, dynamics, and materials of reference objects in an on-tine fashion,
utilizing the 3D. Doppler Imaging LADAR and the LADAR Vision Processor.
The technology development program was designed to demonstrate the teasi-
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bility of our innovation in support of systems requirements within the Satellite

Servicer System Right Demonstration program.
The LADAR Vision processing approach provides six-degree-of-freedom

(6DOF) measurement (3 position, 3 orientation) of a single object with re-
spect to the LADAR platform addressing the spacebome rendezvous and
docking application, and/or 6DOF data on both end-effector and target for
robotic manipulator adaptive grasping based on image processing of the
multi-dimensional Imagery. The basis of object orientation measurements is
a 3D image gradient to determine surface normal direction and multi-dimen-
sional correlation to perform optimal match to relerence target orientation

The 60OF position of the correlation reference provides the guidance error
signals when the correlation tracker loop is closed. The system also provides
simple object recognition based on hierarchic multi-dimensional feature
matching, addressing a limited domain bnvironment similar to the SSSFD

demonstration flights.
Hierarchical 3D and DoWcier Imaging MQ, LADAR with proqrammable Fovea
and Peiipheral Vision:

The project applied innovations to coherent infrared laser radar technology to
address the specific mission application of NASA spacebome and automat-
ion robotics. The innovations resulted in an imaging LADAR approach tai-
lored to operate safely in a large area dynamic environment yet provid3
highly accurate data required to accomplish complex tasks. The Phase II pro-

gram developed a multi-function Range, Velocity, and Intensity Imaging
LADAR that Incorporates an advanced scanning capability to provide hermi-
spherical coverage In a Doppler motion detection and tracking mode as well

as increasing fine resolution for 3D image based object recognition. The
hardware represents a state-of-the-art coherent infrared radar.

Bernier & Associates, Inc.

458 Boston Street
Topslield, MA 01983
Tel (508) 887-8867
Fax (508) 887-6592

Leo J.D. Bernier, President
Denise M. Bernier, Treasurer/Clerk
Hazen E. Bickford, Controller
Dawn E. Gregory, Lead Software Engineer

The mission of Bemner & Associates, Inc. is to develop and market data col-
lection and consensus building products and services. The goals of B&A are
to become the recognized leader in this area, maintain a strong financial posi-
tion, and create a rewarding environment for all company personnel.

INFORUM Is a Groupware system that is used to collect. organize, manage,
and prioitize Information. The system Is unique In that It permits Information
to be collected easily from any numrber of different Individuals (or groups)
who may be geographially dispersed. A major advantage of the system is
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that system users can supply information at any time it is convenient for them
to do so, either all at once or a little at a time. The system provides an attrac-
tive alternative to some of the more traditional data collection techniques such
as personal interviews, group brainstorning techniques, and printed question-
naires.

Like questionnaires, INFORUM permits a structured approach to collecting in-
formation about any subject area. The system provides the advantage of per-
milling the type of information being collected to be easily modified after data
colection begins.

Like interview techniques, INFORUM permits information to be collected on a
personal basis in the comlort of an individual's office. Unlike interview tech-
niques, it is not necessary to schedule time for the interview. On the con-
trary, participants are given considerable amount of latitude In scheduling
time to participate in any data collection activity.

Like 'brainslorrring," INFORUM encourages differing views to be captured,
identified and evaluated for any topic. Also like brainstorming, INFORUM in-
duces new ideas from ideas that have already been presented. Unlike brain-
storming techniques, the system can address multiple topics simultaneously.

Additional development needed:

"* A working version of INFORUM (Version 2x) is currently available and is
being used at several different sites. The "x" signifies that the version is
considered to be a developmental version;

"* A new version of INFORUM (Version 3x) is completed and is Lurrently be-
ing tested;

"* The first commercial release of INFORUM (INFORUM 1.0) will be either
Version 2x or Version 3x;

"* It is our intention to mass market INFORUM. The first commercial re-
lease is possible within 12 months: and

"* Five new developmental versions are planned over the next three years.
B&A is seeking the following relationships:

"* B&A needs capital to underwrite the initial marketing expense B&A will
prepare INFORUM (Version 1.0) and perform the marketing activities.
B& A's partner would provide the necessary funding;

"* B&A is seeking additional resources needed to accelerate the develop-
ment of INFORUM. B&A would develop the software system B&A's part-
ner would provide the funding; and

"* B&A is seeking partners to establish a consulting business around IN-
FORUM.

Qualilied partners would enter into a cooperative arrangement with B&A to a)
assist clients to use INFORUM, b) train clients in the use of INFORUM, c) de-
velop and mainiain knowledge bases, and d) use INFORUM on Wde Area
Networks.
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BioQuant, Inc.

1919 Green Road
Ann Arbor. Ml 48105
Tel (313) 995-2176
Fax (313) 995-0550

Mr. Robert L. Montgomery. President
Dr. Willfried Schramm, Vice President, R&D
Mr. Thomas Porter, Chairman of the Board

BioQuant. Inc. is a biotechnology company formed to develop methods, pro-
cedures, and products for the non-invasive collection of body fluids for diag-
nostic evaluation of physiological markers. The company also develops ana-
lytical systems that can be used with non-invasively obtained specimens un-
der non-laboratory conditions for screening procedures and diagnostic tests.
The company manufactures a device for the collection of an ultrafiltrate of sa-

TMliva, the SalivaSac

Brimrose Corporation of America

5020 Campbell Boulevard, Suite E
Baltimore, MD 21236
Tel (410) 931-7200
Fax (410) 931-7206

Dr. S.B. Trivedi
Dr. Sean Wang

Following are a series of products which have been developed as a result of

the SBIR spin-off.

"* Multi-channel gigahertz acousto-optic modulators for optical computing
and interconnection.

"* Single element acousto-optic 2-D scanners

"* Higher power acousto-optic cavity dump for Coherent Laser.

"* Mufti-channel germanium deflector for manufacturing technology

"* Laser AOTF for printed circuitry board manufacturer.

"* Acousto-optic tunable filters (AOTFs).

"* Luminar 2000 TM NIR spectrometer based on AOTF for process control
and analysis.

"* LaserTrax II full color laser graphic display.
"* Miniature AOTF module for optical fiber communication.

"* Imaging AOTF for Raman, Fluorescence and IR spectral Imaging

"• New detector materials: HgMgTe. HgCdTe
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"* New photorefractive material CdTe V, ZnTe:V

"* Material improvement, 'in situ' quality control for crystal growth of IR mate-

rial.

Brmrose Corporation of America will utilize a Phase III research project to
cormmercialize coherent light amplifiers, optical power limiters and phase con-

jugate optical devices for optical data processing at visible and near infrared

wavelengths using low power CW lasers and laser diodes.

We are proud to mention that Brimrose was selected from a group of 6,000

companies to testilfy on behalf of the Small Business Innovation Research

Program at a heanng of the comrmrttee on Science, Space, and Technology;

U-S House of Representative, due to our strong track record of corrTnerciali-

zation of Phase II SBIR programs.

CEMCOM Research Associates, Inc.

1919 Halethorpe Farms Rd.
Baltimore. MD 21227
Tel (410) 247-0012
Fax (410) 247-0015

Dr. W.E. Hanford, Corporate Secretary

CEMCOMs goal is to be the best research company in the field of chemically

bonded ceramics, profiting from licensing its technology.

CEMCOM Research Associates, Inc., while a very small business, is the

world leader in the development of Chemically Bonded Ceramics This class

of products, which includes cement, has been taken from a murxn, -,a com-

mercial materal to a group of high-tech products, predominantly through

SBIR funded research. Present research programs include:

"* Cast net shape tooling for molding. This tooling can have either metal

surface finishes or made with chemically bonded ceramic finishes and

can be made in a variety of sizes, but it is particularly suited for larger

tools.

"* Blast and shock attenuation materials. These non-flammable, castable

materials absorb and reflect the energy of high explosives They were de-

veloped for packing explosives and bunker walls. They have found appli-

cation in safes and security locations.

"* Armor. This class of material is made hard enough anc. strong enough to

compete with steel and ceramic armor. It has many unique capabilities.

irncluding high, multi-hit capability

"* An environmental process for combining the most undesirable coal ash

and white water from the metals industry into a energy and chemical addi-

tive for cement clinker manufacture.

CEMCOM is seeking manufacturing and marketing partners who would be ca-

pable of suggesting different markets for its Chemically Bonded Ceramic ma-

terials. While CEMCOM would enjoy technical assistance, its staff is fully
competent in this area.
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CEMCOM is seeking a relationship with companies who can be the sales

and manufacturing body of the company. CEMCOM would be the research

and technical sales arms. An agreement in which CEMCOM would receive a

royalty for products sold and costs for its technical assistance is envisioned.

CF Technologies, Inc.

One Westinghouse Plaza. Suite 200
Hyde Park
Boston, MA 02136-2059
Tel (617) 364-2500
Fax (617) 364-2550

John Moses, President
Zlatxo Altiparmakov. Engineer
Bill McGovern. Engineer
Stephanie Rouanet, Engineer
Robert Colp, Engineer

CF TECH develops and comnercializes processes and products based on

the use of critical fluid technology.
CF TECH is currently working on two DARPA sponsored SBIR Phase 11 pro-

jecls based on supercritical fluid processing. One project has focused on the
development and testing of a process for the extraction and reactive destruc-
tion of hazardous materials in a totally enclosed, near-ambient temperature
process. In the second project, multicomponent aerogels are being devel-

oped for various rmilitary and advanced materials needs,
The reactions project application under development is the extraction and

catalytic decomposition of hazardous materials of interest to DoD. Supercnti-
cal carbon dioxide is used as both the exiractant and the reaction cabier sol-
vent.

Aerogels are extremely light weight, high surface area, porous solids typically
composed of silica. They are best known for their outstanding thermal insulat-
ing properties. CF TECH has improved processes for the manufacture of
aerogels and developed multicomponent formulations for increased strength
and tailored chemical properties.

The Phase II programs consist of pilot scale testing of the processes, applica-
tion testing and demonstration, and process modeling and optimization.
These programs also include the conceptual process design for a full scale
prototype.

At the comrpletion of Phase II of each project, one application of the technol-
ogy should be well developed and ready for commercialization. Other appli-
cations of the technology will require additional test and development work.

CF TECH is seeking partners for the development of products and processes
for other applications of the reactions and aerogel technology.

Reactions: The process should lend itself to treating and destroying a variety
of hazardous materials including nixed wastes, demilitarization program ma-
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terials, and deanup involving contamination with chlorinated organic com-
pounds.

Aerogels: Multicornponent aerogels have been made in which the chemical
and physical properties have been tailored to match the specific needs for a
product. We are identifying other uses for aerogels and seek partners inter-
ested in the development, testing, and commercialization of aerogel products.

CHI Systems, Inc.

Gwynedd Plaza Ill, Bethlehem Pike
Spring House, PA 19477
Tel (215) 542-1400
Fax (215) 542-1412

Wayne W. Zachary, President and Chief Executive Officer
Floyd A. Glenn Ill, Vice President & Chief Operations
James H. Hicinbothom, Senior Scientist (Project Manager)

Company Purpose and Goals: Providers of tools and services to developers
and users ol advanced interactive software systems.

The software engineering community is in need of tools that can provide use-
ful, affordable usability testing and evaluation of design concepts throughout
the software system life-cycle. Rapid interface prolotyping tools help develop
(and sell) software products to potential users, but they are unable to perform
the needed usability testing. The Intelligent Interlace Construction (IICON)
Evaluator solves this problem for advanced software systems that are built us-
ing industry-standard X Window Graphics User Interface (GUI). IICON Evalu-
ator provides a unique set of features:

e Automated data collection, via a session record and replay facility sup-
porting text and voice annotations:

* An expandable toolset for analysis of human-computer dialogues;

o Means of 'scripting' the behavior of incomplete modules or sub-systems

allowing full evaluation of user-system interaction well before software en-
gineering is completed; and

0 An integrated repository for all evaluation data and annotations from dis-

tributed sites for each HCI evaluation.
IICON Evaluator allows more effective development of advanced interactive

software, reduces down-stream 'fixes' and maintenance costs, and enhances
reliability of, and end-user (customer) satisfaction with, the final software
product.

Additional Development Needed: Refinement of interface and "bullet-proof-
ing" code to meet or exceed current commercial ("shrink-wrap") standards.
Modular extension to support a wider variety of Graphical User Interface

(GUI) builders.
Implementation Strategy: (1) Raise capital, develop shrink-wrap product, dis-

tribute and sell, and (2) Strategic Alliance with software developer or (CASE)
tool company, integrate as custom tool and license Strategic Partner.
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CoGenTex Inc.

840 Hanshaw Road, Suite 5
Ithaca, NY 14850-1589
Tel (607) 266-0363
Fax (607) 266-0364

Richard Kittredge, Ph.D., President
Tatiana Korelsky. Ph.D., Vice President for Applications
Ehud Reiter, Ph.D., Senior Computational Linguist
Owen Rainbow, Ph.D., (candidate), Computational Linguist
Daryl McCullough, M.S., Computer Scientist

CoGenTex brings recent advances In knowledge engineering and natural lan-
guage technology to commercial fruition in more intelligent user interfaces.
Applications emphasize textual output from databases often coordinated with
graphics, in domains as diverse as weather forecasting, statistical summa-
des, project management reporting and automatic software documentation.

CoGenTex is applying its text planning and linguistic generator software to
build a full-scale portable Intelligent Project Reporter (IPR) for software engi-
neering environments. The current goal is to provide project management re-
ports for Rome Laboratory's Software Ufe Cycle Support Environment
(ProSLCSE). ProSLCSE Is an advanced software engineering environment
which supports the development and life cycle of software according to DoD
standards. the IPR uses a combi.lation of domain and linguistic knowledge
to Interpret facts in the ProSLCSE database for reporting purposes. The IPR
will be integrated with ProSLCSE to cover a broad range of reporting topics
including project events governed by the 2167A standard, and by the MIL-
STD-1521 review activities standard. Special attention is given to reporting
of problem situations, as well as to configuring reports to various user needs
through a convenient Interface. Users are given options for adding explana-
tions of summary statements, for automatic Inclusion of tables and graphs

* which complement the text, and for integrating the output with document for-
matting capabilities of ProSLCSE. Intelligent textual reporting from software
project databases will not only save management time, but also encourage
more complete and uniform reporting standards. Conmercial applications In-
dude providing a textual reporting capability for industrial CASE lools as well
as for general-purpose project management software.

Application to industrial CASE tools or to general-purpose project manage-
ment software will require tailoring of knowledge bases and Interface. For
projects not following well-known and formalized management standards,
more knowledge acquisition capability will need to be added to the interface.

Natural partners will Include developers and vendors of Industrial CASE
tools, particularly those involved in the DoD-sponsored Knowledge-Based
Software Engineering (KBSE) effort. The IRG will add value to commercial
CASE_/KBSE products. Companies or government agencies with very large
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or multiple software projects may derive extra value from specially tailored ad-
ditional reporting features provided by CoGenTex.

Coherent Research, Inc.

1 Adler Drive
East Syracuse, NY 13057
Tel (315) 433-1010
Fax (315) 433-0070

Charles D. Stormon, CEO & Chief Scientist

Most utility companies recognize that implementing an Automated Map-

ping/Facilities Management (AM/FM) system of Geographic Information Sys-

tem (GIS) is critical to their long-term compelitiveness. AM/FM/GIS systems
can significantly enhance utility responsiveness while reducing operating
costs

The pnmary obstacle to implementing AM/FM/GIS has been the high cost of

establishing a facilities database by converting thousands of hand-drafted
maps. By elirminating up to 90% of the labor involved in map conversion,
SmartMaps TM automated map conversion system enables utilities to imple-

ment an AM'FM/GIS system in a cost-justified manner.

SmartMaps TM allows you to have both quality and reduced cost, SmartMaps'
knowledge bases are customized for your maps, your drafting standards. and
your database Iormats. When part of a map is too dilficult to read, Smart-
Maps asks you for help, integrating conversion AQ0/C operations. You get

maps converted for a total cost roughly equal to the QA/OC portion of a tradi-
tional conversion budget.

We developed SmartMaps by integrating several advance technologies. The
result is a turnkey conversion system customized for the specific symbols4 at-

tributes, and relationships between objects that are found on each type of
map. SmartMaps exports the results of your conversion into a customer-se-
lected database or AM/FM/GIS formal. SmarlMaps accepts input from a

scanner or other raster image source. There is no customer programming re-

quired; the system arrives ready to use.
The benefits of an enterprise-wide AMIFM/GIS system can be grouped into

four primary areas: Enployee productivity and safety; Reliability- Competi-
tiveness; Regulatory compliance.

We are interested in partnering with software, hardware and system integra-
tors in the imaging and document management, CAD, and AM/FM markets.

Columbia Cascade, Inc.

12020 Sunrise Valley Drive, Suite 200
Reston, VA 22091
Tel (703) 860-0866

A .Fax (703) 860-8449
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Marcia A. Smith, President
Robert D. Smith, Vice President

Columbia Cascade is a professional services company specializing in ad-
vanced application software design and development. The company's focus
is in the use and integration of artificial intelligence tools (expert systems, neu-
ral networks, data discovery and analysis) and advanced database design to
provide effective and practical decision support solutions for business and
government clients.
Eperldystem for Medical Review:

Health Care Intermediaries are required by the Heaflh Care Financing Admini-
stration (HCFA) to carry out a focused Medical Review (FMR) program to de-
termine: The medical necessity for Medicare coverage; the appropriateness
of services provided: the level of care provided: if frequency and duration of
services are appropriate: and ensure only covered services, equipment and
supplies are billed to the Medicare programs.

The Medical Review expertise and knowledge of Medicare claim coverage cri-
teria needed for an effective FMR program are not easily obtained It often
takes four to six months of training to become proficient in just one or two of
the many claim review areas. Even more experienced analysts are finding it
difficult to keep pace with the growing complexities of Medicare claims.

The completed system will provide expertise to a larger, less expert group of
users thereby reducing the unit cost of Medical Review. It will assist in stand-
ardizing the claim review process and provide standard documentation of re-
views conducted. It will assist Intermediaries in preserving human expertise
contained within their organizations, expedite the review process, reduce
training time, and allow personnel to perform reviews in areas in which they
are not specialized.

Phase II will further develop an expert system prototype that will perform the
above described tasks at a professional review level such as is now per-
formed by registered nurses and/or other professional personnel. Specifl-
cally, Phase II will interface the prototype to existing claims processing sys-
tems utilized by most intermediaries, increase the medical review topics
(Claim areas) to be examined by the system, and complete the development
of topics commenced during Phase I. Some additional development may be
required in Phase I1l.

The primary market for the product are Intermediaries currently conducting
Medical Reviews of Hospital Outpatient Claims such as the various Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Plans, Aetna, Mutual of Omaha, etc. The concept
could be expanded to inpatient claims, Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) Claims,
and other programs such as Medicaid.

Potential joint venture partners, partnerships and/or strategic alliances would
include:

0 Intermediaries currently involved in Medical Review Activities:

* Professional Review Organizations (PROs) which currently perform inpa-
tient medical review expertise;

* Companies involved in Health Care Systems: and

* Companies desiring entry Into the health care systems environment.
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Columbia Cascade is primarily interested in comranies whW- ;an provide mar-
keting and distribution of the finalized p.roduct and/or rnýmd;c' expertise to ex-
pand and enhance the existing development effort. We are open to the form
and structure of participation by interested companies

Command Control, Inc.

8800 Roswell Road, Suite 130
Atlanta, GA 30350
Tel (404) 992-8430
Fax (404) 993-3603

H. Bennett Teates, President
Stephen K. Fitzpatrick, Engineer

CCI is a professional services firm which applies innovative ideas and tech-
nology to the analysis, design, developmren., irrmementation, and support of
systems to solve operational problems. CCI provides systems integration
services with an emphasis in commwnunications. Engineering development at
CCI follows a rapid prototyping philosophy designed to quickly bring new tech-
nology to applications.

CCI is currently developing the Miult'ieaia Information Communications Sys-
tem (MMICS) for the U.S. Army, CECOM. Items being developed include the
Comm'unications Subsystem, an interface to the Army's MSE network, and a
videoconferencing application. The Communications Subsystem provides a
dynamic bandwidth allocation scheme to multiplex the dilfr-ent media into an
integrated data stream for transmission. This process is p-,formed through
asynchronous cell-relay, simrlar to Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) coný-
munications.

The MMICS interface to the circuit-switched portion of MSE runs at at variety
of data rates. A rate of 112 kbps is supported through an inverse multiplexer,
which cormines the bandwidth of several digital voce lines. A low bit rate
(16 kbps) interface is provided through the ONVT device.

MMICS videoconferencing is a distributed application which provides the real-
time corrmunication of audio, video, text, graphics, and still imagery. Still
and real-time motion video is shown in a windowed display on the screen. A
screen menu provides control functions for the conference. This application
may serve as the core of other domain-specific tactical applications, decision-
aids, etc.

The MMICS terminal consists of a UNIX-based 486 personal computer and
its peripheral devices, including a camera, a handset/headset phone, and
audio/video compression hardware. Examples of system usage include intel-
ligence analysis, weather forecasting, medical diagnosis, briefing, operations
planning, and battlefield situation display.

Phase It MMICS development will result in a prototype system which demon-
strates the basic capability to transmit multimedia data using the CCI dy-
namic bandwidth allocation scheme. Additional work needed is the develop-
"ment of specific applications which incorporate videoconferencing or other
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collaborative work. More importantly, the fielding of MMICS multimedia capa-
bilities in the mrilitary or in a commercial environment requires that the system
be repackaged in an app,., late form for manufacturing and customer usage.
A brief description of the envisioned system is described in the following sec-
tion.

Thp repackaging of MMICS for rrilitary/commercial usage involves separating
most of the multimedia functionality from the host computer. CCI is planning
a small, stand-alone MMICS unit, containing the audiolvideo compression
hardware, MMICS network protocols, MSE network interface, and possible
additional communications interfaces (satellite, T-1, ATM). Audio and video
plug directly into this unit. The unit also provides audio and video outputs. A
standard, serial data interface conveys text, graphics, and system control
data between the MMICS unit and the host system.

The host system consists of a computer (PC, laptop, workstation, etc.), oper-
ating system (DOS, Windows, UNIX, etc.), standard serial interface (RS-
232). camera, monitor, and display hardware for ths monitor. This arrange-
ment removes operating system dependencies and multimedia hardware
complexity from the host system. in this manner, MMWCS videoconferencing
capabilities may be added to a variety of existing systems.

CCI is seeking a Phase Ill strategic partner, or partners, to support the com-
mercialization of MMICS. Appropdat. sponsors may include hardware ven-
dors, comrnercial/military applications developers, and commerciaVrnilitary
customers with multimedia cormmrunications requirements. The following
items are sought from Phase III partner(s): Funding for the additional system
development, expertise in hardware packaging, manufacturing. ,x1 market-
ing. CCI vwll perform the systems integration, required software modifica-
tions, and testing.

Compact Software

483 McLean Blvd.
Paterson, NJ 07504
Tel (201) 881-1200
Fax (201) 881-8361

Dr. Reza Tayrani, Director, MIMIC/SBIR Prngrams
Dr. Ross Hicks, Vice President Engineerirl
Dr. Ulrich Rohde, President

Compact Software is the pioneer of CAD tools for the simulations of RF, "r'-
crowave and light-wave circuits and components. Our goal Is to provide our
customers with the most accurate, efficient and cost effective simulation tools.

Compact Software has enbarked on two major advanced device modeling
programs. The overall objectives of the two complementary programs are to
enhance the accuracy of active models both for the comnputer-aided design of
MMICs as well as for the prediction of device characteristics fraon the proc-
ess recipe (physics-based modeling).
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The first program entitled *Process and Physics-Based Device Models for
MESFET, pHEMT and HBT* is supported by DARPA unmer Phase II SBIR
program.

The oblective of the Phase II SBIR program is to provide upgrades to our lin-
ear and non-linear sirrulators (Super-Compact and Microwave Harmonica re-
spectively) to accorrmnodate the incorporation of fast, first-order, physics-
based MESFET. HEMT and HBT models developed during the course of this
program The device modeling efforts will specifically address advanced de-
vices such as MBE grown 025-0.1 micron gate pHEMT. HEMT, MESFET as
well as HBTs (NPN. PNP) These device models will complement our exist-
ing simulator models and will provide a means of fast circuit analysis and opti-
mization

The new models will possess the following enhanced capabilities:

"* Bias and temperature dependent device performance predictions based
explicitly on the device physical parameters.

"* Prediction of device equivalent circuit element statistics based on the

process variations

"* Physics-based model aescriptions will also be provided as well as an en-
hanced means of accessing foundry database information These latter
features will enable the support of statistically based model descriptions
as well as circuit simulations

The second program entitled 'Accurate Device Models For Compuler Aided
Design of MMICs* is supporled by the US Department of Defense under
MMIC Phase 3 program

As the result of these on going programs, commercial, easy-to-use, well-sup-
ported soltware modeling tools will be made available throughout the industry
for computer-aided design of MMIC circuits as well as for MMIC processing
and manufacturing.

Further SBIR funding in the range of $300K will enable us to start the full re-
lease of our product, the version of which is currently under development

Considenng the low level of investment that is needed for the full commerciali-
zation of our product ($300K). It is our belief that the best strategy would be
to request further funding support through the SBIR or related olfices. We
would like to have the opportunity to discuss this issue further.

Complere Inc.

P.O. Box 1697
Palo Alto, CA 94302
Tel (415) 321-5630
Fax (415) 321-3929

Dr. F.K. Owen, President and Director of Research & Development
T.K. McDevitt, Project Manager
T.A. Ambur, Senior Research Engineer
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Complere Inc. provides custom instrumentation and consultant research serv-
ices in fluid mechanics and energy systems. Our Phase III aim is to improve
and extend these services.

Complere Inc. is a small business incorporated in the state of California in
February, 1979. The company currently conducts SBIR and other contract re-
search in the areas of fluid mechanics and energy systems. These prograrms
involve the design, development and application of advanced optical diagnos-
tics to wide ranges of fluid flows. Current research capabilities include two
and three dimensional laser velocimetry, holographic interferometry and origi-
nal Interface designs and -software developed for data acquisition and analy-
sis. Programs also involve advanced hot wire turbulence and dynamic pres-
sure measurement techniques. During the past fourteeo years. Complere
Inc. has established a proven record of financial sponsorship from the private
sector and several Government Agencies. With SBIR support, Corplere Inc.
is currently developing instruments to improve low and high speed wind tun-
nel turbulence, flowfield and model attitude measurement accuracy, the de-
sign of aero-assisted space transfer vehicles and determine the charac-
teristics of oceanographic turbulent mixing flow fields. With SBIR Phase III
funding, these efforts will be applied to meet the significant National need to
develop new technology which will improve our competitive edge. These
needs are strategic, environmental and financial.

Access to Government and Private test facilities would greatly assist in our
Phase III commercial instrumentation development.

Our Phase III SBIR commercial activities Include In-house product develop-
ment and commercialization and ongoing negotiations of strategic alliances
with several local and national small and large businesses, two oceano-
graphic institutes, the company bank and potential venture capitalists. We

are confident that these efforts will provide us with the necessary investment
capital, specialized equipment and test capabilities for the future commercial
development of our Instruments and products. This will in turn contribute to
small business job creation and long term economic growth.

Computational Mechanics Corporation

601 Concord St., Suite 116
Knoxville, TN 37919
Tel (615) 546-3664
Fax (615) 546-7463

Paul D. Manhardt, Chief Executive Officer
Allen J. Baker, President
Joseph A. Orzechowski, Vice President

Company Purpose and Goals: R&D of world class CFD Science and Tech-
nology Products. Application of CFD for computational modeling of Grand
Challenge Problems of Importance to government and industry.

This Phase II SBIR project for Benet Laboratories at the Watervliet Arsenal,
addresses the Important problem of gun crew safety as reload speeds in-
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crease. Flareback and smoke emissions which can randomly occur during
multiple finngs are dangerous and mentally debilitating to the gun crew.
Proper design of gun bore evacuator mechanisms can prevent the circum-

stances of flareback from occurring. Through direct comparison with carefully

monitored experiments, this pvoject demonstrates that flows assocated with
gunbore evacua tors can be accurately modeled using Finite Element CFD
The Phase I capability will provide a user-friendly CFO design program catted
AKCES.BOREVAC, The delivered system will be capable of real gas flows
modeling including 3D Navier-Stokes flow, effective turbulence modeling and

wall dissipative effects, for a wide variety of bore-evacuator designs The de-
sign interface will have modem window/pull-down menu interlaces and last
graphics so data can be quickly entered, modified and graphically venfied
pnor to execution of a model. Sirnrlady. model results will be viewed graphi-
cally and dynamically to ensure accurate interpretation of results. Irrlemen-
tation in an efficient parallel processing Iramework provides the computational
speed for an effective design tool-

Computer & Concepts Associates (C&C)

P.O. Box 24246
San Jose, CA 95154
Tel (408) 723-5103
Fax (408) 723-5103

Michael W. Evans, President
Lorna A. Fox, Director of Administration

C&C Associates provides clients products and services to assist in the im-

provement of software management, engineering, assurance and reporting
processes and procedures.

C&C Associates is developing software oriented handbooks, training videos.
data bases and sollware assessment procedures and questionnaires. The in-

tent of these is to provide an accessible means for software management. en-
gineering and assurance personnel to get *how to' instruction supporting soft-

ware project requirements. C&C Associates is also establishing a Software
Program Managers Network to allow DoD, government and academic person-

nel to share "Lessons Learned" and project experience.
Additional Development Needed: Productionize the Lessons Learned Data-

base and provide updates on a subscription basis.

Computer Science and Applications, Inc. (CSA)

2 Clifford Drive
Shalimar, FL 32579
Tel (904) 651-4991 ext. 122
Fax (904) 651-2816
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Marion S. Skalka, President
Clifford H. Allen. Jr.. Director, Tactical Simulation Group
Robert S. Roberson, Field Manager
Ronald E. Goodfellow. Director. Technology Development Group
M. Chatt Johnson. Deputy Field Manager

CSA is a high technology company specializing in system studies, model
simulation development, real-time simulation and test facility support, and
computer and electronic maintenance support. CSA's goal is to be best in ef-
forts we support in the above areas, maintain nur excellent reputation as a
high technology company and maintain our annual growth rate.

The requirement to investigate the radiation patterns of antenna in a corrlex
environmeont, such as installations on airborne vehicles, generated the need
for an accurate engineering solution to practical antenna problems. The tree-
space radiation patterns of antenna elements are highly distorted by reflec-
tions and diffractions on complex structures Cut-and-try antenna element de-
sign and placement on such structures followed by testing are time consurn-
ing and costly.

CSA. through the SBIR Phase I and Phase If Program, developed the PC
desktop 'Airborne Antenna Pattern Prediction Program (A2p 3) computer

simulation analysis tool. This user friendly simulation program provides the
ability to predict radiation patterns from single and multiple antenna locations
on complex airborne vehicle structures to support the design and develop-
ment of systems such as scoring systems, radar warning receivers, missile at-
tack warning systems, and telemetry and data link installations.

The RPPAT Program objective is to expand the A2P3 technology to commer-
cial applications such as design and application of antenna systems for com-
rnunication and information systems associated with civil, police, and emer-
gency ground and airborne vehicles: command and control of rescue helicop-
ters, police cars, and ambulances; highway vehicle traffic control radar; and
mobile telephones and civilian highway automatic traffic routing syst4ms

Convolve, Inc.

1 Quarter Mile Road
Armonk, NY 10504
Tel (914) 273-4042
Fax (914) 273-4051

Neil C. Singer, Ph.D., President
B. Whitney Rappole, Jr., Principal Engineer
William Singhose, Principal Engineer
Warren P. Seering, Ph.D., Vice President

Convolve, Inc. is working on continuing the development of the patented In-
put ShapingTM method of reducing structural vibrations in controlled systems
and incorporating Input ShapingTM into commercially available products.
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Input ShapingTM is a new method of moving controlled systems without excit-
ing the resonant modes of the system. The basic Input ShapingTM algonthms
are patented by MIT. The stated goals of our SBIR Phase II are to continue
the development of the Input ShapingTM algorithms to enable successful im-
plementation of the technology on conmnercial systems. Input ShapingTM is a
software method that will improve the dynamic performance of computer con-
trolled systems. The method involves the convolution of the reference com-
mand with an impulse sequence, producing shaped comrmands which will not
excite resonances in the system. At the SBIR conference, we will be present-
ing an interactive demonstration system where visitors will be able to dis-
cover first-hand the benelits of Input ShapingTM vibration reduction technol-
ogy.

All that remains under development is the tailoring of the algorithms for spe-
cific computer systems and design ol an improved user interface to simplify
the installation of the algorithms.

Convolve has several goals for increasing the use and availability of Input
Shaping "M technology in commvnercial applications. First, we are working with
individual companies to incorporate Input ShapingTM into existing equipment:
Coordinate Measunng Machines, Silicon Wafer Handling Systems, NASA
Robotic Structures. for example. Second. we are looking to establish joint
ventures with companies who make motion controller products. Specifically,
we would like to see Input ShapingTM technology included as a standard lea-
ture on commercially available motion control boards. We are currently work-
ing to concurrently raise the interest level of both companies with systems
which will benefit from Input ShapingTM technology and the companies who
supply the controller boards which are incorporated in the systems.

Corticon, Inc.

3624 Market Street, Suite 508
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Tel (215) 898 3553
Fax (215) 387-6959

Dr. Paul Mueller, Chairman & CEO
Dr. Jan Van Der Spiegel, Vice President, Engineering
Dr. David Blackman, Vice President, Product Development
John Howell, Vice President, Marketing

Corticon designs and develops analog VLSI systems and software for real-
time neural network applications.

Corticon is involved in the hardware implementation of neural networks. The
company has built a patented general purpose analog neural computer. A
prototype has been completed, the first full scale machine to be delivered
September 1993. The machine is modeled after the brain and is composed
of electronic analogs of neurons, synapses and programmable interconnects.
It can be expanded to any size without performance degradation. The cur-
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rent version contains over 800 directly interconnected VLSI chips and is capa-
ble of more than 1012 equivalent FLOPS.

The computer runs entirely in analog mode However, connection architec-

tures, synaptic gains, time constants and neuron parameters are set by a digi-
tal host computer which also monitors the network performance and imple-
ments leaming algorithms. The VLSI technology was developed jointly with
the University of Pennsylvania. Primary areas of application include real-
world,,real-time or compressed-time pattern analysis and recognition: e q,
speech recognition, vision, robotics, the design of dedicated neural circuits
and the implementation of different learning algorithms. The machine is also
used to develop application-specific neural circuits (ASICs). Neural circuits

developed on the machine can be directly transformed into ASIs from their

neural components stores in VLSI libraries. Using the prototype as an errTX~a-
lion tool Corticon has developed analog neural circuits for real-time acousti-
cal pattern decomposition applied to speech recognition and a chip for 20
real-time tracking of moving objects. Corticon projects that analog neural net-
works and ASICs will play an increasing role as preprocessors, signal condi-
tinrers and classifiers in special purpose digital systems- The inherent fault
tolerance. unprecedented speed, low cost and small size of neural analoc
preprocessing stages make them the ideal technology for future hybrid ana-
logidigital systems.

The hardware and operating software of the neural computer are essentially

complete. Future development shall focus on software for selected applica-
tions and the production of neural ASICs with applications in acoustics, vision
and robotics.

Corticon is interested in alliances with companies that plan to establish a

presence in the emerging market of neural computation. This would include
companies with Interest In specific applications such as speech recognition,

vision or robotics.
A partnership could take the form of shared resources, product marketing

and the joint development of products for specific applications. Corticon can
contribute its proprietary technology and its expertise in VLSI design, sys-
tems development, neural network theory and application.

Creative Optics, Inc.

360 State Route 101, Suite 201
Bedford, NH 03110-5031
Tel (603) 472-6686
Fax (603) 472-6687

Dr. John F. Ebersole, President & Principal Scientist

The mission of Creative Optics, Inc. is to engage in research ana develop-
ment in order to provide solutions to specified problems in the evaluation.
analysis and testing of systems and concepts related to (1) electro-optical, in-
frared, and rmillimeter wave sensing, (2) automatic target recognition, (3)
camouflage and deception, (4) human perception in man-machine systems.
and (5) multisensor data fusion.
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Creative Optics, Inc. has developed a Mobile Army Camouflage Evaluation
(MACE) system in a Phase II for the US Army Natick RD&E Center. Object
search and detection by the human observer has been determined, by per-
ceptual psychologists, to depend heavily on texture segregation and percep-
tual grouping of simple characteristics that include color, brightness, orienta-
tion, closure, and line terminations. The MACE system, therefore, makes
use of standard texture statistics, based on the spatial grey-level co-occur-
rence matrix, as a set of objective measures for similarity ol a camouflage to
the local background.

One of the innovations of the MACE project is the extension of the evaluation
of monochrome images to explicitly cover color imagery in terms of CIE stand-
ard coordinates. The MACE system hardware and sollware can capture, dig-
itize, preprocess and record a set of 10 monochrome images that uniformly
sample the visible spectrum. Transformations have been implemented that
reduce the set of monochrome images to the CIELAB coordinate system for
subsequent texture analysis. Our approach has resulted in minimizing com-
putational load without sacrificing critical texture information. The MACE sys-
tem also creates a scale space representation of the color-component im-
ages-this allows the user to isolate size-dependent characteristics of camou-
flage.

In addition to meeting Army needs for camouflage evaluation, the MACE sys-
tem may find military applications in IFF/combat ID. automatic target recogni-
lion. simulation fidelity, camouflage design, reconnaissance, and target signa-
lure analysis. Commercial applications may include smart highways, smart
medical imaging, improving automated non-destruclive testing, surveillance,
and improved training and safety,

Natick RD&E Center is already funding a Phase III effort to extend the MACE
system to night vision device technology (image intensifier and thermal IR).
thereby making MACE a multispectral camouflage evaluation system. We be-
lieve that a high-fidelity model of the human visual system can be developed
using our MACE technology. Achieving this important first step ii commer -
cializing this technology will result in more robust algorithms which can be
kept proprietary to insure profitability of the sponsor as applications are devel-
oped. Succinctly then, wherever human visual perception is a key factor, our
proposed improvements in understanding and modeling the human vision

system will provide greater benefit-and thus wider applicability.
As a successful (11-year old) DoD R&D company, we have concentrated on

servicing the requirements of our DoD customers. This has included conver-
sion of several Phase I SBIR contracts to Phase II and Phase Ill. At the pre-
sent time we are open to leaming relationships that, for example, may involve
(a) small business set-aside contracts, (b) sole source Phase Ill Government
programs, and (c) direct large-company support for commercial enterprises.
Thus Creative Optics, Inc., could serve alternately as prime contractor or as
subcontractor, depending on what best fits the nature of the alliance.
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C.T.K. Enterprises

6575 E. Paseo Diego
Anaheim, CA 92807
Tel (714) 974-9641
Fax (714) 974-7396

Mr. Charles T. Kleiner, President, Principal Investigator
Dr. Jean E. Campbell, Controller

Company Purpose and Goals: To find companies/agencies that would like to

help us exploit the following: 1) *Radiation Hardened Magnetic Voltage
and/or Current Reference* Pat. N4,977.374, and 2) 'Magnetically Controlled
Variable Transformer" Pat. #4,907,246. No. 1 was developed by CTKE for
the USAF under Contract: F04704-90-C-0008 (PH I1).

This R&D project resulted in the development and test verification of a highly
accurate, predictable, stable and radiation hard voltage reference.

The Hard Magnetic Reference (HMR) is based on a) a highly stable Samar-
ium Cobalt (Sm Cos) permanent magnet that is used as the basic reference,
b) a magnetic second-harmonic null detector that produces an AC error sig-
nal. (The signal is generated by cancellation of the magnetic flux field from
the magnetic flux field from the magnet using a fed-back current), and c) an
electronic control loop composed of hardened electronics.

The technology developed under this SBIR Phase II contract is applicable to
a wide range ol electronics such as those used in advance guidance sys-
tems, nuclear instrumentation and commercial applications where long term,
unattended service is required. The magnetic technology can also be applied
to the design of hardened power subsystems.

The technology r'ust be directed toward non-defense business using com-
mercial high-rel serniconduclors to provide a lower-cost version of th6 prod-
uct. There is still a need to target particular business areas that could use
the technology and then build demo units for trial use in real applications.

What we woulc: like to do with this technology is transfer the techniques to
larger companies whereby we provide consulting and prototypes and the
larger organization would manufacture the end product. Because our technol-
ogy is patented, we can offer more protection from foreign competition as the
products are developed.

Cybernet Systems Corporation

1919 Green Road, Suite B101
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
Tel (313) 668-2567
Fax (313) 668-8780

Heidi N. Jacobus, President
Mark Taylor, Engineer
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Cybemet Systems Corporation integrates specialty people-centered hard-
ware and software systems for industry, military and space uses. The com-
pany develops specialized products through evolutionary application of ad-
vanced technology in Robotics and Automation. Human-Corputer Interlaces
and Computer-Aided Training.

Cybemet Systems' PER-Force Handcontroller is a small backdrivable robot
handle which moves in 6 degrees of freedom (positions x,y,z) and 3 attitudes
(roll, pitch, yaw). The operator uses the motorized handle to precisely posi-
tion robots or graphically displayed objects.

In most remote or analytical systems, operator feedback is limited to mouse
or stick displacement in two dimensions or visual feedback from CRT
screens With six axis force reflection and six axis orientation and position
control, manipulation and feeling" of multi-dimensional objects or datasels
can be done with ease.

The handcontroller generates "force-feedback" using six small. brushless DC
servo motors. For example, if a robot system is equipped wilh force sensing
devices, the output of the sensors can be used to apply contact forces to the
handle Therefore, the operator can "feel' contacts "remotely." Force feed-
back can alternatively be generated from controlled slave robot inertial esti-
mation (producing forces derived by how quickly the slave robot can move as
corrm"nanded by the operator)

Many applications exist for teleoperation in hazardous environment (e.g.. nu-
clear, undersea, environmental clean-up), and virtual reality environments
such as molecular modeling or simulations, and in advanced manufacturing
techniques.

Davis Technologies International, Inc. (DTI)

5025 Arapaho Road, Suite 505
Dallas, TX 75248
Tel (214) 385-9428
Fax (214) 387-4916

Richard L. Davis, President
A.R. Davis, Vice President
Leo W. Davis, Director of Engineering

After eight successful years of designing, manufacturng, and selling corn-
pressible fluidspring suspensions to the mining and construction industry
world wide, the principals of Davis Technologies International, Inc. founded
DTI in 1988 for the purpose of developing and commercializing advanced sus-
pension and shock attenuation systems which have dual use production
sales and/or licensing potential for automotive and aircraft applications in
both the rnilitary and cormmercial markets.

In a Phase I1 SBIR project for N.S.W.C. regarding development of a compact,
lightweight, high mobility suspension for the U.S.M.C. LAV-25, DTI has de-

-,*.' ,. , signed and built an innovative compressible Iluid suspension system which in-
tegrates spring and damping function into one compact cylinder unit replacing

a, -
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the larger, heavier suspension components currently used at each wheel.
Typically no larger than a common shock absorber, the DTI design corpletely
eliminates the additional space and weight requirements of bulky steel coil.
leaf springs, torsion bars, gas/oil struts or air bag systems. The system's com-
pactness and configuration flexibility provide almost unlimited retrofit and fU-
tore vehicle application possibilities. The DTI system's unique spring curve
characteristics provide stable and firm vehicle control without the nde stiffness
and vibration transrission associated with current systems and the system's
instantaneous shock response and advantageous damping rates provide Un-
matched vehicle ride quality. The DTI system is the prime element in future
suspension development ranging from simplified passive to electronic fully ac-
live systems for automotive, truck, aircraft and rail transportation. The sys-
tems potential for dual use applications are bringing its unique package, per-
formance characteristics and cost reduction benefits to the forefront of suspen-
sion technology with a wide range of commercial and military applications

DTI has already developed and patented its technology for use in the com-
mercial and rmilitary automotive market. DTI would like to vigorously pursue
new applications of the technology and potential patents in the areas of aoa-
tion and vibration isolation.

DTI would like to locate and evaluate potential manufacturers'sales firms or
investment groups which are already involved in or have an interest in our ar-
eas of technical expertise. DTI recognizes that several different partners may
be required for full exploitation of this technology because of the selected ap-
plication breadth. Ideally, that entity would be a company that could provide
the financial means to fund development of potential/selected applications of
the technology, then manufacture these applications under a licensing!royalty

arrangement with DTI.
DTI would provide the transfer of the technology or continuous application en-

gineer development support if required. The company would provide the
funding for these engineering effort means to manufacture and market the
technology product.

DTIs preference would be to start an alliance with an entity in the automotive
commercial/military market initially, then move on to aviation and vibration iso-
lation markets.

Dedicated Electronics, Inc.

96 Lane Road
Chester, NH 03036
Tel (603) 887-3161
Fax (603) 887-3161

Dennis P. Glynn, !11, President
John C. Joseph, Vice President
Philip J. Joseph, Vice President
Thomas 0. Perkins, Ill, Vice President
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Dedicated Electronics, Inc. is a pfivately-held company that was tormed to
solve microwave engineering problems. Business indudes communication
systems and custom microwave assemblies for radar, instrumentation, and
communications.

An instrument that non-obtrusively measures the thickness of fresh-water ice
is being developed. Operation is based on relating the measured reflections
of microwave signals at multiple frequencies to ice thickness. The one-per-
son portable instrument is placed on the ice surface, performs an automated
measurement sequence, and displays thickness in a numrenc display.

The ice-measurement instrument is a complete, portable, microwave reflec-
tometer. It is. equivalent to a one-port, vector network analyzer. The instru-
ment includes a synthesized transmitter, integral antenna, phase-locked re-
ceiver, and vector demodulator. An internal microprocessor controls the
measurement process and performs the calculations to determine ice thick-
ness.

The instrument will provide an improved means of measuring ice thickness,
It is small, inexpensive, and performs measurements quickly. Other tech-
niques require drilling through the ice or using highly complex and expensive
instrumentation.

The instrument can be adapted for other applications. It can measure the
magnitude and phase versus frequency of dielectnc materials. This informa-
tion can be manipulated to yield material thickness, reflectivity, or dielectnc
constant. Possible applications include determination of moisture content of
wood dunng kiln drying, quality control of antenna radome materials and ra-
dar absorbing materials, measurement of coating thicknesses in industrial
processes, and measurement of thickness of snow for ski resorts.

Development of the ice-measurement instrument will be completed during
this Phase II project. Additional development will consist of modifying the sys-
tem for other applications.

Implementation of the basic ice-measurement instrument will be comnpleted in-
dependently by Dedicated Electronics, Inc. Dedicated Electronics is open to
discussions regarding alliances for development of the instrument for other

applications.

DESE Research, Inc.

2700 Triana Blvd.
Huntsville, AL 35805
Tel (205) 536-3396
Fax (205) 536-3405

Wallace E. Kirkpatrick, Presidetit/CEO
Alfred E. Wyatt, Sr. Vice President
Stephen J. Kirkpatrick, Vice President
Dr. Robert M. Smith, Project Director

DESE Research, Inc. was founded in 1982 with the goal of providing high
quality research and engineering services to governmental agencies and pri-
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vate industry. The business areas of interest to the company encompass the
fields of Defense, Energy, Space, and Environment. DESE is established as
a small business under the Federal Regulations of Title 13, Section 121.3-8.

DESE Research, Inc. is performing a Phase II Small Business Innovation Re-
search (SBIR) Program in the area of Image Enhancement processing for the
U.S. Army Anti-Satellite (ASAT) Joint Program.Office. The image processing
algorithms were developed for modem visual sensor guided engagements of
complex satellite targets. These algorithms produce target shapes. The
shapes provide the complex data from which accurate target and aimpoint se-
lection can be accomplished in a varety of environmental and background
conditions, including star, earth limb, and albedo effects. This image process-
ing capability Is currently being assessed for a varety of medical applications.
The Image Enhancement System (IES) technology is specifically being devel-
oped with a view toward improving diagnostic capabilities for radiologists and
providing ophthalmologists with a tool for enhancing sight for the visually im-
paired. Potential medical applications currently under investigation include X-
ray analysis and diagnosis of diseases of the eye.

Dimension Technologies, Inc.

315 Mt. Read Blvd.
Rochester, NY 14611
Tel (716) 436-3530
Fax (716) 436-3280

Arnold D. Lagergren, President
Jesse B. Eichenlaub, V.P. Technology
Mark E. Katafiaz, Director, Tech. Oper.
Todd C. Touris, Systems Eng. Manager

Founded in 1986 to develop, produce and market unique autostereoscopic
displays, Dimension Technologies, Inc. has grown steadily, expanding its
technology to Include potential order of magnitude improvements in Uquid
Crystal Display (LCD) brightness and resolution. DTI's strategy is to attract
customers with substantial end-markets in targets such as medical en-
doscopy, situational avionic displays, telerobotics, and industrial inspection.

DTI's SBIR Phase II developments have advanced and are advancing its pro-
prieltary parallax illumination technology which allows autostereoscopic view-
ing of 3D imagery on fiat panel displays. SBIR Phase II funding has been
used to break through technical barriers which had previously caused lost
resolution, viewing restrictions, and image distortions, thus limiting the utility
of 3D display technologies in a variety of markets.

DTIs innovation consists of a unique combination of optics and illumination
which, when combined with a transmissive image form-ing device, such as an
LCD, produces clear, bright autostereoscopic images without the use of spe-
cial glasses or other optical aids.

DTI Is performing on two SBIR Phase II programs for NASA's Ames Re-
',-.,'iA - j search Center to produce prototypes of Its advanced autostereoscopic tech-
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nology These programs will produce functional prototypes of: A Real Time.

Full Resolution, Full Color Autostereosoopic Display; and a Full Resolution

Aulostereoscopic Display with Hologram-Like Look Around and a Wide View-
ing Zone.

These innovations represent significant advancements in the presentation of
autostereoscopic images which greatly enhance the realism of scenes and in-
terpretability of 3D data. This 3D technology will be vital in a wide range of

applications in government and civilian markets, including situational avionics
displays, medical MI1, CT scan, and endoscopic imaging, scientific visualiza-

tion, teleoperation, industrial inspection, and bioscience analysis.

DTI's advanced autostereoscopic technolories have to-date been embodied
in engineenng prototypes which must make the transition to "customer spe-
cific' prototypes then products. In some cases, DTI has stretched enabling
technologies such as LCDs, optics and illumination to where some of these

are also at the engineering prototype stage. In each case, a strategy exists
to make these transitions,

DTI has a dual strategy. For 3D. it is to attract OEM customers with substan-
tial market and distribution channels in place in target markets like situational
avion,,.s displays, medical endoscopic imaging. remote teleoperations and in-

dustrial inspection To date, DTI autostereoscopic displays have been sold to
potential CEM customers and markets validated in each of these target

niches These sales cycles are long; however, the prospects for full cormrier-

cial production appear pronising. For high definition. a technology fostered

out of our NASA Phase II full resolution R&D efforts, the str;.tegy is to secure
a partner with LCD manufacturing capability and replace the standard back-
lighting with photonic (unique combinations of lenses, lights and synchroniz-

ing electronics) subassemblies that bring lunctionality such as high definition,
brightness, color and/or autostereoscopy to the LCDs. Eventually this pro-

gram can lead to production of a whole new generation of LCDs.

Donmar LTD.

901 Dover Drive, Suite 120
Newport Beach, CA 92663
Tel (714) 645-5600
Fax (714) 645-6729

Margaret Goedeke, Chief Financial Officer and CEO
Dr. A. Donald Goedeke, President
Dr. John Storm, Vice President, Fire Protection Services

Donmar Ltd. conducts R&D in advanced tecinology related to fire protection,
security, military systems analysis, and fire protection services. The cor-
pany holds a major patent in artificial intelligence/machine vision. The com-

pany is also pursuing many projects in fire protection services, i:ocluding in

Europe.
Donmar has successfully developed, tested, and delivered an engineering

prototype "Machine Vision Fire Detector System (MVFDS)" which operates in
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the visible and functions in the same. manner as a human. This new technol-
ogy fire detector is a major breakthrough in advancing the reliability c! fire dis-
cnrnination against other sources of radiations that today cause existing UV
and IR detectors to false alarm. The MVFDS also allows for very fast fire de-
t•-ction, typically 0.5 seconds or less in facility and aircraft hanqar/sheller appli-
cations, but an order of magnitude faster for aircraft dry bay and engine bay
fire detection. Unlike old technology detectors that do not "kovow* the source
of the radiation they detect, or the location and size of the source, the MVFDS
automatically "sees' and discrimrnates the fire as would a human. deterrnmnes
its distance/location, and knows its size/growth in real time. These factors wil
have great significance to selecting release of suppressant agent only whiere
the fire is located and only when the fire has reached a predetermined size or
threat. In addition, the MVFDS can be simultaneously operated in the video
mode, thus portraying to an aircraft pilot, or a fire crnltrol officer, the actual fire
after it has been calegorized/detected. This provides for manual override. if
wanted, or a suppressant release. It also provides, for the first time. a pilot-in-
the-loop to verify a fire event in combat as well as in commercial transport
The detector uses off-the-shelf video cards, frame grabbers, microprccessor•,
Color CCD cameras, and electronic-, Donmar Ltd. was granted Patent
#5,153,722 on October 6, 1992. Full Scale Development (FSD) has been
planned by the Air Force for aircraft applications as well as for ground-based
hangar application aid Intrusion/secun ty detection.

For aircraft applications, the MVFDS must be value engineered, designed to
meet a large number of military standards, re-designed into a compact, dedi-
cated electronics package (perhaps VLSI), and interfaced to a fast speed
CCD via fiber optics (for aircraft dry bay and engine bay use). Also, new soft-
ware is necessary for these fast speed applications (10 m-illiseconds or so).
There are two ground-based market applications: Milita:' and commercial.
Size would not be a major factor in either case, but cost is. The electronics
and configuration should be redesigned. Additional false alarm immunity soft-
ware development and testing is also needed.

Donmar will acquire one or more partners with electronics, detectors. CCDs.
optics, and manufacturing capabilities to assist in the further development
and eventual marketing and manufacturing of the MVFDS. A company famii-
iar with military standards and Quality Assurance (9858A or equivalent) is re-
quired. The partner(s) could license one or more applications and assume ie-
sponsibility for various development efforts in parallel with those to be con-
ducted by Donmar (e.g., software development). FSD funds would provide
major support to the partner, but the partner would be required to conduct
srnre R&D with its own funds, as well as to acquire specialists, if appropriate.
in machine vision technology and computer image processing It is uncertain
at this point how to market the product for ground-based commercial and mili-
tary use.
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DynaGen, Inc.

99 Erie Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
Tel (617) 491-2527
Fax (617) 354-3902

tndu A. Muni, Ph.D., President and Chief Executive Officer
Dhananjay G. Wadekar, Chairman and Executive Vice President
F. Howard Schneider, Ph.D., Senior Vice President, Technology
Peter J. Mione, Vice President, Clinical and Regulatory Affairs
Judith P. Kitchell, Ph.D., Director, Biomaterials Programs

DynaGen, Inc. was organized in November 1988 for the purpose of develop-
ing and marketing diagnostic the therapeutic products for the treatment of in-
fectious diseases, such as tuberculosis and malana.

It is known that the human immune system frequently requires three or more
exposures to an immunogen to stimulate lasting irmrmnuty. Thus imrnuniza-
tion against certain diseases is presently conferred through vaccination pro-
grams which involves multiple encounters with trained medical personnel.
Such vaccination regimes require stnct logistical control, especially in the pub-
lic health sector. An approach to reducing the logistical load is to mfodity im-
munization formulations for each vaccine so that a single dose confers com-
plele immunity. The single dose formulation must reproduce the multiple
dose effect by presenting multiple exposure events - such as are received
with a senes of 'primer- and 'booster' shots. The individual will require only
one encounter with medical personnel to receive full Im'munization, thus re-
ducing time expended by medical and record maintenance personnel, and
elirrinaling the risk of failure to receive the 'booster' dose. DynaGen has de-
veloped a formulation method which provides periods of dormancy followed
by immunogen release. This dormant dose form has been dubbed a Sleep-
erTM dose. The SleeperTM formulations are of simple composition, building
upon the physical characteristics of the initial vaccine constiluents. The vac-
cine components are incorporated into a matrix containing a biodegradable
polymer.

The product requires additional development to optirmize the dosing format,
the level of dosing required and the suspending medium. Further develop-
ment is needed on a multi-month SleeperTM doses. Further toxicological
work is needed:

The implementation includes partnerships with vaccine manufacturers in
which DynaGen would prepare and provide prototype SleeperTM formulations
containing the partner's immunogens. Preclinical evaluation and clinical test-
ing would be carred out by the partner. Production of the formulations would
be negotiable,
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EDITEK, Inc. (formerly Environmental Diagnostics, Inc.)

1238 Anthony Road (P.O. Box 908)
Burlington, NC 27215
Tel (919) 226-6311
Fax (919) 229-4471

Mr. James Skinner, President and CEO
Mr. Peter Heath, Vice President Finance & CFO
Carole Golden, Ph.D., Vice President, Research & Development
Mr. Mitch Owens, Vice President, Operations
MAr. Michael Turanchik, Director, Research & Development

EDITEK. Inc. is an emerging biotechnology company with well-patented tech-
nology for the delivery of hand-held test kits for use in the detection of various
biological and chemical materials. With over 30 products developed and re-
leased, our goal Is continued expansion of prod&- offerings and markets
served by these irnunoassay-based tests.

Working under a contract administered by the Naval Surface Warfare Center
and jointly funded by the U.S. Army (ERDEC), the U.S. Marine Corps and the
U.S. Navy, EDITEK, Inc. is developing membrane-based immunoassays for
the detection of specific agents of biological origin in environmental sarples.
The multiple-step, enzyme-based EZ-SCREEN system is slightly larger than
a deck of playing cards and contains all the materials necessary to test one
sarmple and a control for the indicated biological agent or toxin. The self-per-
forming, particle-based RECON system Is smaller than a package of chewing
gum and requires only the single step of sample addition. Total time required
for test completion and Interpretation in either system Is 10 minutes. Develop-
ment of tests for Botulinum Toxins A and B, B. anthracis, Staphylococcal En-
terotoxin B and Ridn Toxin has been completed and test for additional
agents are under development. The goal of the project Is to merge tests for
specific agent/toxin groups onto a single device that would provide individual
test results for up to eight agents within 10 minutes following sample addition.

Development of specific reagents (antigens and antibodies) is required for
each Individual toxin, chermcal or biological agent to be detected.

With more than 30 products on market utilizing the patented and proprietary
tchnolo/% manifested In Its EZ-SCREENO, VERDICTTr, PREDICTTM, and
RECON products EDITEK already has a fully integrated manufacturing, dis-
tribution, quality control, quality assurance and regulatory affairs system in
place. To maximize use of these resources EDITEK actively seeks collabora-
tive research and development efforts with partners having a need for rapid,
easy-to-use, on-site diagnostic screening tests for clinical agricultural or envi-
ronmental applications.

In support of the products for detection of biological agents developed under
the present Phase I1 proWect EDITEK is prepared to recruit and put into place
a customer service team to Interface with the U.S. Department of Defense.
various related U.S. agencies and foreign countries designated by the U.S.
government relative to provision of products under purchase contracts.
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In those cases where developed tests have broader application such as in

food safety testing or agricultural diagnostics, EDITEK will market products In
North America through diAGnostic, Inc., a new company that is owned on an
equal basis by EDITEK and Rhone-Poulenc, Inc., the French agrichermical gi-

ant. In Europe and certain Far Eastern countries, Rhone-Poulenc Diagnos-
tics, Ltd.. will be responsible for product sales, marketing and distnbution
These assays may also be marketed for food and agricultural testing pur-

poses in Japan by Chisso Corporation, a Japanese company currently mar-

keting EDITEK agridiagnostic and food safety testing products in Japan.

EIC Laboratories, Inc.

111 Downey Street
Norwood, MA 02062
Tel (617) 769-9450
Fax (617) 551-0283

Dr. A.C. Makrides, President
Dr. R.D. Rauh, Vice President, Dir. Research
Dr. Michael Carrabba, Director, Applied Spectroscopy Group
Dr. Dennis Crouse, Technical Marketing Director

EIC provides research, development and new products/services in areas: 1)

high energy batteries; 2) electrochrorric displays and devices; 3) spectro-
scopic instruments for environmental and process analyses; 4) gas sensors-

and 5) thin film materials.

EIC Laboratories is developing sensors, instruments and procedures for
rapid, on-site "chermical fingerprinting' of environmental samples, such as

soils, aquifers and waste repositories. With SBIR grants from DoE and DoD.

EIC has been successful in demonstrating field-deployable, portable Rarhan

spectrographs and fiber optic probes allowing sampling of restricted or hostile
locations EIC is currently testing the instruments and probes to obtain

chemical profiles of soils in environmentally polluted areas. The same instru-
ments and methods have applications in process control for the chemical, pe-

troleum and pharmaceutical industries, in chemical weapons treaty verifica-
tion and in chemical and biological research. 21C provides on-site services

and instruments to industry and government.
Further development of instrumentation and software is desirable in some ap-

plications. EIC also seeks potential new markets in industrial process control.

EIC has extens'ive expertise in Raman spectroscopy. compact field-hardened
instruments, and more generally in fiber optic spectroscopic and chemical

sensing methods. EIC seeks industry-specific partners who can share in the

development of process monitoring and control applications of fiber-opting
Raman for their own operations. Fiber optic Raman spectroscopy and EIC's

patented probes will provide solutions to many industrial problems; for exam-

pie, in corrosion inspection (e.g. nuclear power plants), batch reaction moni-
toring (pharmaceuticals, fine chemicals, fermentations), petroleum blending
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and refining, polymer curing, polymer sorting. hazardous waste identification

and in analyzing optical purity.

Electronic Imagery, Inc.

110 Park Central Blvd. So. #3400
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
Tel (305) 968-7101
Fax (305) 968-7319

Joe Osborne, CEO
Cindy Seiffert, President

Electronic Imagery. Inc., goals are to transfer its high definition imaging tech-
nology to the information technology community, in an efficient and profitable
manner.

This innovative R&D project will combine the most advanced image process-
ing microchip hardware with leading image processing software. JPEC stand-
ard compression and Electronic Imagery's (El) patented lossless compres-
sion algorithm. The OSIC IBM PC compatible graphics/image processing
card wilt be designed for small size (laptop computers), provide speed, versa-
tility, and expansion. It will occupy a single slot in a laptop computer, and em-
ploy Texas Instrument's most advanced graphic processor and multiple proc-
essing units for high throughput, bus master capability for peripheral control,
a•rd a programmable array processor lor versatile i/O interfacing and expand-
ability. The Imagescale application, similar to the one purchased by NASA
and scheduled for use aboard the shuttle. is the most powerful image proc-
essing, enhancement, and measurement software available for the IBM PC
based systems. The JPEG standard as well as Electronic Imagery's pat-
ented compression algorithms will be optirmized for parallel processing on the
OSIC to achieve high-speed Image and data compression which will vastly in-
crease the efficiency of data transrnission and storage devices. The resulting
combination of the 'OSIC hardware and optimized applications software in a
portable imaging computer will provide processing power currently found only
on high end specialized workstations and mainframe computers.

Additional Development Needed: Funding for marketing and promotion.
Electronic Imagery (El) Is establishing marketing alliances with partners

whose products and services work with El's high definition software operating
system. These marketing alliances aid El to identify major accounts, provide
referrals, and assist In Imaging technology transfer.

El's technology alliances ensure compatibility and functionality with interfaced
products and full participation In tomorrow's markets.

The firm's strategic alliances enlist other corporations to aid in the transfer of
El's core imaging capabilities to emerging and developing markets and the
Identification of unique, promotable applications.

Current alliance activity Is centered on solidifying relationships with the follow-
ing computer hardware, software, and Imaging industry leaders: Clarion,
Gupta. Kodak. NCR/ATT, Novell, TrueVision, VideoLogic.
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DI Is staffed with career professionals with experience In high-definition televi-
sion (HDTV), medical electronics, printing and publishing, graphic arts, pat-
tern recognition, materials and testing, databasing, inventory and distribution,
document imaging, law enforcement, finance and banking, aerospace and
mnilitary scientific and biological research and general R&D.

The size and nature of the high definition subportion of the total imaging mar-
ket is difficult to determine, as *imaging' varies greatly from industry to indus-
try.

Eltron Research, Inc.

2830 Wilderness Place, Suite E
Boulder, CO 80301-5455
Tel (303) 440-8008
Fax (303) 440-8007

Anthony F. Sammells, President
Eileen E. Sammells, Vice President - Administration
Michael Schwartz, Project Manager
James H. White, Senior Electrochemist
John B. Olson, Senior Electrochemist

Eltron Research, Inc. (Eltron) is a small high technology company dedicated
to performing basic and applied research in electrochemical, environmental
and catalysis related technologies compatible for eventual corrrnercialization.

This technology addresses the application of mixed ionic and electronic con-
ducting ceramic membranes compatible with the spontaneous conversion of
natural gas into either ethylene or synthesis gas, both of which are value
added chemical products. The core technology developed at Eltron lies io an
ability to rationally select solid state criteria which i) rninimize the energy re-
quired to transport ionic species across the ceramnc membrane (called the 'ac-
tivation energy'); ii) identifying ceramic membrane crystal structures which
possess a high concentration of sites through which these migrating ions can
pass; and iii) solid state stnrctures which simultaneously permit mediation of
electrons.

All of these factors permit the subject reactions to process at practical rates
and give these products at lower costs than currently available technology.

Additional Development Needed: Prototype and commercial development of
ceramic membrane reactors.

Development of commercial products will be achieved by forming a separate
corporation jointly owned by Eltron and selected investors (company). In re-
turn for an equity position to the investor group, Eltron will assign certain tech-
nology rights acquired to the separately formed new corporation.
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Epsilon Lambda Electronics Corporation

427 Stevens Street
Geneva, IL 60134
Tel (708) 232-9611
Fax (708) 232-9613

Robert M. Knox, President
Yonghui Shu, Design Engineer
Suzanne O'Brien, Marketing Coordinator

Company Purpose and Goals: Commercialization of millimeter wave low
cost transceiver subsystems. Industrial markets include vehicle collision
avoidance radar. Defense markets include tactical weapons sensors and
seekers.

Epsilon Lambda has already commercialized a 24 GHz radar subsystem
which is now installed on Greyhound buses. The Phase III project would de-
velop a 77 GHz radar subsystem which is suitable for automobile applica-
tions. The radar subsystem would ermploy Fiber Millimetncs technology
which is patented by Epsilon Lambda and has been brought to maturity under
several SBIR funded demonstration programs for DoD agencies. SBIR fund-
ing included examination of manufacturing technology, concurrent engineer-
ing. producibility and design for low cost. Phase III program will include mar-
ket analysis, product definition, product development, manufacturing engi-
neering, selling and distribution plan and start up production. Benefits of the
product design are (1) first to market, (2) low manufacturing cost. (3) driver
alert plus adaptive cruise control, and (4) ease of Installation and mainte-
nance,

Additional Development Needed: (1) Specific market driven transceiver/an-
tenna design must be developed and subjected to cost and produciblity engi-
neering, and (2) software developed for system operation and radar signature
analysis.

Epsilon Lambda is seeking primarily a financial partner to take equity position
with Epsilon Lambda in a new company ELDAR Corporation. A financial
plan with sales projections, product description and schedule has been pre-
pared. ELDAR will make and sell collision avoidance radar systems for
buses, trucks and automobiles. Selling will be to the after market in early
years with expansion to OEM car makers as those opportunities develop.
The partner, If appropriate, could participate In or help formulate the market-
ing and distribution strategy and system. The partner, If appropriate, could
participate In some phases of system hardware manufacturing

Exos Inc.

2A Gill Street
Woburn, MA 01801
Tel (617) 933-0022
Fax (617) 933-0303
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Dr. Beth A. Marcus, President

EXOS designs, develops, manufactures, markets and distributes medical
measurement and rehabilitation products using patented robotics sensing
technologies.

EXOS has developed two state of the art prototype master controllers for con-
trolling robot hand and manipulators under the Small Business Innovation Re-

search (SBIR) program with NASA. One of such devices is a two degree of
freedom (DOF) Sensory and Force Reflecting Exoskelelon (SAFiRE) which is

worn on the hand of a human operator. It measures the movement of the hu-
man linger and reflects the interaction forces between the slave robot hand
and the environment back to the human finger. The second device is a posi-

tion sensing Exoskeleton ArmMaster M (EAM) that is wom on the human op-
erator's arm. This device simultaneously tracks the motions of the operator's
three DOF shoulder and two DOF elbow. Both of these devices are currently
controlling robots at NASA. Currently, we are developing a live fingered
SAFiRE and a force reflecting EAM under two Phase II NASA SBIR grants.

This paper will include discussion of: 1) The design of the current prototypes,
2) phase II project objectives. 3) design issues that must be addressed in de-
veloping more advanced versions, 4) our progress to dale in addressing
these issues, and 5) general comments on the design of the EXOS force re-
flecting master controllers.

EXPORTech Company, Inc.

P.O. Box 588
New Kensington, PA 15068-0588
Tel (412) 337-4415
Fax (412) 337-4470

Dr. Robin R. Oder, President
Mrs. Marcia R. Oder, General Manager

ETCi is a research and development cormpany with expertise in conminution
and liquid and particle separations technology whose objective is to develop
technology to the point of license or sale.

Magnetostatic Coalescence: ETCi has demonstrated a new liquid phase
separator of general applicability which can be broadly applied in both proc-
ess and waste reduction applications in the petrochemicals, ninerals and
pharmaceutical industries. It employs a novel continuously operating mag-
netic method for separating irmiscible liquids of virtually any concentration.

Magnetic additives approved for use in foods and environmentally acceptable
surfactants are used. To demonstrate the method, a stable emulsion of Cali-
fomia crude oil containing 75% water with viscosity in excess of 1700 cen-
tipoise was processed at ambient temperature. Greater than 99.9% of the
water was removed from the crude oil emulsion while more than 99.9% of the

water-free crude oil was recovered. No heat is developed or used in the proc-
essing, no high tension electric fields are employed, and the total energy con-
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sumption for the process is less than 2 - 4 kW-Hr/Ton of emulsion treated.
This is less than 1% of the energy required to evaporate the water.

A specific niche for the technology must be identified for its first application
A pilot unit should be built and operated to develop application specific infor-
mation on commercial feasibility,

ETCI seeks to identify a cherrmcal, petrochermical, or engineering compary
servicing the chemical industry to join the commercialization of the innovative
separations technology. ETCI will supply the technology, and the partner will
support the development, supply the market recognition, and share the re-
wards. Successful commercialization will require idenlilication of specific tar-
gets and market recognition In the appropriate industries. A partner from the
chemical or petrochemical Industries should be seeking new operations to:
1) produce new products or to secure cost advantages in its existing markets:
2) ensure waste stream minimization; or 3) develop technology for license or
sale in the processing industry. A partner from the engineering service com-
munity should be seeking to add new products and services for its marketing
to clients in the chemical processing industry.

Failure Analysis Associates, Inc.

8411 154th Ave. NE
Redmond, WA 98052
Tel (206) 881-1807
Fax (206) 885-9628

Thomas J. Davis. Project Manager
Craig C. Schoof, Director, Seattle Office

A Phase III relationship Is sought for commercialization of an ultrasonic vision
system.

Capability has been demonstrated for high resolution imaging in optically
translucent or opaque media. Ultrasonic imaging methods are combined with
- snarse sthliora-y army of sensors to reconstruct images of reflectors or ob-
ject in the beam. Image reconstruction is accomplished with stepped-fre-
quency ultrasonic holography. As a result, mechanical scanning of sensors
Is not required.

The project has been directed primarily at liquid metal applications such as
molten sodium coolant in fast breeder nuclear reactors. The technology
would also have applications in a variety of other media which will propagate
sound. These applications could Include turbid water viewing systems for di-
vers, and remote underwater object location as an adjunct to side-scanning
sonar. The technology may also form the basis of a night-vision system us-
ing air-coupled sensors.

The sensor array consists of a central diverging-beam transmitter surrounded
by a single annulus of receivers. The transmitter is driven at a number of dis-
crete frequencies, and object echoes are gathered and processed for each
frequency. Image reconstruction Is corrputationally complex but can ulti-
mately be accomplished in near real time.
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Additional development is needed to design and complete a pre-production

prototype system for demonstration and for thorough determination of capabil-
ity. This would include development of muIlichannel receiver hardware and
optimization of imaging software/hardware for minimum image reconstruction
time.

Implementation Strategy: A number of options are open. Failure Analysis As-

sociates pnmanly seeks an arrangement which will provide further capital for

refinement of the technology. The Phase III sponsor could attain return on in-
vestment through a subsequent royalty or marketing agreement.

Failure Analysis Associates (FaAA Electrical Division)

115 Flanders Road
Westborough, MA 01581
Tel (508) 366-7177
Fax (508) 366-3993

Mr. D. Galler, Managing Engineer (Principal Investigator)
Dr. A. Kusko, Devision Director
Dr. R. Kadlec, Vice President
Mr. M. Gaulke, President

Company Purpose and Goals: To provide engineering services in mechani-
cal, electncal and metallurgical failure analysis, and to develop products and
services for the safety, testing, and reliability service industries.

Aircralt Accident Investigation Handbook for Electronic Hardware:
The primary purpose of the work is to prepare a handbook of accident investi-

gation for the electrical and electronic components found on military aircraft-
The handbook will contain procedures for identifying and handling evidence
at accident sites, laboratory analysis techniques to interpret the evidence,
photographs of new and damaged components, and component material
properties. Wiring, connectors, switches, microelectronic devices, lamps,

and other components will be covered in the handbook.
The following related work has been conducted for the project: Collected

damaged electronic hardware from mililary aircraft accidents; assembled a lit-
erature database indexing several hundred key technical papers and text-
books on electronic failure analysis; and simulated and documented compo-
nent failure modes related to accidents.

The handbook will also be converted to an electronic document with inte-
grated text and graphics viewable in a PC-based Windows environment. The
electronic handbook will provide several important benefits: 1) Enhanced pro-

ductivity of field laboratory accident investigators, 2) decreased training time
for staff, 3) the opportunity to transfer the document to a field portable com-
puter for use at the mishap site, and 4) the opportunity to prepare more

timely updates so the handbook can be kept up-to-date with military electron-

ics.
Additional development work is needed to improve/add features which wmuld

make the electronic handbook more attractive to government/industrial users.
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Some of these features are: 1) Conversion to a field-portable formal, 2) hy-

pertext to improve access to data, 3) multimedia insert integration for key visu-
als, and 4) expansion of scope to cover new components, procedures and
support data.

Implementation strategy: To identify key government or industrial marke•s.
provide specialized development of the data and implementation mode for
those markets. Failure Analysis Associates is interested in additional fundinq
and partnerinq arranqements with any organization with an inherent interest
in air safety, electronic failure analysis, or technical documentation.

The wiork is currently funded by the US Air Force under Contract F33615-.a-
C-5612.

Flam & Russell, Inc.

P.O. Box 999
Horsham, PA 19044
Tel (215)674-5100
Fax (215) 674-5108

Richard P. Flam, President
Rickey E. Hartman, Vice President
Dr. Lawrence R. Burgess. Vice President

FR exploits expertise in electromagnetics and software intensive systems to
solve measurement problems in radar cross-section, antennas and non-de-
structive evaluation.

Application of high-resolution electromagnetic imaging, originally developed
for the evaluation of stealth targets, to the inspection of a wide-variety of ma-
terials provides a new non-destructive evaluation (NDE) tool which is a com-
plement to radiography and sonography. This technology utilizing cotrnputa-
tionally intensive algorithms, has been demonstrated to be effective at sens-
ing and locating defects in carbon-reinforced composites and in performing
high accuracy thickness measurements on low-density foam insulators The
technique can detect Internal characteristics of dielectric (non-conducting) ma-
terials and surface defects in conductors. A complete NDE system costs
about $200,000 using off-the-shelf technology. This cost can be reduced sig-
nificantly by developing application-specific hardware.

The technology has been demonstrated. Application specific instruments
must row be developed which will be attractive to users.

FR wishes to develop partnerships with cormpanies in the NDE field which
can provide marketing and distribution capabilities. We also wish to develop
application-specific systems for companies needing to solve particular NDE
problems,
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Foresight Science & Technology, Inc.

1200 West Sims Way, Suite 201
Port Townsend. WA 98368
Tel (206) 385-9560
Fax (206) 385-9598

Philip Speser, J.D., Ph.D., President
David Speser, B.S.M.E., Chairman
Bruce Chapman, Ph.D., M.B.A., Vice President, Industrial Engineer
Elizabeth Rubin, B.A., Certificate in Bus. Admin, Vice President,

Washington Operations
J. Don Marioni, M.S, Aero Engineering, Certificate in Bus. Admin.,

TOM Manager and Senior Industrial Engineer

Company Purpose & Goals: Foresight provides consulting services and re-
lated products to companies, universities, government agencies, non-profit in-
stitutions. and school districts involved with science. engineering, and lecanol-
ogy. Services typically involve background research, strategic planning, im-
plementation assistance, and are often supported by publications and/or cus-
tomized software.
Foresight emphasizes the following areas: Marketing, Management Support.
Manufacturing, and Research and Development.

Production Advisor will a) assist small manufacturers to analyze their manu-
facturing operations in light of general corporate goals; b) identify opportuni-
ties for improvements in manufacturing technology; and c) aid with evaluation
and implementation of new technology.

Module One characterizes the company and clarifies its strategic concerns.
Module Two constructs models of production processes and analyzes these
models for improvement opportunities in light of the criteria established in
Module One. It can provide two baselines for modification by the user (best
practices and industry standard) or support user development of ground-up
models. Supplemental look-up tables containing information on equipment
for inclusion in the model can be provided or developed by the user. The Mod-
ule provides a simulation of all or part of the company's manufacturing and a
detailed diagnosis concerning technology transfer opportunities. Module
Three is a data communications module that downloads the diagnosis and
uploads findings concerning potential technology. Module Four evaluates any
identified technology against the current technology. Module Five assists with
implementation. A data base containing sources of assistance with imple-
mentation (financing, training, etc.) is integrated into the module.

Production Advisor Is being developed with a graphical, user-friendly inter-
face using C++. NIST is supporting the project under a CRADA.

Production Advisor should be available for purchase by Spring 1994. Final
expert system rules are being develbped and an extensive data collection ef-
fort to support baselines and equipment Information is scheduled for surm'er.
Code will be written in the Fall. Testing and revisions will occur during winter.
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The development schedule could be accelerated if supplemental lunding is
provided.

For over 10 years Foresight has specialized in helping R&D intensive organi-

zations fund R&D and transition/comrnercialize the results. To exploit current
market opportunities, Foresight is diversifying by developing a product line of
sophisticý;ted support software for managers working with transitioning sci-
ence and/or technology or adopting and implementing it in day-to-day opera-
tions. Initial emphasis is on software related to small manufacturing compa-
nies. The company's strategy calls for developing a line of low cost. high per-
formance products by offsetting development costs with Federal R&D
awards, contract research, and joint ventures This strategy will allow for cut-
throat pricing to rapidly build market share.

Phase III funding or a joint venture is being sought for developing a version

targeted towards electronics or opto-electronics manufacturing - areas in
which company principals have prior expertise. Phase III could involve equity
investment, contract research with Foresight retaining marketing rights in ex-
change for shared royalties, or other options. Also of interest are contracts or
joint venture opportunities to customize the program to:

"* Improve manufacturing operations of the vendor pool for a single com-

pany regardless of industry, or

"* Support technology transfer and/or knowledge dissemination by universi-
ties, university/industry centers, consortia, and manufacturers or manufac-

turing equipment.
Preliminary work Is being conducted on companion expert systems. For ex-

ample, to support commercialization and 'technology push* activities, we are
developing an expert system based on our proprietary methodology, Technol-
ogy Niche Analysis. This technique is used to identify applications for R&D re-
sulls or high technology products. A proposal for a related defense applica-
tion (location of current and emerging commercial off-the-shelf technology)
has been submitted to the Army. To support better management of irterac-
tions between science (theory, experimentation, instrument development), en-
gineering, and technology deployment, a cormputer aided simulation game
has been proposed to the Department of Energy.

Foster-Miller, Inc.

350 Second Ave.
Waltham, MA 02254
Tel (617) 890-3200
Fax (617) 890-3489
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Dr. Charles Kojabashian, President
Adi R. Guzdar, Vice President
Ted Kirchner, Director. Materials Technology
Dr. Larry Domash, Leader, Optics
Dr. Harris Gold, Leader, Environmental & Medical Tech.
Jay Boyce, Leader, Composites
Rick Lusignea, President, Superex Polymer, ln,..
Dr. Mark Druy, Leader, Fiber Optic Instrumentation
Roger Demler, Leader, Thermal Technology

"Superex Polymer, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Foster-Mill'-r, Inc.

Company purpose and goals: Technology development in the area of mated-
als processing, robotics, sensors, thermal and environmental engineering,
medical instrumentation. Commeraalizations through joint ventures, licens-
ing, strategic partnerships and spin-off manufactunng companies.

Foster-Miller, Inc. is one of the country's leading independent engineering or-
ganizations. Our normal business is designing products and manufacturing
processes for commercial corporation and public utilities using an unusual
multidisciplinary team approach. We have worked in a wide variety of SBIR
technology areas where our multidisciplinary teams can use our techniques
to attack real problems and develop commercially viable approaches.

Foster-Miller would like to partner with companies that have market expertise
and can help our manufacturing affiliates, Superex (materials), Rapioex
(robotic systems), and Vantage (utility products) better reach the end market.
In several areas we have existing partnerships, opically focused on exclusive
marketing arrangements for specilic end markets, and are intere. :ed in finan-
cial support. We are particularly interested in talking with companies whose
marketing expertise is in the following areas:

Films and Containers: Foster-Miller has demonstrated in pilot plant scale
new capabilities in high barrier and high modulus films and containers, which
also ofter the promise of being unusually cost-effective. Some of these films
are ideal for food and beverage packaging, electronic packaging and electri-
cal insulation.

Optics and Electronic: We have a major effort underway involving several ex-
citing technologies related to optical memories, switchable holograms, and
optical data processing. The switchable holograms, in particular, represent P

very low cost way of accomplishing optical interconnect and optical switching
tasks.

Sensors: We have developed what we believe is the only remote, dispos-
able. FTIR fiber optic spectroscopy attachment for chemical process and cure
monitoring, environmental and medical monitoring. This approach can be re-
alistically priced.

. Structural Materials: In addition to the films mentioned above, which can be
constructed as films, sheet, tubing, or honeycombs, Foster-Miller also has
demonstrated capabilities in z-direction reinforcement of composites for de-
lamination resistance.

Environmental: In addition to the sensor technology mentioned, Foster-Miller
has demonstrated several other technologies related to detection and
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cleanlip of contarminants in water and a very cost-effective system for in-situ
regeneration of activated carbon.

Medical: In addition to the sensor technology mentioned, Foster-Miller his
demonstrated a low-cost sphincter manometer built around high-response
solid-state sensors and has comrnercializ.-" in Europe a system for fabricat-
ing dental restorations (Denticad).

Defense.: Many of the above technologies are applicable to the defense mar-
ket in the United States and internationally. In addition, Foster-Miller contin-
ues to offer innovative technology primarily for the defense market, including
its innovative armor attachment system, LAST, and a low-weight, low-cost
cooling system for use by the individual soldier when suited It; chemical or
fire hazard.

Gamma Research Inc.

904 Bob Wallace Avenue, Suite 212
Huntsville, AL 35801
Tel (205) 533-7103

John Woo, Jr., President
Daniel Woo, Vice-President
June Woo, Secretary-Treasurer

Gamma Research conducts space and defense research and development.
innovative development of high-speed rail passenger train syqtems, ground
transporiet ion feeder netwvorks, solar energy resource analysis, and systems
to control data accuracy in business practice.

The VODEM system for manual data entry and proofreading (visual verifica-
tion) has been developed to dramatically increase accuracy and speed anrd to
lower costs of both centralized and distributed data entry. Errors .an d~e vi-
tally expensive for critical data, and labor costs are the major expense for
data entry. The Office of Technology Assessment estimates 25 percent of all
paid working hours In the U.S. will be spent using a computer keyboard.
VODEM is the first product specifically designed to address the problem of
white-collar productivity In computer networks for data entry tasks. The tech-
nology is a TOM approach Integrating SPC with human factors, imagirng, MS
Windows, OCR and new theories of human error in psychology. Screening
and testing technologies have also been developed to select the best opera-
tors and to improve their key capture and proofreading attention skills.

Applications: In business practice, VODEM can be used in any task where at
least 2000 characters of data per day are manually entered into computers or
reviewed by management for accuracy and sign-off. This would apply to CIM
systems such as EDI and JCALS In the Defense Department and In other net-
worked Information systems. Trends towards single-point data entry would
greatly benefit from added control of accuracy. The maior mnarkel is in cen-
tralized key entry data processing centers, where up to 36 percent of the total
costs of data entry could be saved with accuracies equivalent to or exceeding
that of key and verify. THs technology provides methods to quality control
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data entry at the user level and provides management the tools to develop
standards for accuracy in computerized data interchange.

All necessary research in the VODEM Technology has been completed Inte-
gration with imaging data entry applications is necessary for a commercial
product. The integration costs are anticipated to be rninimal when compared
with the total cost of an imaging dala entry system

Gammia Research, Inc. is seeking joint ventures with major manufacturers of
data entry equipment for commercial use and with system integrators to intro-
duce these new methods into industrial practice. Venture Capitalists are
sought wilh the vision to see that business practice in all the aspects dealing
with data and paperwork could benefit from the institutional control of accu-
racy and the lower costs. As is well known, the Federal Government does
not have any general policy on the control of manual data entry accuracy in
computerized networks and databases. Indeed, even the national awards on
quality do not address the problem of accuracy in databases. The VOOEM
Technology developed by Gamma Research under government contracts pro-
vides the tools for management to develop policies on the accuracy of data
This is a major business opporlunity with the potential to increase our ability
to compete in world markets.

The major cost savings from implementation of the VODEM Technology will
occur as key plus key verification is shifted into VOOEM OCR and proofread-
ing, resulting in significant labor cost savings. Other cost savings include the
increased productivity of VODEM key entry over standard key entry

Gamma Research, Inc. is an 8(a) certified rrinonty disadvantaged contractor
under the Small Business Administration

GDS Technology, Inc.

25235 Leer Drive
P.O. Box 473
Elkhart, IN 46515
Tel (219) 264-7384
Fax (219) 262-0109

Dr. Aurora F. de Castro, Chairman and CEO
Dr. Surendra K. Gupta, President
Mr. Joseph Fraser, Vice President, Manufacturing
Dr. Arun Agarwal, Chief Scientist, R&D

Company Purpose and Goals: To develop, market, and produce more diag-
nostic tests that are both cost-effective and improve the quality of care signifi-
cantly.

GDS Technology. Inc. has received two SBIR Phase II Grants that resulted in
two diagnostic tests for Point-of-Care market; (i) a blood ketone test measur-
ing 1[ýhyd(oxybutyrate for the diabetic market, and (ii) a blood theophylline

monitoring test. The test system consists of (a) test card and (b) Slat-SitetM
reflectance meter. Results are obtained by placing a drop of fingerstick blood

into the center of the top side of a test card. The card is inserted into Ihe re-
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flectance meter. which in turn measures the color produced on the bottom
side of the card, therelore allowing the quantilative measurement of the ana-
lyte in minutes.

The test for [ýhydroxy'butyrate offers for the first time an opportunity to meas-
ure "Irue ketone in blood similar to glucose at the patient's site, which will a)
avoid onset of ketosis/keloacidosis: h) allows the ketosis in preonant diabetic
women; and c) better management of diabetic or alcoholic ketoacidosis

The test for theophylline offers a convenient melhod to measure theophvtline
levels in the physician's office so that the theophylline drug dosage can be
rminnaned more effectively and can avoid druq toxicity

Both tests are cost-effective and improvw-d the quality of cafe significantly
Additional Development Needed. For ketone - none For theophylline - trans-

ferring lhe technology from R&D to Manulactunng and Clinical Trials
GDS is looking for strategic alliances where a) the strategic partner who in-

vests financially in GDS so that GOS can market the product aggressively, or
b) the strategic partner who would also be the markeling partner who would
sell and market our products into one or several markets: i.e., hospital, non-
hospital and-or consumer market

Genesis Research

631 Sylvan Court
Batavia. IL 60510
Tel (708) 879-1112
Fax (708) 879-0776

Dr. Thomas L. Owens, Research Engineer

Genesis Research Specializes in radio-frequency and microwave lechnolo-
gies. Our goal is to commercialize microwave devices for industrial dmryna
and processing materials.

We have been developing a microwave kiln for drying wood Freshly cut
wood contains approximately 50-80% water. The water content in wood
must be reduced to 5-15% to minimize warping and maximize strength and
usefulness for all wood products. Most of the cost of processing wood is in-
curred in drying, which now takes from several days to several months Our
microwave kiln would increase the speed of wood drying by more than 17
times, without sacrificing wood quality. With major increases in drying speed
wood inventories are greatly reduced, as are the capital funds tied up in
those inventories.

We have also tested microwave drying of clothes. Our focus has been upon
commercial laundering. We have increased drying speed by a factor of ten in
an experimental device, In addition to increasing speed, our concept can
make microwave dryers extremely energy efficient in laundering applications
Considerable interest has already been expressed by potential customers in
the dry-cleaning and industrial laundering industries.

Enormous undeveloped markets exist for microwave drying of both wood and
clothing. Other prorising applications, which we are currently exploring, in-
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clude drying of industrial recyclab~e waste, and drying of paint applied to pre-
finished siding.

Giner, Inc.

14 Spring Street
Waltham, MA 02154-4497
Tel (617) 899-7270
Fax (617) 894-2762

Dr. Jose Giner, President
Dr. Tony LaConti, Vice President
Mr. Larry Swetie, Director, Engineering/Biomedical
Dr. John Kosek, Director, Energy Conversion
Mr. Paul Childs, Assistant Director, Systems Engineering

Company Purpose and Goals: Developing and productionizing electrochemi-
cal energy-conversion components and processes for 1) gas generation/con-
trol. 2) efficient power generation (fuel cells, super capacitors), and 3) environ-
mental and biomedical monitoring.

Hybrid power sources that combine conventional battenes with electrochemi-

cal capacitors are being considered for transportation. communication and
medical applications Giner, Inc. is currently developing, under an NSF
Phase II Grant (No. 111-920096). a high-energy-density electrochemical ca-
pacitor, completely free of liquid electrolyte. The capacitor is comprised of a
three-dimensional composite electrode structure, whereby an ionomer coats
the individual metal oxide particles. The composite electrode structures are
bonded to opposite sides of a thin sheet of solid proton-exchange membrane
(PEM) ionomer and form an integrally bonded membrane and electrode as-
sembly (MEA). The composite electrodes of the MEA are intimately pressed
against thin electrically conductive current collectors to form a repeating ele-
ment in a bipolar cell capacitor arrangement. Energy storage and discharge
are achieved by utilizing double-layer and reversible redox processes. High
energy density is achieved by using oxide particulate in intimate contact with
a film of proton conductive solid polymer ionomer. The all-solid PEM
ionomer-based electrochemical capacitor represents a potentially more reli-
able, safer and longer-life alternative to the typical liquid electrolyte electro-
chemical capacitor systems. All-solid ionomer capacitors have been pre-
pared having a capacitance of 2,0 to 2.7 F/cm2 and 300 to 450 F/g. Pro-
jected energy density is 10 to 15 joules/ cm3 and 5 to 10 kilojoues/kg.

Giner, Inc. has filed for and obtained a patent (U.S. Patent No. 5,136,474) for
the proton-exchange membrane electrocherrical capacitor. We have labn-
rated packaged pre-prototype devices and demonstrated highly invariant per-

formance for over 2 years with no incidence or maintenance. During the
Phase ti program, we expect to improve the capacitor energy density and de-
velop more cost-effective materials and prepare advanced prototypes to dem-
onstrate the potential of these devices for transportation applications. For
Phase II, our goal is to work with a capacitor manufacturer on produclioniz-
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ing and advanced packaging of these novel devices for transportation and
other high-energy-density applications offering a large market potential. The

role of Giner, Inc. would be in 1) licensing of the technology and 2) fabncating
the cell elements for the capacitor and providinq technical supporl for the prod-
Icl.

Globe Rubber Works, Inc.

254 Beech St.
Rockland, MA 02370
Tel (617) 871-3700
Fax (617) 871-6631

Richard Somerville
James Young
Ralph Brett. Vice President

GRWs purpose is to develop matnx type polymers and manufacture thom
into problem solving products for industry using our low tooling cost technol-
ogy. Some of our maleral and products have been used in vibration cancella-
tion, noise cancellation, replacement of metal products, shock protection. and
many other non-metallic applications with many industries.

The manufacture of closed cell syntactic foam using polyurethane polymer
matrix and various high void content fillers to produce a material of sufficient
compressive strength and stillness to tesist the hydrostatic pressure encoun-
tered by submarines yet posses the ability to attenuate the shock wave of un-
derwater explosions. Such materials are capable of protecting sensitive elec-
tronic components and periscope windows from attack.

GRW has manufactunng capabilities to mold polyurethane. rubber, or corn-
posites.

GMS Engineering Corp.

10905 Greai ,ak Way
Columbia MD 21045
Tel (410) 964-9668
Fax (4101- 730-7051

G.M. Samaras, Ph.D., DSc, PE, CEO

Company Purpose and Goals: Engineering Research & Product Develop-
ment.

The Modular Intelligent Data Recorder (MIDR) is a general purpose data ac-
quisition and control system. It is modular, portable. rugged, battery oper-
able, and user programmable. A key feature of this laboratory quality system

is its modularity, permitting simple and rapid reconfiguration in the field The
MIDR has extensive comnication capability (2 serial, 1 parallel, and 1
GPIB port)- A menu-driven user interface perrnits simple system configura-
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lion, operation, testing, signal review, data retrieval, and device programrrnng.
The front ends consist of up to 64 high gain, low noise programmable differen-
tial amplifiers with digitally-programmable, analog state variable filters. The
16 bit digitizer has a 64 KHz aggregate throughput rate - this indudes random
channel sequencing, changing amplification and offset, and data storage in
memory or directly to a communications port. In addition to 256 KB user pro-
gram memory (SRAM), up to 256 MB of low power data memory (PSRAM)
are supported in 32 MB modules. The MIDR may be custom programmed or
operated wth existing PROM-based commands, either tethered or untethered
from a host PC, Consisting of stackable modules, each module is 12' x 6" x
1" (except for the power/battery module, which is double height) and weighs
about 30 oz. A typical 32 channel, 32 MB configuration would consist ol 6
modules: a 64 channel, 128 MB configuration would consist of 11 modules.

The current host PC menu system operates under MSDOS: operation under
Windows would be nice. The current housing consists of anodized alurmi-
num, EMI/RFI shielded module housings; a non-modular, PC type housing
night appeal to a market niche that does not work in the field.

Implementation Strategy: We are quite flexible: we will consider anything
from a joint venture to outright sale of the production-ready technology pack-
age.

Gradient Lens Corporation

207 Tremont Street
Rochester, NY 14608
Tel (716) 235-2620
Fax (716) 235-6645

Duncan T. Moore, President
Leland G. Atkinson, III, Vice President. Engineering
Douglas S. Kindred, Senior Scientist

Company Purpose and Goals: Commercialization of gradient index optical
materials in the precision optical industry.

GRadient INdex (GRIN) optical materials have been developed which allow
complex optical systems to be simplified and improved. Axial GRIN materials
permit aberration correction similar to that of refractive aspheric surfaces, but
only require the labrication of spherical surfaces. Radial GRIN materials can
be used to replace up to 40 optical elements with a single GRIN element.
Chromatic properties of the GRIN materials can be controlled with effective
Abbe V numbers ranging from -250 to -30 and 10 to 150.

GLC's GRIN technology has been developed under two SBIR programs with
the Army, one SBIR program with NSF and additional private funding Axial
GRIN optical materials in diameters from 10 to 80 mm and Radial GRIN opti-
cal elements from 2 to 10 mrn are available for use in visible and near IR opti-
cal systems. Prototype systems using GRIN technology have been built for
Military Fire Control and Consumer Medical applications. A diverse menu of
GRIN optical materials along with design, production and quality control sys-
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terns are in place to lacilitate use of GRIN materials in advanced optical sys-

tems.
The GRIN manufacturing process is protected through both a patent position

and proprietary process art.
Gradient Lens Corporation is in the process of scaling up production facilities

and developing additional GRIN optical materials. Additional financial and

technical assistance in both of these areas is needed.
Gradient Lens Corporation is looking for partnering opportunities with both

military and commercial manufacturers of advanced optical systems. Our im-
plement strategy is to locate niche applications for GRIN materials which can
be used as a base to enter new optical system markets. A key evaluation cri-
teria which will be used by GLC in evaluating partnering opportunities is the

ability of a potential partner to doninate a specific market segment and the vi-
sion to see the benefit of GRIN materials wide use in other optical system

market segments.
Joint ventures, partnerships and strategic alliances are all possible business

formats to exploit the GRIN optical materials technology. In any business
venture, GLC intends to maintain control of the basic GRIN optical materials
manufacturing process. Licenses for second source manufacturing may be
available in specific situations.

Heuristicrats Research, Inc.

1678 Shattuck Ave., Suite 310
Berkeley, CA 94709
Tel (510) 845-5810
Fax (510) 845-4405

Andrew Mayer, President
Aleus Gollu, Vice President, Development
Othar Hansson, Vice President, Research

Heuristicrats Research Inc. (HRI) is an innovative, technology-driven small

business specializing in solving complex computational problems. Our melh-
odology provides total solutions that span problem analysis, specification, de-

sign and implementation of systems that can be targeted to users of varying
expertise. Our mission is to provide both technical innovations and the soft-
ware engineering required to make these new technologies commercially vi-
able.

The Decision-Theoretic (DTS), HRI's Phase II NASA SBIR elfort, is targeted
to delivering a software prototype that will optirrnze experiment scheduling op-
erations for NASA's space telescopes, principally their Extreme Ultraviolet Ex-

plorer. DTS derives its technological advantage over existing scheduling
techniques by exploiting HRI's advances to the state-of-the-art in combinato-
rial search algorithms. As a fundamental improvement in scheduling technol-
ogy, DTS prorrises to support numerous applications of scheduling and con-
straint-satisfaction processing within government and industry
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DTS is implemented on top of existing toolkils for probabilistic Inference and
search, and includes an extensible modeling language for scheduling prob-

lems and a custornizable graphical user interface. HRI is positioning Itself to
exploit this nucleus of software modules to provide rapid prototypes of DTS-
based solutions to other scheduling and optimization problems, and to de-
velop customized and optimized versions of DTS to suit Individual client

needs. DTS currently runs on industry standard UNIX workstations (e.g.,
SPARC-10), under both the Open Look and Motif graphical environments. It

has been designed to run on a distributed environment. where the optimizer

may reside on a supercomputer while the graphical interlace is run on a low

end personal computer.
HRI seeks business partners with the foresight to invest both the capital and

the domain expertise required to adapt our technological advances to solving

their business problems. We are eager to build relationships with technology-
minded clients who feel that they can secure decisive competitive advan-

tages in their industry by realizing an order-of-magnitude improvement to
their scheduling/optimization operations. Specific industries in which such po-

tential exists, and in which HRI is currently exploring the application of its
scheduling/optimization technology include: Transportation (e.g., airline
scheduling), manufacturing (e.g., job-shop scheduling), telecommunications
(e.g., network management), and financial services (e.g., data analysis).

HNC, Inc.

5501 Oberlin Drive
San Diego, CA 92121-1718
Tel (619) 546-8877
Fax (619) 452-6524

Dr. Robert Hecht-Nielsen, Chair of the Board
Robert L. North, President
Michael A. Thtemann, Exec. Vice President
Todd W. Gutschow, Vice President

HNC is focused on the application of neural network technology to high-value

conmrercial and defense problems in the areas of decision making, text re-

tneval, and image processing HNC also develops hardware/software sys-

tems that enable high-speed execution of neural network algorithms

Real time information processing of the battlefield encounters bottlenecks in

areas such as sensor fusion, target recognition, image processing, signal

processing and novel sensor processing Traditional workstations run out of

horsepower when facing such problems. HNC's new general purpose SIMD

Neurocomputer Array Processor (SNAP) provides the parallel processing
power for real time response to solve these problems

Developed under an SBJR program entitled "Army Battlefield Neurocom-

puter' sponsored by the Army, the SNAP is based on a new parallel process-

ing chip employing a Single Instruction Stream, Multiple Data Stream (SIMD)

architecture Each chip contains four processing nodes capable of perform-
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ing IEEE single-precision floating point operations at a rate of 40 megaflops
per node. Four chips are designed onto a single SNAP linear array board and
up to four such boards can be configured into a SNAP system. Thus, SNAP
system can deliver between 640 megaflops and 2.4 gigaflops of processing
power.

The primary benefit of the SNAP is its price/performance ratio. A two board
SNAP system capable of 1.2 gigaflops of processing is currently available

from HNC for $50,000 including software. This makes the SNAP a very at-
tractive option for bringing supercomputer performance to the desktop envi-
ronment and/or embedded applications.

The SNAP hardware is fully developed and shipped as an HNC product
HNC is interested in development relationships with a variety of cormpanies

that might be interested in the SNAP hardware. Potential relationships in-
ide value added resellers (VARs), original equipment manufacturers

(OEMs), and project teaming on Government and/or civilian programs.

Ice Corporation

240 Levee Drive
Manhattan, KS 66502
Tel (913) 776-6423
Fax (913) 776-6424

William H. Dawes, Vice President / Principal Investigator
Patrick W. Connelly, President

We at ICE like to publicize and display the advancemnents designed into our
SBIR developed "High Power Switches. Our intentions are to find support
from the private sector for commercialization.

A family of five direct current switches were developed that included overcu!.
rent and overtemperature protection. The family ranged from a 163 volt 5 am-
pere switch to a 400 volt 100 ampere switch All switches were produced as
thick-film hybrid circuits. The live switch types required two package styles
The 5. 10 and 25 ampere switches were constructed in a 1" x 1' x 0.25' pack-
age. and the 50 and 100 ampere switches were constructed in a 4" x 2.5" x
0.31' package. Each switch is designed to control a load that is grounded at
one side; that is. the supply voltage is switched Current sensing is accom-
plished by a thick film resistor printed on the ceramic substrate along with the

rest of the circuit resistors. Aluminum nitride substrates were used in the 25.
50 and 100 ampere circuits because of its superior thermal conductivity over
alumina, Rise times of 20 rmicroseconds or less and fall times of 500
nanoseconds or less were accomplished on all switches. The 5. 10 and 25
ampere circuits are hermetically sealed A commercially available package
for the 50 and 100 ampere switches was not fr.und so one was fabricated
from kovar (baseplate), alumina, aluminum nitride and kovar electrodes, and
is not hermetic.

The 5, 10 and 25 ampere switches require little further development. The 50
and 100 ampere switches are production ready, but the package needs fur-
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ther testing to verfy its design. All five switch types need further testing to in-
sure long-term reliability. Additional circuit improvements have been de-

signed that would extend the operating voltage range.

ICE is in the process of patent application and would prefer to license the

manufacture of the switches. ICE has a small thick-film hybrid circuit capac-

ity, but as presently organized may have difficulty meeting a large demand of

several hundred switches a day. ICE would prefer to keep further develop-

ment of switches within the U.S. Two areas of expertise are needed to bring
these switches into mass production; packaging experts to review, critique

and improve upon the packages, especially the 50 and 100 ampere switches,

and mass production facilities.
The switches could be used in any DC switching application. A reasonable

example is in the rising field of electric vehicles which require the pulsing of

electric motors - a feat not well suited for electromechanical devices and tai-

lor made for semiconductors.

Immunodiagnostics, Inc.

562 1st Ave. South
Seattle, WA 98104-2866
Tel (206) 628-2994
Fax (206) 628-3228

Thomas M. Buchanan, M.D., President
Mark T. Buchanan, Ph.D., Vice President
Debra Chambers, Secretary

Company Purpose and Goals: To manufacture and bring to market a ten-

rrinute, two step AIDS test that accurately detects antibodies to both HIV-1

and HIV-2, and can be easily performed. This test is suitable for use by

small laboratories, health care professionals, the military, institutional staff, or

by individuals in the privacy of their homes.
A ten minute AIDS test that detects antibody to both HIV-1 and HIV-2 and

can be easily performed by individuals in the pnvacy of their homes, is in the

final stages of development by Immunodiagnostics, Inc. (IDx). In the first

step, blood from a finger stick Is dropped into a well on the test device and

the user waits three rminutes. In the second step, buffer is added to a second

well on the test device. The test is complete after an additional seven min-

utes.
A blue line develops in the device window if antibodies to HIV-1 are present

and a red line indicates antibodies to HIV-2 Three additional control lines de-

velop in a separate window to document that all reagents in the test are ac-

tive This confirms the validity of test results which indicate no HIV antibody.

The AIDS diagnostic test employs precisely characterized synthetic peptide-

protein conjugates, which have been found highly potent and accurate in

tests with more than 2000 sera. The IDx test can be manufactured and as-

sembled with automated procedures, and the dried state of all key reagents

allows prolonged shelf lile at room temperature
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This test may contribute to eliminating the spread of AIDS by providing a tech-
nology that allows individuals that are currently not being tested to become
aware of their HIV status.

Approximately 5% of full development remains to be completed. This f!
dudes additional scientific and business data to be collected to complete
proof of feasibility.

The six years of experience within IDx regarding all aspects of manufacture
and quality control of this test and its reagents dictates that IDx continue to
provide leadership for manufacture and quality control. Joint ventures, part-
nerships, or strategic alliances are sought In which the IDx partner will not
only provide financing, but will also bring established experience in the mar-
keting, distribution, and sales of diagnostics and/or therapeutics to small labo-
ratories, physicians, and Individuals.

Information Technology & Applications Corp. (ITAC)

1875 Campus Commons
Reston, VA 22091
Tel (703) 391-8822
Fax (703) 391-8879

James E. Scrivener, President
Roderick J. Pejsar, Vice President
R. Millon Worthy, Vice President
Robert C. Miller, Vice President

Company Purpose and Goals: Information support through wotrstation devel-
opment (software) and SatCom engineering to government and commercial
clients.

Information Technology & Applications Corp. (ITAC), under confract to Ihe Di-
rectorate for Night Vision & Electro-Optics at Ft. Belvoir, VA, has developed a
fieldable PC-based workstation which uses satellite orbitology computations.
map overlays and spectral comparisons to answer such questions as how
much and what types of information can be obtained from commercial imag-
ing systems (pan and multi-spectral) that would be useful to nilitary com-
manders or others. Of Interest, resolutions of better than 5 metres and spe-
cialized sub-pixel spectral signature derivation are now a possibility.

ITAC's wokstlation, called "SCAM Vi.0,. either operates as the Surveillance
Countermeasures Application Manager or as the Space-Based Collector Ac-
tivity Monitor, and Is designed to provide the User with the ability to accu-
rately oveday ground system assets on a highly flexible map-image back-
ground and then query the workstation as to coverage and collection risk ,or
specific targets, times and dates using real-time models of space sensor sys-
tems. SCAM VI.0 software Is contained on nine diskettes and can be loaded
and used in most late-model PCs. Coverages are indicated by the rapid cal-
culation and overlay of space-system ground-swaths and the color-coding of

placed weapon assets. that are technically collectible by the space system.
The risk or collection capability assessment is carded out by comparing ma-
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trixed databases containing system sensor capabilities and weapon element
sp( .ral emanation characteristics and levels. In the Version 2.0 of SCAM.
high-resolution global-ccverage map sets, together with functionality to han-
dle the new DMA-standard ADRG colored maps. is being incorporated with
selectable SPOT Image frames (to NITF standards), thus giving a new capa-
bility that allows advanced mission planning and analysis with juxtaposed high
and medium resolution maps, imagery, footprints and text. The ADRG soft-
ware provides a 'hook' into the new ADRI imagery functionality, wMich allows
the relating and presenting of imagery and terrain elevation data.

Version 1.0 delivered to the U.S. Army. Version 2.0 under development, de-
livery Fall 1993.

SCAM utilizes Object Software Development modules, any of which can be
pulled out, recombined into other workstation packages and provided for cus-
tomer use in quick-time, at minimum expense. This means that map pack-
ages. orbitology packages and comrnms links can be provided to SCAM and to
any other workstation combination, or can be made a part of other worksta-
lions utilizing PC/MS-DOS/Windows technology. Any company that utilizes
PCs, SUNs. or other sirrilar machines can use ITAC's software modules.
This is the advantage of object-oriented software development in C++.

Innovative Research, Inc.

180 Cook Street, Suite 315
Denver, CO 80206
Tel (303) 321-4955

Dr. Mohsen Pazirandeh, President

Innovative Research is engaged in design assessment of modem computer

systems, especially supercomputers and parallel systems. We also develop
tools in support of these efforts. One tool developed under several SBIR con-
tracts is ready for commercialization.

Environment for Simulation of Distributed Systems (ESDS) is a software
package for evaluating the performance of Von Neumarm, distributed, and
parallel computer systems. It is developed under several SBIR Phase I and
11 contracts. ESDS is aimed for use by a wide range of systems developers.
engineers, and scientists. The major features of ESDS are as follows:

"* Most system elements are defined in libraries that can easily be ex-

tended, updated, and edited.

"* Application elements can easily be assigned (or reassigned) to system

nodes, to ease system reconfiguration and the exercise *what if" ques-
tions

e Subsystems can be designated as Composites and used as icons for con-
structing larger systems. This has a number of advantages; e.g., the abil-
ity to analyze subsystems separately, system model following the system
life cycle.
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"* A number of software hooks will enable a user to perform special purpose
analyses; e.g., simulating a set of code, analyzing the behavior ol a de-
vice in details, executing benchmarking routines, or performing special-

ized statistical analyses.

"* Two knowledge bases will assist the analysts in designing more efficient
systems by optimizing system performance and tracing performance fail-
ures to their causes.

"* A library of algorithms supports analysis needs and contains algorithms
for the description of system operation, statistical routines for performing
simulation, and analytical models.

Several major enhancements to the package are needed. We are looking for
both technical and financial support to further develop the communication,
fault isolation, and on-line help components of the tool.

Key to a successful partnership is the ability of both sides to benefit from it.
A partner can benefit from ESDS in tNo ways: (1) Using it as a design as-
sessment and verification took. and (2) strengthening a proposal by including
ESDS as a proprietary product. ESDS will have a broad customer and user
base that includes both the industry and the Government. Innovative Re-
search needs assistance in reaching these markets. Our strategy in reaching
these markets is to approach them in two ways: Technical and coninercial.
Technically we will (1) follow the trends in industry and the introduction of
new computer architectures and application design methodologies, and en-
hance ESDS to reflect these new developments, and (2) custorrize ESDS to
meet the specific needs of various users. Commercially we will develop a
strategy to reach a broad spectrum of potential users. Although financial sup-
port is important to us, we are primarily looking for partners who can help us
achieve these goals. Technically they will give us feedback on the capabili-
ties of the tool and ways to improve and enhance it. Commercially they will
provide us with marketing ideas and help us with the commercialization of the
product.

Integrated Applied Physics, Inc.

50 Thayer Road
Waltham, MA 02154
Tel (617) 489-1818
Fax (617) 489-3521

Dr. George Kirkman, President
Dr. Martin Gundersen, Chairman
Nicholas Rienhardt, Engineering Manager
Dr. Jung Hur, Engineer
Dr. losef Yampolsky

Company Purpose and Goals: Research, development and commercializa-
tion of high voltage pulsed power and electron beam systems for pollution
control applications.,
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Integrated Applied Physics. Inc. designs. develops and manufactures pulsed

high voltage systems for pollution control and other applications. Our sys-
terns provide an econorrical, efficient imprrementat'"n of non-thema-l plasma
treatment of effluent gases using corona discharge to reduce ermissions of
SO2. NGx and other hazardous air pollutants. The systems can be applied to
fossil fuel burning power plants, diesel engines and enissions of industrial
and environmental clean-up processes. The systems implement our SBIR
developed high voltage switching and circuit concepts to provide higher effi-

ciency and reliability in these applications. Our pulsed high voltage systems
produce el.•incal pulses of over 1OOkV, lOkA and repetition rates of 200Hz

in short pulses with 5Onsec rise tini_. These pulse generators are also appli-
cable to accelerator, RF power, electron beam, X-Ray and other systems.

Integrated Sensors, Inc.

255 Genesee Street
Utica, NY 13501
Tel (315) 798-1377
Fax (315) 797-9826

E.J. McDermott, President

Integrated Sensors, Inc. develops rnultisensor algorithms, sensors and nullis-
ensor system configurations.

In 1992 ISI was awarded four SBIR Phase 11 Contracts in which it has devel-

oped two prototype products for commercial, military applications.

Product #1 (Object Position and Attitude Determination [OPADSIJ) is a non-
contact motion tracking and analysis system with application to the bio-medi-

cal and robotics fields.
The OPAD system tracks an obfect in real-time and provides measurements

of the object's position and angular orientation- A single camera, an AT-bus
compatible processor, and an ISI decal are all the hardware required Attach
the decal to the object you wish to track and the OPAD system will do the
rest. It provides a real-time track with position, velocity, angle and angular

rate outputs for servo-control or interactive management of the expenment.
Or it will store data for use with the 1Sf post processor, which provides accu-

rate and timely estimates of acceleration,
Product #2 is a flat panel phased array for Direct Broadcast Satellite TV and

lightweight man portable radars.
ISI is developing lightweightlow-cost planar arrays in multilayer RF media for

satellite comrnunications and radar applications. These lightweight, low pro-
file arrays (2 inches) are a superior alternative to conventional parabolic rf(-
flector designs. Effective sidelobe control, wide band width radiating ele-
ments, and electronic scan along one or tM, axes is achievable at competi-

tive costs.
OPADS requires very little development and is ready for B testing.

DBS phased array requires additional engineering development.
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OPADS product will be spun off in a subsidiary with opportunity for equity in-
vestment. Partnership for marketing, licensing, or other arran nents are
open. Antidpated annual sales for the next I - 2 years is $,-8M.

DBS phase array has a joint venture/alliance opportunity for the potential US
Army production of 2000 - 4000 production units and we seek investors lor
the D0S corrmnercial application. Production sales estimates for the light-
weight portable radar is $200M and annual sales for DBS is $26M in four
years.

Companies with processing, phase shifter and pholonics technology are
sought for cooperative arrangements

intelligent Automatio;n Systems, Inc.

142 Rogers Street
Cambridge, MA 02142
Tel (617) 354-3830
Fax (617) 547-9727

Steven Gordon. President
William Nelson. Applied Mathematician

Company Purpose and Goals: To help American manufacturers be more
competitive through the development of new technologies.

The Four Dimensional Imager (4DI) is a low-cost sensor capable of making
three dimensional measurements of objects in a continuous manner. It uses
a proje'ted pattern of laser liqht, multiple CCD cameras, and a high-speed
computer to reconstruct three dimensional scenes in real time. It Is robust to
various ambient lighting conditions and may be used In Industrial. space or
underwater environments. It Is also extremely rugged since there are no mov-
ing parts. It has the unique capability of making 3D measuiremenls of moving
objects, since data capture rates can be as low as 1/10.000 of a second.

The technology development for the ,DI system is completed and has been
demonstrated in an automated robotic assembly application in the laboratory.
The 4DI has numerous applications including space and terrestrial lel-
erobotics and remote sensing, underwater Inspection, solder-paste-volume in-
spection, mechanical and electronic assembly, non-contact coordinate meas-
uring machine probe, aircraft and marine vessel hull Inspection, and human-
body feature measurements.

Development of the basic technology and fully operational prototype is com-
pleted. The system will likely need custormization for particular applications.

Intellig't•, Automation Systems (IAS) Is seeking a strategic alliance with an or-
janization which has current Involvement In an Industry which woufa have a
sizable market for the 401 system. IAS will manufacture calt trated sensor
heads which may be Integrated Into almcst any computer or 'ontrod system.
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Intelligent Machine Technology Corporation

2313 West Arkansas Lane, Suite 103
Arlington, TX 76013
Tel (817) 261-3595
Fax (817) 261-1256

James D. Billingsley, President

The purpose of the company Is to develop multi-use intelligent machine tech-
nology. These machines are aware of their situation and have algorithms
and other knowledge that allow them to evaluate options for completing as-
signed objectives. The goal of the cormpany is to develop technology and
products that are useful in both military and comnmercial markets.
The STAG Profect-Smart Autonomous Guidance Techndoloav:

Precision all weather autonomous guidance is a long sought. now achiev-
able, goal for military and commercial aviation, ground vehicles and ships
This project is developing an integrated imaging-inertial guidance system that
comrbines imaging sensors and inertial components with image flow algo-
rithmns, Inlorirnation analysis algorithms and situation control guidance tech-
niques. Adaptive mission management methods based on in-flight acquired
information will help avoid delection and Interception in military applications
and will avoid many communications and weather related problems in corn-
mercial applications.

The baseline concept contains: Passive millimeter wave and/or other imag-
ing sensors and low-cost inertial navigation components; a multi-processor
computer with an object-oriented operating system, real time software for sig-
nal processing, navigation and mission management: moving monocular
scene tracking, ranging and mapping algorithms. an earth model containing
terrain elevation data, gravity vector, a calendar and time of day dock.

These elements are integrated to achieve all-weather precision, dosed-loop.
terrain elevation tracking and navigation along with six degree-ol-ireedom
(twelve parameter) flight tracking, The objective is to achieve less than one
meter position accuracy and less than one milliradian angular accuracy dur-
ing all critical phases of the rmssion.

The STAG project will confirm, through hardware-in-the-loop simulations, that
the imaging-inertial algorithms perform as expected. Real time data acquisi-
tion and processing will need additional development and specific applica-
tions of the technology will need to be developed.

Under separate contract IMTECH is developing an all-weather passive milli-
meter wave imaging sensor that is suitable for use with the imaging-inertial
processing algorithms. Aiso, because of image resolution lirmitations at milli-
meter wavelengths, post processing algorithms have been developed that in-
creases the image resolution by a factor of seven better than the Rayleigh dif-
fraction criteria. We are also developing object oriented parallel distributed
process control software that is being demonstrated in the STAG simulation
We need to establish business relationships with end users, prime contrac-
tors and other companies to aid in maturing the technology and developing
specific rrilitary and corrmmercial products
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International Softwere Systems, Inc.

4821 Spicewood Springs Road, Suite 103
Austin, TX 78759
Tel (512) 346-2277 ext. 805
Fax (512) 346-9452

Dr. Raymond T. Yeh, Founder. CEO

Corporate Vision: Be a premier provider of productivity enhancing technolo-
gies. tools, and services in the areas of process engineering and systems
and software engineering environments.

The NASNSpecification-To-l-xecutable-Program (NASNSTEP) Phase II
SBIR is refining a visual prograrming environment that is Integrated with tra-
ditional software tools. It provides explicit reuse of both designs and existing
code, and addresses improvements In achieving commrionality among pay-
load control processing capabilities. NASAISTEP provides a capability for
very rapid prototyping of systems and components. modeling, run and test,
fine-tuning of prototypes, building of a reusable library, and automatic multi-
tasked C++ code generation. The NASA/STEP tool will be able to generate
a domain-specific, fully distributed target system that Is widely applicable to
multiple domains.

Additional Development Needed: Provide a virtual Data Base layer (to pro-
vide support for a variety of O0OBs. ROBs, and flat lites), Integrate with re-
verse engineering and re-engineering tools. Upgrade to provide additional
flexibility in architecture. Enhance to client-server in the simulation and code
generation sections of the tool, and Integration of COTS network-oriented
services.

Implementation Strategy: Form strategic alliances for customers 6nd distribu-
tion channels.

The Domain Specific Software Process Automation Technology (DSSPAT)
Phase Ii SBIR Is developing a prototype of a process simulator for modeling
an organization's or project's software process. Based on suocesses in
Phase I using the Visual Process Modeling Language (VPML), the simulator
will provide the ability to visually model a process, attach metrics and data to
it. simulate this Instantiation, and analyze the results to determine a satisfi-
able process. Benefits expected from this SBIR Include: Processes can be
rapidly prototyped at low cost, bottlenecks and deficiences can be identified
and corrected early, resource allocation and performance prediction are car-
ried out systematically, and simulation analysis can be used for process Im-
provement and optimization. DSSPAT Is being developed In an open sys-
tems architecture using the X-Wlndow System and UNIX. An Immediate pro-
gram objective Is to Integrate the simulation ard modeling capabilities of
DSSPAT with PROVision (Process Vision), a software process definition. In-
stantiation, and enactment tool currently under prototype development at

-2 ISSI. A long term oblective- Is to provide the capability (or Integration with a
variety of cone. nrcial Software Engineering Environments (SEE).
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Additional Development Needed: Integration with project management, met-

rics tools, and spread sheets to further facilitate the ability of managers to do

rapid *what if' scenarios.
Implementation Strategy: Strategic alliance with systems integrators and ven-

dors for tool integration and distribution.

International Solar Electric Technology (ISET)

8635 Aviation Blvd.
Inglewood, CA 90301
Tel (310) 216-4427
Fax (310) 216-2908

Dr. Vijay K. Kapur, President
Dr. Bulent M. Basol, Vice-President

Company Purpose and Goals: Cormmercialize low cost, thin film photovoltaic

modules fabricated on light weight flexible substrates.

Under the NASNSBIR funding ISET has been able to demonstrate a process

of fabrication for thin film. low cost, Copper Indium Diselenide (CIS) based

PV modules on light weight flexible substrates. Currently, ISET is optirrizing

this process for the fabrication of monolithically integrated CIS modules-of

area 1 It2. CIS based solar cells are very stable and laboratory conversion ef-

ficiencies for these cells have been recorded at 15% for AM1.5 and about

12% for AM0. ISETs patented technology for CIS modules lends itself very

well for dual use in defense and terrestrial applications. Cost of manufactur-

ing CIS based PV modules on rigid substrates with output 10 watts/ft2, has

been estimated to be 1.0Q/watt in a 10 MW/Yr operation. ISET is seeking

partners to commercialize this technology.
Additional Deveiopment Needed: ISET will have prototype CIS modules (1

n2) on light weight flexible substrates by mid 1994.

Implementation Strategy:

"• Form a joint venture with a company/venture capital group. interested in fi-

nancing commercialization of this potentially very large business of non-

polluting renewable energy generation.

"* Form a strategic alliance with a company doing business with

DoD/NASA. especially involved with space power and remote power ap-
plications. Focus of this alliance will be to develop defense and space

markets for flexible light weight PV modules.

"* Form a strategic alliance with a company involved with terrestrial applica-
tions of PV systems. Focus of this alliance will be to develop remote
power and root-top applications for low cost modules.

"* Potential partners for strategic alliances would be welcome to invest in

the commercialization of this technology.

"* ISET will provide technology, run the module manufacturing operation

and continue with advanced technology developments In thIs field.
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International Space Systems, Inc.

1000 Airport Road, #31
Huntsville, AL 35802
Tel (205) 880-1178
Fax (205) 880-1 174

Gerald Willenstein. President. CEO
David Olivet, Aerospace Engineer

International Space Systems, Inc.. is an Aerospace Engineerinn and Soft-
ware Development company generating and delivering excellent Sollware
and Engineering Services in the areas ol Mission Planning and Scheduling,
Data and Configuration Management. and Operations Support

The Change Identification and Review System (CIRS) is a configuration man-
agement tool which provides the environment for an individual engineer
within a learn of reviewers to extract changes from a source document and to
perform a variety of analyses on these changes CIRS represents the integra-
tion of several COTS packages (a change identilication program. the user's
favorite word processor or text editor, a form population package, and a data-
base management system) with several newly developed modules (a change
extraction module, and report generation modules) under a graphical user in-
terlace with an on-line, context sensitive help system. The unique aspects of
this technology are the change classification (which allows the user to view
only changes that are of interest), the document generation (which saves stor-
age space by only saving the most recent version of a document, plus the
changes necessary to automatically generate any previous version) and the
fact that all of these systems are integrated under a common user interface.
This system is a strong addition to any papedessfautomaled document re-
view and configuration management process.

The additional development required for Phase II is very rminima.l A working
model will be in place in the MLRS Configuration Management Office (CMO)
by the end of July. 1993. Once the working model is in place, ISSI will be re-
ceiving feedback from the staff of the MLRS CMO on possible improvements
to the interface and recormended additional capabilities.

As CIRS is being used and evaluated by the MLRS CMO, ISSI and Tec-Mas-
ters will be marketing the system to other project offices and directories
within MICOM, as well as some NASA/Marshall Space Right Center (MSFC)
project offices and technical laboratories. Specific targets are the Patriot Pro-
iect Office, the Army TACMS Project Office, the GPALS Project Office, the
CALS Office, the Software Engineering Directorate (SED), the Systems
Analysis and Integration Laboratory (SAIL, NASA), the Payload Proiects Of-
fice (NASA). the Mission Operations Laboratory (NASA), and the Propulsions
Laboratory (NASA). The system will be demonstrated in each of these of-
fices to the appropriate personnel and, if desired, will be implemented into
their current configuration management systems TecMasters, Inc. will spear-
head the effort at MICOM, while ISSI will lead in the marketing to NASA.
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IRI Corporation

19562 Ventura Blvd., Suite 209
Tarzana, CA 91356
Tel (818) 996-9805
Fax (818) 996-6141

Amir Dan Rubin, Business Development
Dr. lzhak Rubin, President

IRI is a leading engineering and corrirninications research, development and
consulting company engaged in design, analysis and performance evaluation
of lelecorruTvunication networks and systems.

Planyst TM is a breakthrough network planning and analysis tool that utilized
Analytical Methods, Sensitivity Studies and Simulalion Evaluation, along with
Expert Results Interpretations and a friendly Graphical User Interface, to plan
and analyze neltork and traffic service scenarios, and optimally set network
parameters.

Planyst's unique Analytical Evaluation analyzes networks in real time. A revo-
lutionary Parameler Selection feature optimally sets FDDI parameters accord-
ing to user specified requirements. User's can configure FDDI networks with
parameters optimized to their own tralfic and delay requirements.

Planyst offers an easy to use Graphical User Interface, detailed default sce-
nanos, and intelligent routines that walk the user through the modeling proc-
ess. Absolutely no programming is involved. Output is clearly viewed in ta-
bles, files, and charts. Expert Results Interpretation provides explanatory
analysis of output, offering advise and meaningful conclusions,

IRI is also developing Planyst Product AdvisorTM, a software tool which util-
izes a Graphical User Interface to access a database of vendor hubs,
bridges, routers, and adapter cards. User's can evaluate price and pertdrm-
ance features of networking hardware - conp3ring such information as: cost,
performance, bridging/routing support, module/port/media specifications,
backplane architecture and more.

Planyst utilizes standardized terminology and widely recognizable common
icon Images. A unique and extremely versatile traffic generator allows for
modeling of any type of traffic, while maintaining ease of use. A library of pre-
modeled default sources is also provided. Planyst's modular design and ob-
ject oriented programming structure facilitates development of modified and
tailor-made versions of Planyst.

IRI's first version of PlanystTM Network Planning and Analysis software is
dose to completion. Sophisticated Analytical Modules and Expert systems
used Ior analyzing various Local Area Networks and optimally selecting Net-
work parameters, as well as modules for analyzing Traffic Sources, Queues,
Processors and various OSI Layer Protocols, will be available-

IRI has a dual Interest in developing partnerships and strategic alliances:

One: Planyst TM Network Planning and Analysis software is virtually com-
pleted and is ready to ship. Planyst is truly a breakthrough since it utilizes
Analytical techniques, as well as conventional simulation methods, to plan,
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analyze and optimally set network parameters Additionally, Planyst offers an
extremely friendly Graphical User Interface. along with Expert Result Interpre-
tations features to develop a practical tool for network administrators. IRI
would like a strategic partner to assist in marketing and selling Planyst. U-

censing. reselling and various joint arrangements are of interest, as are propo-
siltions to tailor Planyst to meet the needs of individual user groups.

Two: IRI intends to proceed with additional follow-on and applied Planyst De-
velopments, expanding the scope of corrmnnications systems examined- IRI
intends to continue developing sophisticated analytic•l models which will in-
leract with the existing Graphical User Interlace. to analyze various Metropoti-
tan and Wide Area Networks.

Planyst is ideal for analyzing full service, interactive, rrultimedia networks
which will provide homes and businesses with entertainment, financial. com-
munication and shopping services. IRI can apply and leverage its analytical

modeling techniques, utilizing its already developed Object-Oriented struc-
tures and Graphical User Interface, to tailor versions of Planyst to analyze:
Telephone, Cable, Satellite and Cellular Multimedia. Interactive and Mobile
networks- Planyst can address such interests as Assisting vendors design
and analyze criteria for new hubs, switches, chip-sets and sophisticated 'ca-
ble" converters: and helping analyze new service offerings Irom Telephone
(RBOC's. Long Distance). Cable, Satellite and Cellular operators and pro-
grar-ning providers

IRI would like to work with a strategic partner to market Planyst to meet the
needs of the various players involved in delivering these full-service interac-
tive. multi-media networks, as well to satisfy the demands of network adminis-
trators calling for easy to use, intelligent planning and analysis tools. A strate-
gic partner could bring business development, marketing and sales support,
as well as help fund additional developments

Iterated Systems, Inc.

5550 Peachtree Pkwy, Suite 545
Norcross, GA 30092
Tel (404) 840-0728
Fax (404) 840-0029

Alan D. Sloan, President

Iterated Systems, Inc., provides image encoding technology which enables
digital systems to store, distribute, and exploit imagery in a resolution inde-
pendent manner very efficiently. The company is comnitted to development
and comnmercialization of Its fractal encoding technology.

Fractal Encoding Technology has been validated as an enabling technology
for digi!al imaging applications where high perfo'mance is required. The tech-
nology is available in hardware and software corrponent form. Typical appli-
cations involve the efficient storage, distribution, access or analysis of im-
agery. For example, fractal encoding can result in a high compression ratio
which enables the rapid distribution of high resolution imagery over low band-
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width communication links, Examination ol fraclal image codes leads to an
automated feature extraction capability.

Additional Development Needed: Custom development to optimize for ap.
cation specific requirements and constraints offers a path for non-marginal
performance improvements and cost reduction.

KASK LABs

2659 West Guadalupe Rd., Suite D112
Mesa, AZ 85213
Tel (602)-964-6577

Fred 0. Kask, Chief Engineer

Company Purpose and Goals: To aid in the use of personal computer sys-
tems for use in design, development and knowledge base implementationr
The finding of information and data in a well organized manner, Develop-
ment of software.

The prime objective was to develop a technique that would be able to access
and use various types of information and data that has been implemented on
a personal computer system. This informaiion and techniques could relate to
both engineering and business type development. In the area of engineering,
these methods could be used for electronic modeling and simulation. Any
type of knowledge could be implemented. The Kask Labs developed
navTEXT system is the basis of these techniques. This has been irrme-
mented on the Macintosh computer system, The system has been ported to
the OS2 and Windows environment of the AT/386 base PCs. This allows for
both use of information and the running of various types of computer applica-
tions. Another area is in the development of computer programs. This is the
organization of code, specification, and performance verification. This allows
the user to be master of the computer system: not to be a slave of the corn-
puler system.

The end objective is to make computer systems easy to use and be able to
solve problems and be helpful in the every day work tasks.

Additional Development: Continue porting to the OS2 and NT 32 bit opera-
tion system. The irmplementation of all types of Knowledge. The automated
design of computer software. The organization of developed computer codt

Kask Labs can provide a shell for the implementation of any type oi Knowl-
edge. This information can be used for different things. This would include
the design of various types of engineering and business requirements and
the organization of software development.

The various companies can use these methods in their environment and can
use this in their products. These same methods could be sold to other com-
panies that may have use of this type of informnation.

Kask Labs has developed a lot of computer programs for use in engineering
and electronic design. These techniques have been used for modeling and
simulation. All this information is organized in a well defined manner -
navTEXT.
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Working together we can provide help in the use of computer aided anything.
This is of benefit to everyone. Everyone requires and needs knowledce. We
can provide this serwce to all.

KDC Technology Corp.

2011 Research Drive
Livermore, CA 94550
Tel (510) 449-4770
Fax (510) 447-0662

Dr. Donal R. Dunn. CEO
Dr. Ray J. King, V.P. for R&D
Dr. Michael Werner, Electrical Engineer
Mr. Jesse Basuel, Electrical Engineer
Mr. Ronald Wood. Sr. Technician

KDC exists to be the leader in designino and developing innovative electro-
magnetic measurement technology for industrial applications

KDC has recently completed ;Pven Ph I and three Ph 11 projects sponsored
by DoD. DoC, USDA, and NIH All projects relate to the development of sen-
sors and instruments for continuous. on-line measurement/monitoring of the
dielectric and dissipative properties of various industrial materials at micro-
wave frequencies. All use various forms of innovative sensors and two-pa-
rameter measurement techniques to quantity material properties such as
moisture content, density, thickness, polymer curing reaction, chemical reac-
lions, constituent proportions, porosity, voids, cracks, etc. This is done
through interaction of the sensor electromagnetic fields with the bulk dielec-
tric constant, dielectric loss factor, and conductive properties of the test mate-
rial. Since two independent parameters are measured, two independent
physical properties (e.g. moisture content and density) can be determined si-
mullaneously. Both contacting and noncontacting sensing techniques have
been developed. Choice of the sensing technique, the sensinr frequency
and the particular sensor design depends on the nature of the particular prod-
uct being measured and on the on-line production logistics.

We are now manufacturing and marketing microwave sensors and instru-
ments for several niche applications (see below) but opportunities for addi-
tional applications in a dozen or more new niches have presented them-
selves. These new opportunities are only the tip of the iceberg To exploit
each of them generally requires a brief (1-2 month) developmental study to
demonstrate usage and to calibrate the sensors for that particular application.

The targeted markets for our technology are:

0 Wood Materials; Continuous, on-line monitoring of moisture content/den-
sity of solid dimension wood, wood composites, flakes, chips, fibers, etc.

* Food Proucts: Continuous, on-line monitoring of moisture content/den-
sity of grains (all species), nuts, dried foods, powders. dough, baked
goods, dairy products, etc
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" M.qngLa1 Monitoring moisture/density of foundry sand: carbon con-

tent/density for fly ash, etc.

" Nondestructive Evaluation: As applied to nonconductive composites, in
situ measurement of moisture absorption and desorption, liber/filler ratio,
voids, cracks, porosity; measure electrical and thermal conductance of
carbon fibers.

"* Polymefr.s Continuous, on-line or in-mold sensors for monitoring viscos-

ity, cure fate, degree of cure, critical timing features, and porosity ol ther-
moset and thermoplastic polymers Monitoring the thickness and dielec-

hic constant of thin films.
Our corporate strategy is to set up a new corporation jointly owned by KDC

and a synergistic corporate partner. This new corporation would specifically

target polymer applications as briefly described above. KDC brings to the ta-
ble a totally new technology and an embryo manufactunng capability, plus
the capability to support further related R&D for special new opportunities
-The partner could bring management assistance and capital for selling up the
new company and for expanding our manufactunng capability, and the essen-

tial marketing capabilities.

Kinetic Systems

26240 Industrial Blvd.
Hayward, CA 94545
Tel (510) 732-1575
Fax (510) 732-1576

Cormac G. O'Neill, Technical Director
James H. Barrister, Jr., General Manager

Kinetic Systems fabricates piezoelectric devices employed as motors or gen-
erators. The company supplies bare Piezomotors and/or cormplele systems
including power supplies and control subsystems. Kinetic Systems also un-
dertakes R&D in the application and refinement of Piezoelectnc devicec that

have unique requirements relating to rapid response, high force, precision, or
controllability.

The prime objective of the Phase II VARVAL program is to demonstrate that
a hydraulic system for operating the Inlet and exhaust valves of an engine

can be provided that can adjust the lining of the valve opening events, adjust
the valve open period and adjust the valve lift by exercising electronic control.
In peorfming these functions, the VARVAL system reduces parasitic power
losses by utilizing pressure oil only during the acceleration periods of the

opening and closing events. Consequently, not only is the comprromise be-
tween peak power and peak torque, normally encountered in selecting valve
tirring events, avoided 'ouf the energy expended in pedorming the valve open-
ing and closing is mnimirzed.

The Phase II program will demonstrate the system in operation on a single

cylinder engine.
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The system is dependent upon the use of fast response, PZ drven oil flow
control valves that are capable of 1/2 ms response from command to full
opening.

The benefits to be obtained from such a system are:

"* Potential elimination of the throttle on spark ignition engines with conse-
quent reduction in pumping losses - economy gain

"* Reduction in parasitic power loss due to elimination of camshaft drive
power - economy gain

"* Reduction in size. weiqht and complexity of crankcase due to elimination
of camshaft, camshaft drive. pushrods, rockers, springs and tappets - eco-
nomic gain

"* Avoidance of compromise between valve timing for peak power, peak

torque, and emissions.

"* Early exhaust valve opening for turbine acceleration to avoid turbo lag

"* Cold start improvement - steadies idling
The system will need further work to incorporate it in a rmulti-cylinder engine.

This efforl must include address to cost reduction. The work performed to
date has been centered on developing a working system. The next stage is
to exploit the capabilities of the system on both diesel and gasoline engines,
This work would best be performed by an engine manufacturer.

Implementation Strategy: Kinetic Systems would develop methods of PZ
slack fabrication to reduce costs and increase quality and investigate low
cost power supplies and control systems, while a Partner would determine op-
timum modes of usage, select operating features, select settings, and pro-

duce engine

Linares Management Associates, Inc.

93 West Tech Center
Medfield, MA 02052
Tel (508) 359-9680
Fax (508) 359-9680

Dr. Robert C. Linares, President

The primary goal of LMA, Inc. is to provide the next generation of semi-con-
ductor materials (wide bond gap semiconductors) on a large scale manufac-
turing basis as single crystal waters, films and structures. to the sermiconduc-
tor and optoelectronic device industries.

Single crystal diamond is an important wide band gap semiconductor which
offers the potential for device operation at higher power and speed and under
more adverse conditions of temperature, radiation and chemistry than current

semiconductors. Diamond also holds promise as a high temperature strain
gauge and electron erritler. The current Phase If program addresses two ma-
jor roadblocks to diamond device development: 1) High cost and small area
of free standing single crystal diamond wafers: and 2) poor electronic proper-

ties of semiconducting diamond films. The program plan is to improve chem-
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istry and reactor design which will lead to 1 cm2 free standing single crystal

diamond wafers dunng Phase 11 and 4-5 cm 2 dunng Phase Ill. Waters will be

offered for sale during Phase Ill. The program will also improve the elec-

Ironic properties of semiconducting diamond through the reduction of impun-
ties, reduced crystallographic delects and optirrmzed device structures. Dur-
ing Phase II FETs will be built and tested at a major device foundry. The pro-
gram emphasizes the need to establish a low cost process and customer in-
teraction to continually improve the product.

The company currently has strategic alliances with industry and university

laboratories in the areas of research and device development. The company

seeks additional interactions at the advanced development level to ensure

that the transition to manufacturing can be made in a timely and cost effec-

tive way. The company is interested in exploring a wide range of options with

potential partners. Device development and testing, and evolution of specifi-

cations are of particular interest.

Loais-Tech, Inc.

1800 Diagonal Road, Suite 250
Alexandria, VA 22314-2840
Tel (703) 684-7117
Fax (703) 548-9658

Roland E. Berg, President & CEO
Gerry K. Sellman, Senior '/ice President
Mark Grubb, Project Marager

Company Purpose and Goals: Center of excellence for state-of-the-art

fly/drive away storage programs. Logistics specialists for: ILS: Program Man-
agement RFP bid preparation: productivity enhancements. including environ-

mental: training, including Total Quality Management and automated live-fire

sconng; aviatiorVavionic maintenance/production.

The purpose of the Phase II 'Controlled Atmosphere Storage of Naval Air-

crall" Technical Evaluation (TE) is to define preservation and storage tech-

niques and level of investment needed to create methods which pace Naval
aviation's changing global requirements. This program incorporated lessons

learned from past corrosior/protection programs. It addresses available and

emerging preservation technology (both foreign and domestic), related main-

tenance support, costing implications and overall material readiness impact.

Phase II will validate the technical feasibility of applying state-of-the-art ad-

vances in Fly Away Storage Technology (FAST), identified in Phase I, by con-

ducting a one-year test on stored AV-8B Harrier aircraft at Marine Corps Air
Station, Cherry Point. The TE will use two types of temporary shelters (ten-

sion membrane and metal relocatable), desiccant wheel dehumidifiers and

drop 'shrouds' to achieve and sustain a 30-40% relative humidity aircraft en-

vironment. All TE test and control aircraft will be continually monitored by an

automated data collection system and inspected on a regular basis for degra-

dation. At the end of the TE, data will be analyzed and a comprehensive re-
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port, with quantified results, generated to define an equipment envelope by
which FAST can be expected to maintain stored aircraft, engines and compo-
nents in a cost-effective and rapidly deployable condition

Additional Development Needed: Air distribution system w/5-10 year extenor
life: sensors lor real time trackina of nist. oxidation, and corrosion in bolth ex-
lerior and interior storage configuration: mobile solariwind elctXrifir_aIon
equipment (110/230 VAC): and melhodoloqy for intecirating into Con-
tracted/Organic GovemmrentlfndustrV Maintenance and OverhaLIu prorarrnvs

LTi implementation stratecy includes learr-na arrangements w1,h large locrs-
tics services companies Theqe teaming arranqements would provide turm-
key support for military equipment stored in a ready to issue'.,rdy to IMY
status. Using the LTi developed, low cost process the LTi teaming service
partner would provide required on-site personnel 1o release the rmditarv cus-
tomer of receipt, store, rmainlnin and issue of stored or prepositioned equip-
ment in the US and overseas LTi would obtain the SBIR Phase Ill contract
The LTi team portion wvuld include revised and approved processinaqdepror.-
essing procedures and the determination and procurement of the appropnate
equipment (i e.. relocatable shelters, specific dehumidification items•, remote
monitoring equipment, sensors and all related procedures)

Luxtron Corporation

2775 Northwestern Parkway
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Tel (408) 727-1600
Fax (408) 727-1677

Dr. William Hyatt, CEO
Richard Howard. President
Dr. Met Sun, Vice President, R&D
Russell Bigelow, Program Manager

Company Purpose and Goals: Manufacture of fiber optic and other sensors
for applications within medical. IC fabrication, electric power generation and
distribution, and other industries.

Luxtron corporation has completed a Phase It SBIR contract with the Naval
Surface Warfare Center to develop and test two prototype fiber optic ores-
sure sensors that meel military requirements for shock, vibration, and electro-
magnetic compatibility and are compatible wilh fiber optic comnrmnications
The sensors achieve a repeatability of 0.02% of full scale and an accuracy of
0.3% over the temperature range of 0 to 65C. The technical approach can
provide sensors with an accuracy of 0.02% of full scale, and a measurement
of temperature of the working fluid can be provided. These sensors require
no periodic calibration and are insensitive to changes in the optical transmis-
sion properties of the optical fibers used to connect them. All fiber optic com-
ponents used with the sensors are those used in fiber optic communications
The sensor is powered by an LED, which elirminates laser safety concerns

and increases the MTTF by two orders of magnitude. Commercial applica-
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tions of these sensors include any application for measuring absolute or

gauge pressure for which is required explosion proofing, voltage isolation, low
electromagnetic emissions, or immunity to environments with high electromag-

netic interference.
The additional development required for the pressure sensor is to modify the

design to reduce cost. Cost reduction would comprnse replacing military fiber
optic connectors and receptacles and the optical power cell within the
transducer. A second round of prototyping would be required, which would
be followed by an effort leading to release of the commercial product for pro-
duction.

The fiber optic sensor developed for the Navy is one of a family of sensors

the design of which has a high degree of cormonality. Sensors of this type
can be built to measure pressure, temperature, electrical current, voltage, ac-
celeration, and others. These sensors will have an advantage over their elec-
trcal counterparts to the extent that the cost of the electrical sensors is in-

creased to provide the inherent attributes of fiber optic sensors; i.e., voltage
isolation, explosion proofing, very low electromagnetic emissions, irrmmiunity to
environments with high electromagnetic interference, and compatibility with fi-
ber optic co'mmunicauions. For exarmple, electrical current transformers for
high voltage applications have a cost of $60,000. A liber optic sensor of
much less cost can replace such a transformer. The cost of elctrical pres-
sure sensors used within the petrocherrical industry is increased substan-

tially by the need to meet NEMA 7 standards for explosion proofing. The fi-
ber optic pressure sensor built for the Navy can meet NEMA 7 standards With
no modification

In addition to the prototype pressure sensors, prototype electrical current sen-

sors and voltage sensors have beers b'iilt at Luxtron. The development plan
is to find applications for these sensors, build prototypes for alpha-site test-

ing, and release one or more of these sensors to production within the next
24 months.

Mainstream Engineering Corporation

200 Yellow Place
Rockledge, FL 32955
Tel (407) 631-3550
Fax (407) 631-3552

Dr. Robert P. Scaringe, Thermal/Fluids Research Engineer
Dr. Fulin Gui, Machine Design, Thermal Science Research Engineer
Dr. Mohammed M. Rahman, Computational Fluid Dynamics

Research Engineer
Mr.' L. Grzyll, Chemical Research Engineer
Mr. K.M. Tai. Composites Research Engineer

Company Purpose and Goals: To develop innovative solutions to thermal
control problems, composite fabrication problems, energy related problems
and environmental issues. To market the hardware that results from this re-
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search and product development. Mainiream has a very successful track-rq-
cord at comrnercializin, both Phase II and Phase I efforts.

Mainstream has developed a compact sliding-vane rotary compressor for use
with Non-Ozone-Depleting Refrigerants such as R-134a. This compressor
has application in the commercial vapor compressor market.

Mainstream has developed and perfected a "herricaLmechanical heat purrp
which provides improved COP when compared to convention vapor compres-
sion heat pumps and this heat pump can dtilize Non Ozone-Depleting work-
ing fluids

Mainstream has developed a computational chemistry screening technique to
predict potential new working fluids, lubricarts, and Halon Fire Suppressants.

The technique has already successfully identified new non-toxic working flu-
ids for NASA and makes the identification of new corpounds much faster.

Mainstream has completed an environmental!y-safe chemical heater for use
in propellant handlers suits (SCAPE suits). This technology has numerous
cold weather applications

Mainstream needs no additional funds for additional development

Mainstream will license the technology to irterested concerns

Materials Analysis. Inc.

10338 Miller Road
Dallas, TX 75238
Tel (214) 343-3811
Fax (214) 343-3812

Raymond J. Claxton, President

Materials Analysis, Inc. is an independent consulting firm performrng metallur-
gical and mechanical engineering, testing, and research.

A lightweight multi-metal gear/shaft manufacturing method was developed us-
ing inertia welding techniques. A steel outer ring is joined to a titanium alloy
web and/or shaft through the use of a suilaNe intedayer material such as alu-
r-inum. Surface hardening of the steel is carded out by conventional gas car-
burizing pre-machined components prior to w31ding or by selective hardening
the finished product tsing induction heating or similar process.

Right quality demonstration gears were successfully manufactured to replace
the sun gearshaft in the Allison 250-817F gearbox. Dynamic stress testing
revealed the multi-gear and the conventional all steel gear to be dynamically
similar with no vibrational abnormalities anticipated in service. A prototype
multi-metal gearshafl was subjected to 150 hours of repeated duty cycles by
Allison in a 250-B17F gearbox test cell where it performe" without incident.

The prototype gearshaft evaluated in the Ailison tests weighed twenty-eight
percent less than the incumbent all steel component

Thrust to weight performance is enhanced when weight is saved in any part
of an engine. The current status of the multi-mela! composite gear/shaft tech-
nology will allow low risk introduction into engine development progran is and
provide a cost efficient method of improving engine performance.
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The technology is ready for direct. immediate iplementation. ks vith any
technology, additional development could increase pertormance andlor
broaden the range of applicability of the technology

The multi-metal gear/shalt technology wil find application in products such as
aircraft engines, transmissions, or other geared components where weight is
a factor in pedormance.

Malenals Analysis and Interlace Welding, owners of the technology, are open
to consideration of any mechanism by which this lightweight gear nmanulactur-
ing process can find its way into high technology Afnencan products

Materials & Electrochemical Research (MER) Corp.

7960 South Kolb Road
Tucson. AZ 85706
Tel (602) 574-1980
Fax (602) 574-1983

Dr. J.C. (Jim) Withers, CEO

Company Purpose and Goals: Advanced high technology matenal including
ceramics, reinforcements, intiermetallics. coatings, composites, joining and
fullerenes "buckyballs., R&D to production of these matenals including com-
ponent hardware.

The core tochnologies of MER which were developed under several Phase It
programs include: ReingIor;emenii (S&C fibers and labncs, and whiskers),
Coaled fibers (metal and ceramic coatings), Ceramics (nitride and oxide),
CQo sites (metal, Intermetallic and ceramic mraltx with fibers and whiskers.
and C-C and SiC/SiC), Intermetallic alloy oowders in very line particle size,
Joinina dissirrilar materials (ceramics, C-C, metals. composites, etc) and
Fullerenes (buckyballs, buckytubes, endohedral complexes and custom com-
pounds). Each of these core technologies provide enabling material for a va-
riety of comrosiles Including high thermal conductvity electronic packages,
ceramics with a compressive layer that produces exceptional strength and
toughness. metal matrix composites with up to 80v/o reinforcement for a van-
ety of structural thermal and commodity applications, buckybalts for applica-
tions in optics, nucleating diamond, battery electrodes, encapsulated drug de-
livery, etc. to mention a few. There are exceptional opportunities to apply
these unique and advanced materials in materials finiting applications The
materials have been demonstrated on a research basis and are now ready
for commercialization In a variety of applications.

The development varies with each material but in general has been fully dem-
onstrated on a research scale. In many cases, only application development
to a specific product Is required.

MER is quite flexible for development in each materials area. All possibilities
are open from licensing, partnerships, strategic alliances, joint ventures, fi-
nancing for equity, outright safe of the technology, etc. Please contact MER
relative to any of these core technologies.
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Matsi. Inc.

430 Tenth St,. NW, Suite S-007
Allanta, GA 30318
Tel (404) 876-8009
Fax (104) 876-8203

Glenn Woodruff. President
Ron Pull. Vice President

(.xnpnnv Purpose and Goat, {evoltop and rr ,nroi(h7e hw7 h h ,rV 'lr)'

baltery products based on zinc and oxyqpn Plctrocher-rislry

The project goal is to develop a scaled. recharopable z,- ov,-, "',','v
wilh a specific enrov of 285 VvioV'a This is equal to 7 timres the ent, fic wi-

ergy of nickel-cadr'rum. 5 limes thai of ockeimtatl ,hdnpde bahiinor n-vi

3 5 limes that of ihe recently Introduced Sony hilhium-ion balttrv The docsan

uses a stack of altemalitn zinc and oxygen Piectrodjs in a l,'hndncil t•tin

less steel can The oxygen produced dunrn charae is conlitna-in at up toi tin'1
atm of pressure within the can This is anaiozous to hvdrocen -ont,"itnmrntrI

in nickel-hydrogen cells. The program will result in the production and di;,,-

ery of thirty cylindrical 15 Ah battenes

The Phase I program demonstrated the leasibility of the cell. with hanifc ,i

tests resulting in 150 cycles for the zinc eleclrode and 350 cycles for the ovy-
gen electrode. as well as full scale cell tesls demonstratina 50 cycles of

steady performance for the zinc-oxvqen couple

Potential applicalions include portable electronic and electncal products, such

as 2-way radios, cellular teWephones. medical telemetry. insltrmenls and le~t

equipment, audio and video lape equipmrienl, portable power tools, portable
computers, and oceanographic and meteorological equipment

Additional Developmnent Needed In-deplh markdel analysis of potental rTii-

lary and civilian applicalions, followed by a complete manufactunrn enaineer-

ing a production effort.
We are open to any reasonable suggestions, but would prefer to n-'nfitn a

role as a research and development resource

Merra RD&C, BDC

2901 Hubbard Road, B-106
Ann Arbor, M! 48105-2000
Tel (313) 930-0033
Fax (313) 930-0145

Mark Clevey, Vice President
Roberta (Bobbi) Blake. Executive Business Counselor

Michigan - Stale SBIR Support Program 'Winners' initialive - Focus on com-
mercialization options for SSIR winners: Investment. strategic alliances, li-

cense, procurement, bootstrap.
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Merritt Systems Inc.

P.O. Box 2103
Merritt Island, FL 32954
Tel (407) 452-7828
Fax (407) 452-7828

Mr. Douglas Rosinski, President
Dr. Daniel Wegerif, Vice President
Mr. William Parlon, Investigator
Mr. David Olds, Engineer

MSI deveiops whole-arm proxirrmty sensing technology for kinematically re-
dundant robot manipulatorsr This technology includes proximity sensing hard-
ware, robot control software, and ernrloyment techniques Our goal is to pro-
duce a commercial obstacle detection and collision avoidance system for use
on new and existing manipulators performing high value tasks in constrained
or hazardous environments.

MSI developed a genenc system to protect the entire periphery of a robot ma-
nipulator from collisions wih objects wlhin the work envelope- This capabil-
ity enables robots to enter dynarrmc or constrained environments with little or
no a-pnori knowledge and successfully complete high value tasks It is par-
ticularly well suited for robots operating near expensive flight hardware, in
hazardous environments or for applications where robots are wvorking near or
with humans. The system utilizes sensorCells which incorporate discrete
proximity sensors, a distributed processing system and a corrmrmnication
scheme to support real-time object defection This arrangement supports a
vanety of sensing media including infrared, acoustical and capacitive The
current L/R implementation provides a sensing range of 0.5 meter and over
1000 sensor measurements per second.

Our current version of the sensorCell uses discrete components. MSI is plan-
ning to incorporate surface mount components in the near future. We are in-
vestigating the use of Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) to re-
duce the physical size and increase reliability, We require additional develop-
ment in mechanical mounting design and sensor packaging.

MSI is interested in discussing a strategic alliance or joint venture with an es-
tablished electronics or robotics manufacturing firm As a small concern, we
recognize the need to ally ourselves with a larger, more experienced firm to
effectively market our system. We foresee several options for such an ar-
rangement.

MSI is willing to directly license our technology for further development, pro-
duction and marketing, MSI could provide continuing technical support under
such an arrangement, if desired.

A strategic alliance between MSI and a robot manufacturer Is also of Interest
to us. Our generic control software and flexible hardware design lends itself
to integration with a wide range of devices. Our system could be offered as
an option for new robots and as a retrofit to current users. Under such an ar-
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itinqpmncnt, NISI could provide desian inlorrno~tio:) w$id o er pirAfne! rnonof.ir
tures and markets the product

Metratek. Inc.

12330 Plnecrest Road
Reston, VA 22091
Tel (701) 620-9500
Fax (703) 620-9696

Raymond Harris, President
Robert Mauer. Business Managet
Donald Maffei. Program Manager

MEIHATEK. iie, *We innovate for ycxij cnn-any. is inventing Amrwnca- Vt)
ture as 1 'v~cro-aerospace comp~any that accomnplishes rmilor systpmrv lov'0
opmpnts witlh smalt learns; of dedicated professionals

Micro-Optics Technologies Inc.

8608 University Green 05
Middleton, WI 53562-0377
Tel (608) 831-0655
Fax (608) 831-5821

James P. Stec, Vice President
Larry A. Gunseor, Senior Project Engineer

Micro-Optics Technofoo~ies, Inc.. Manufactures and markets fiber optc r-ir1o(-
phones, fiber optic low pressure sensors and liquid crystal iiqht valve-, tor n-w
tary and civilian markets. To develop new products based on eler-tro-optir

tehooy that use light for corrrvunication and image procesin
A Fiber Opvtic Microphone (FOM) his been developed under an Air Force

Phase 11 Small Business Innovation Research contract in cooperation with
Armstrong Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

The fiber optic miucrophone converts acoustic signals directly to an intenfsity
modulated tight signal which Is transmritted over fiber optic cables It can als'o
be used as a low pressure sensor at infrasonic through acoustic frequencies
This microphone is irmmune to the electrornagnetic interference and pulses
that interfere with the operation of a conventional electric nicrophone The,
transducer of the fiber optic miwcrophone generates no electrical signal nmak-
ing it safe to use in explosive or otherwise hostile environments A FOM can
be constructed of non-metallic materials for use in areas with high magnetic
fields or where metallic comrpoents are not desirable.

The opto-electronic components of the system can be located up to several
kilometers away from whiere the miccrophone Is being used with no degrada-
tioni of the signal. Several different FOMs can be multiplexed over the samenp
fiber optic trunk line offering space find weight savings over copper
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Furiner development is needed to enhance the frequency response of the hi-

ber optic ntcropoone for other than voice conrninic.ation ard in pac)ýagiog

for non-aviation markets

Micro-Optics Technologies intends to manufacture and marlket hibt-r optic a-.

crophones and low pressure aooustic sensors to mlilary and co-'iT'ercal Mal-

kets The company is also currently selling liquid crystal spatial light mcidula-

tors and liquid crystal shutters

The expertise of the individuals in the company lies in the area of electro-op-

tic technology We are looking for individuals or corrxpanies Who o uld con-

Inbule knowledge and funding in the acoustic development of the fiber optic

rr'crophone and sensors and use already estabished disinbulion channels to

market the above products Any relationship would indude cooperative ef-

forts to identify areas where the products currently held by Micro-Optics Tech-

nology could be utifiz•-J We also intend for this cooperation to extend to the

identification and development of needed products based on this technology

Microtronics Associates, Inc.

3337 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Tel (412) 681-0888
Fax (412) 681-0591

Dr. Victoria T. Coon. President

Microtronics Associates is involved with research and development woriý on

semiconductor electronic devices, ionizing radiation detectors, infrared detec-

tors. electronic instrumentation and associated software Most of Microtron-

ics Associates' work is done under contracts from federal government agen-

cies- Electronic instrumentation invo4ves CAMAC and IEEE-488 data ac~quisj-

lion and control modules interfaced to rricrooomrrlers Electronic device ap-

plications include adaptive neural networks. and sericonductor doped male-

nal for optical electronics

Miranda Laboratories

74 Loomis Street
Bedford, MA 01730
Tel (617) 275-1150

Henry A. Miranda, Jr., Sole Proprietor

Miranda Laboratories specializes in one-of-a-kind instrumentation develop-

ment, for highly specialized purposed. The willingness to couple wilh larger

organizations having the capacity to interface with the commercial/space mar-

ketplace has been and remains a goal.

A spaceborne sizing spectrometer for single-particle spacecraft environ-

mental monitoring and/or research was developed under NASA GSFC spon-
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enrship. This generatIs a size distribution hiktnqram of pailicles cfossinq a fe-

mole sensing zone. (in the 5-50 fin regime), without having to know their

shape o1 their refractive index The Ph-ti configuration was dpsiqned to fit

,4ithin two adjacent gas canistprs However. these dimensions can be .scatind

either up on down to emphasize other requirenmnts that may be prepfat',le

(for exarrmle. a larger sensing zone. or instead a sma•ller package)

The technology is readily transferable to other u'es, (pither in indu..tnl vac.

uum depositiorvion implantation ,eltiprment, or in space), by trading off -Pr.

lain outpiut parameters in favor of others For exarmple, if specific sirinq infor-

mation were ' be relinquished, then flow-field information (lot particles larger

than some threshold size) can be derived for a large-area remote sensing,

zone. For industrial applications, the point of origin of 03 Im partides fatling

on a 9-inch wafer can be determined iniu~wf-,ledefg.sitio•rprnlanlationji
i in__p~rocess_,

The high-risk portion of the dovelopment program is comneted It rsow re-

mains to undertake the low-risk effort. (which could include the mrrketirg re-

quired to identify the current needs of spacebome monitoring andror re-

search). For vacuum technology applications. Miranda Laboratories can pro-

duce a working prototype particulate monitor using its present expertise. with

equally low risk.
Miranda Laboratories is interested in transferring its proprietary information,

together with all associated expertir,. to a larger commercial entity having

the resources to engage in the requisite low-risk development effort leading

to commercial exploitation of the subject technology, with royalty payment

downstream. Miranda Laboratories is prepared either to be actively engag,,d

in the early stages of such final development, or alternatively to act in an advi-

sory capacity with appropriate corrmpensalion to be worked out under a mutu-

ally satisfactory agreement.

Modeling & Computing Services (M&CS)

39675 Cedar Blvd., Suite 290
Newark, CA 94560
Tel (510) 226-1183
Fax (510) 226-1073

Ernest D. Eason, Ph.D., Principal

M&GS develops specialized software for engineering design and analysis

and applies such tools as consultants to industry, research institutes, and gov-

ernment agencies.

Software is being developed to enhance engineering design productivity on

Multi-disciplinary problems such as integrated electronics and mechanical de-

sign, vehicle design, aviation and aerospace systems. offshore structures.

military systems, and power production and distribution systems. Unlike ap-

proaches which integrate a specific set of analysis codes in a new super-

code, our approach features a coordinating module and analysis modules

that link to the input and output routines of existing. unrrmdified analysis

codes. The approach is quite general, and can be applied to any network of
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analysis tasks runninq concurretrly on dteferent computers With otir soft-

ware, the work can be divided into manageable analysis tasks that reflect the

projecl and corrmany organizational structure Each task leader is tree to

choose the best analysis approach dlr the current level of design definition in

his or her lask The coorainaling module and the analysis rrodules worK to-

gether to IfTf'ement a sophislicated system design oplinzzaltion strategy. so

that the overall network of analysis tasks witl iterate towaid a solution that sat-

isies all constraints and optirrizes System design qoals S•uch as rn'nrirrrr

cost for a specified level of pedormance

Sumrmanzing the key features. the software Fachlitates divrdinq system dOe

sign problems into a network of coupled analysis tasks wor$Ks with svstem

problems of any structure or lonn, in any combinatton of disciplines, uses any

set of analysis tools. which can be running concurrently on rrmultiple cornpul-

ers; and guides the protect learn toward optimal system designs meeting all

defined constraints
The emphasis in Phase Ii is on technology development because the under.

lying algonthms are still evolving Phase III development wilt be needed to

produce a polished, commercial software product trorm the Phase Ii develop

ment code However. the technology can be added to inlemal design tools al

vanous organizations at the end of Phase II (6/94) or possibly even sooner

M&CS is interested in two basic Phase III implementation paths 1) Develop.

ing a corrinercial software product, and 2) consulting with industry and gov-

eminent agencies to build the lechnology into their existing intemal design
and analysis tools In the first area, venture capital and cooperation with es-

lablished engineenng analysis software vendors are sought Specific forms

of cooperation will be discussed in one-on-one meetings In the second area.

contracts with pnvate companies and govemment agencies are sought

Morlock Environmental, Inc.

23 Pine St.
Lebanon, NH 03766
Tel (603) 448-4420
Fax (603) 448-1771

Clayton Morlock, P.E., President / Principal Engineer
John Jemsek, Ph.D., Vice President / Principal Scientist

Modock Environmental is a small firm Mhich performs research and applied

engtneenng to find new efficient means of monitoring the subsurlace environ-

ment. We develop tum key systems for long term monitonng at hazardous

waste sites and for rapid remedial investigations.

There is a need for better methodologies to monitor remedial action effective-

ness. Long term rmonitoring of remedial actions should provide a means to

evaluate effectiveness of the remedial system in place, not just comply with

regulations. It should provide information on how to improve the system and

feedback on how to optirrmze day to day periomrance given changing condi-

tions in the ground Current monitorng methods which rely on conventional
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g~round w.iior qnry-q0 andi annlV1s; d~o not frnrv1'ii oryv i'h ifionrIn~t"I to cipti-

miqze a remedial systemn rurthemy~re field sannX-s YO1wrh are broug~ht to a
laboratory often sit for days befoire being analyzed Celays in sarmple Ii.iatysis

raise spnou(xs gupsf;on-s regarding snnopl infeqnrit and the crYnclusions drawn

from rW;UltS Of thiose .~rAITeS
This paper dpsrnhes a system uinder dnvelopMint fo~r 1-"g tpen nxwvtioririg

of remedlial action for volatile orroanic corrmpornds tvC)i us continuous in
sitU rn-nitorinq fe~iniques; The s~ystor is beingy festedI in research. !;Ml-
s~ored by the Air Force The studiy Pncornpisses, ail ampcl,; of continuious in
situj nxnitonngq includinig Instalflaion of sensors and 'imi e-oiletion point,

how insýta lltlion Pflptect measvuremen*-n- enqnsor andy hrrlwqrp choices, hard-
ware infegration. and data manaqemento The ,svstpm i- desirin to provide
continuous informvtion at a remediail action site on VOC conceni-tration sod
gas and grouind wafer as, we~ll as other environmental piaramleters such as
pressure, temperature and dapth to around water Analyris and data archival
is performed using a ge~ographic, information system Continuous data from
the sensors, comrbins-d with frequent GC analysis, providcs sufficient infomna-
tion to derTYrinsfrito trends. !signilic.rint events. 0tc ,whirh ran be? used' to orti-
mize tho romedial svrtpm

We are Inoking for two additional sites for which we can install our system
and closely observe i0s functionality before we stanr a maror mariueting cam-
pwang

V%, are lookinq for partners who build remedial equipmepnt, or data log-ging
systems for which we can integrate our sensors, and custom hardware/sott-
ware We are? interested in ito-int mrindueina arranqements wi~th companies

that make complimentary equipment

MTL Systems, Inc.

3481 Dayton-Xenta Road
Dayton, OH 45432
Tel (513) 426-3111
Fax (513) 426-8301

Arnold Fife, Sr., President
Dr. John Little, Vice President of Operations
Robert Bissell, Director. Business Development
Raymond Wabler, Director, Strategic Programs/Plans
Herberi Hirsch, Director, Advanced Technology Program

MTL Systems. Inc., is a 100% employee owned corporation whose rrvssion is
to provide government and industry with high quality engineening, engineer-
ing services and electronic products which have application for imaging tech'-
nologlies, electronic warfare systems (analysis and simulation), co~mputer
based data acquisition systems and video instrumentation,

Of MTL's nine Phase I SIBIR awards, two are in Phase f1I. notice has been re-
ceived of intent to award three additional Phase 11 programs and a sixth pro-
posal is being evaluated The Phase 11 programs being performed are: Multi-
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Theat Engagement Simulator (MTES). and Rapid Flight Uine Detection of Li*.
graded Electronic Cockpit InstrUments (CODES)

MTES, The objective of the MiTES Phase II elforl is to design. im)letreent

test, and vahdate a system capable of simulating rmed(ium fidelity threal CouAri-
termeasure (CM) interaction, missile liyouts and plalform dynamics invoiving
up to 500 simulated players at a maximum update fate of 100Hz .o',nr-
cial use will include sinmiar application by government Xxitractois. and ut-ee as
a general purpose. high-speed distnbuted processing syserle Wi,,th asscialed
developmrrent and lesting fo•-ls tor applicalion to spe•ilic comTi'.elcial pro
grams

Q(_:QF_Q_. The oL.ectlve of the CO)0ES Phase I1 encorivasses Wei.; oecqri

construction, test, and evaluation of a system for Detection of gradual docfra.
dation in electronic cockpit displays The concept includes a porlable unit for

quick assessment of cock!•it displays wtile in the aircralt and a second unit
capable of performing corrmretiensive analysis of displays in the ýJiop All in-
dustnes utilizing electronic displays can benefit from this lechrm-Aogv

At the conclusion of the MTES program, the core high-speed distntutdJ pi.c

essing soltware development wit be corrmleled such that it can be used (4-
other applications wltn slight user-specific devetooment

At the conclusion of the CODES development. ihe functional desicira of bloh
units will have been developed and tested A final production 1design witl then
be required

The MTES software lends itself well to developing strategic alliances with

partners who possess existing irnmulatioris whiich would benefit from peflomi,

ance speed-up to achieve real time penlormance The structure will be nvruxiu-

lar to encourage the development of shells around existing nmodules to roln

Ihe functions in real time This allows eventual customers to achieve real-

time penormance with minimal upgrade expense

The corrmnercial implementalion of CODES will be dependent on the results

of the marketing analysis to be completed over the next year, The intent is to

develop partnerships with corraanies whio have products complementaN, to

this technology MTL is interested in the continuing the overall development

of the prcvti-t with lhitc-d nroduction for niche markets The partners will be
required to make rrinimal investment and will be responsible for large scale
production and marketing support

Nanoptics, 'Inc.

3014 N.E. 21st Way
Gainesville, FL 32609-3307
Tel (904) 378-6620
Fax (904) 378-0273

Dr. James K. Walker, President, CEO
Tom Good, VP Finance/Marketing
Dr. Won Choi, Director of X-ray
Dr. Jacob Tymianski, Director of Chemistry
Michael Seulerl, Director of Manufacturing
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Janotvlcs. Itic v.111 focus on Ith0 tuse of ifs fiber 1rý(cfbtotoyV t') develop qtuality'
products mait are pnmrrfny used for irT~o~pprovfnnt In advanced medtricl arnd
nondlestructive exanvi-Inton irnaoiing These products Wil be ollfejed at costs
that are competitive to existinq syrtfems

Nanoptics is developinq a real-time, hirqh ro-olution siot scainnir~q diqital irn
acting systemi The svstpm will he sutlable for use; in a vaflety of nondesinic--
five Inspection appitcations ranqrinq from. secuntv Systenyis to plo-cers qtiality

control arplic-aton~s A rro~re sensitivo vers'ion (,f tho imiger vafll alco be suit
abfe for merndical applicaition-,

iThe p~nncsralj advantages of the !-ysten lIe( in ils superior resolutio;n trip to IF,

Sp~rnmt and its hrrnh doef-tive qjuanfittn efficiency., correqmoodinrg to nvnirrvif
r.equtiredl radiation ePwoSUre

A fuill-scrale prfolrvpc system. !7 being dos!-iqcd n! this tine arnd shoul~d he

,omple~ted and tested hy Dencember 1993
Nanoptics. In,- , s planningi to construct and self irnnjnqio sýystems rv~ludrnrj

the x-ray rietection dievice ind datla acquisition -systemn fliese subsystems
milt h-' socld to compniesinp to trncororafe into their~ sp~ecific IJlmeirvlapi
catlion !zVstemc, tL-noptics. Inc .viil functioni a,, a SUL~oritractor in these re'ia-
tonmhir!s Clhor business rpla!:'mships arc? als.o pmssible

Nathan B. Cumrminas Foundation

Founder of Sarah Lee

Network Dyn-amics. Inc.

128 Wheeler Rd
Burlington, MA 01803
Tel (617) 270-4120
Fax (617) 270-4 119

Rajan Suni, President
Y.C. Ho, Chairman of the Board
Gregory Diehl, Director of Product Engineering
Michael Tomsicek, Manager, Midwest Operations

Nfl offers advanced factory managepment software that enables maInufactur-
ing managers to cut lead time, rninirruze work -in-progress inveiitory, identify
and resolve boftfenec-ks. and oplirrize labor and equipment utilization, aft in
the space of a few houiS, and without the need for prograrrn'inq or other spie-
cial computer skdills Together. these smavll but frequent in-provem#?nts to pro-
duction and operations help the manufacturer achieve a timne-based cornpeti-
five advantage over its peers.

NDI's software, utilizing rapid modeling technology (RMT) is based on the
proven theory of queuing networks and reliability modeling. With MrXTM, fac-
tory management decisions that previously required weeks or even months of
active support from an OR/MIS team can be settled in under a day directly by
the end user/decision maker.
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MPX li and its related RMT soltware enable nmanaQement to nqorouýiy ex-

plore many alternative production scenanos. pose a multiplicity of whiat-if que-

nes and develop rapid, incisive responses. all in the space or an hour or two
This enables rn.anufactunng ente-pnses to keep their production lines at the

leading edge, no matter what changes ensue from Mar6etinq (e g, new ac-

counts captured). Finance (less capilal budget allowed for new equi•nentj

Manulaclunng (Just-In-Time decreed by managemenil) Personnel ýovemrmne

reduced), or Strategic Planning (high volume low nvirqin strateqy to be pur

sued)

Furlher the software provides an easy-to-use "bndg&e for com.nircatllions

between the islands ot information within the rnanulaciunn• enterpnse - in

particular between mainulacturirg and corporate planning, riarkeeing. prcduct
engineennq. captial and operations budgeting

Product lunctionality will expand at a measured pace Io preserve and

strengthen NDI's competitive position as the leading suppiier of rapid model-

ing software for continuous improvement in manutactunng
Vanants of MPX can be developed for aprlications such as air tmfc control

cornputers'telecorrvnunicatiof-s back offices of banks, brokeraaes. j!,, ?ý,ne

liims and otrier discrete rn-inufaclunng analogs

NDI wili evolve its core products increasingly ?ov,-ard integration with MRP

CAD/CAM. Scheduling. Simaujlation and other decision support tools that are
wdely used in operational and strategic factory 'manaqement Some NtD

products are already linked to spreadsheets and siriilationanimat(ion soft-
ware, and discussions are underway tar the inoorporation of NDI s RMT fea-

lures into tARP products Listnbution will be expanded thirough product bun
dhng and o!her licensing arrangements

Vendors we have approached feel our products would provide them with a

clear advantage over their cormpetitors and deliver high perceived value

added to their customers We are looking to formxlize partnerships wbere
the MRP. CAD/CAM, or other partner acts as the OEM and sells integrated
software to their current and future clients

Another avenue of cooperation is wilh companies that provide equipment or

services to m-anufacturers Tne tools developed by NtDI enable consultants,

computer and factory svsferlis integrators, and sophisticated machining sys-

tem manufacturers to demonstrate the value of their services and equipment
within a clients factory A trained sales engineer could spend a day or two
with the client gathenng information and building a model of the current sys-

tem The salesperson can then clearly illustrate the value ot their products in
reduced work load. scrap, lead time and wori( in process

Finally, aggressive promotion of RMT concepts will establish MPX as the de

facto industry standard Broad populanzation of this manutactunng decision

making tooa in acaderrma. aocompanied by easy-to-adopt course malenals.

will secure not only powerful opinion leaders among the professional ranks.
but also a whole new generation of Industry-bound students. NDI has se-
cured a strong foothold in this mariele with an installed base of over 125 ma-

jor university business school and engineenng departments world-wide
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New Horizons D;,agnostics Corporation

9110 Red Branch Rd.
Columbia. MD 21045
Tel (410) 992-9357
Fax (410) 992-0328

Larry Loomis. President
Dave Bernstein. Executive Vice President R&D
Dave Miller. Vice President Instrumentation R&D
Dave -rudil. Vice President

New Horizons Diagnostics Corp (NHD) is a pnvately hPld manlnfacturp n'1y

developer of products for the medical diaqnoslic. environmental and food ft<i-
inq r•arkets The Company has focused on R&D and FDA arpproval of ultra
£onsilivo "two-slep" tsts utilizing m'onroconal and r-ivclona ntibody fih-

noloay with vinous npw unique imrunoanssav formats

This is a device wtiich can detect multiple anitoes f8 or morp) from n z.nrjiO

sample or conversely can detect a sincrl!e sample or convers-!v cin detee!t a
single analyte !rom multiple sanmles It conrists of a multi-pronqed inocula-

for head each pronm of which can either be individually inocuinlted (in the
case of the detection of the same analyle on a nxiltiple of sarmpls) or simul-
taneously inoculated (in the case of the detection of mulliple analypes from a

single sample) Each inoculated prong makes contact with a chrornophore la-
beled ab coated disc which is in turn hydrated by the contents of the ino(cu-

lated prong and which in turn makes contact with a lower charrier which

houses individual capture membranes coated with specific antibodies The
lower chamber is removed and can either be read visually or by a battery op

erated reader which is the size of a pocket calculator The device is both flfx-

ible and versatile and is 2 x 3 inches The antibody coated discs provides for
the rapid interchanging of reagents so that vanous panels can be customr-
ized, has excellent storage and stability charactenslics. The analytical sensi-

livity is in the low monogram range and test results can be obtained within
five minutes. This system is easily transportable and can easily be utilized in

the field additionally. This technology has the potential of replacing many
tests now perforrmed by standard enzyme inrrrnoassay techniques.

Additional Development Needed: Extended field evaluation of the workina

system and identification and preparation of specific panels for detection of

varous analytes.

The mullianalyte system, due to its ease of use and exquisite sensitivity.

would have application for food. environmental or medical diagnostics test

systems, The automated feature further enhances the prcential benefits

which can be obtained in either a field or laboratory environment

In this regard, New Horizons Diagnostics plans to contact the maijor corpora-
tions in the fields of medical diagnostics. food, or environmental testing

The proposals will be either: Joint Development/Joint Marketing: NHD Devpl-

opment/Joint Marketing; or NHD Developrrent/Gorporate Partner Marketing.c
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Nielsen Engineering and Research

510 Clyde Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
Tel (415) 968-9457
Fax (415) 968-1410

Dr. Marnix F. Dillenius, President
Dr Robert Childs, Exec Vice President
Dr. Michael Mendenhall. Vice President
Dr. Patrick Reisenthel, Chief Scientist
Dr. Laurence Keete, Senior Research Scientist

The company's purpose is 1o perlorrn basic and applied fluid dynarrucs re-
search that leads to tile development of technology, sollware and consulting
experlise in the areas of turbulence. rmissile aerodynamics and experl system
aided technology transfer, for sale to industry and government

Nielsen Engineenng and Research has demonstrated the possibility of 50-
60% drag reductions on aircraft, and within oil and gas pipelines, using active
control techniques denved from chaos theory. Turbulent skin friction substan-
tially penalizes the pertonnance and econorrncs of both these configurations
It potentially affects the perormnance of any manufaclunng process that em-
ploys long piping runs or fluid flows thai are unstable In parlicular. it has
been estimated that aircraft operating oosts/rrmle could drop 40% if the flow
around aircraft could be made smoolh. Two control lechn"iques have been
tested at NEAR using numencal simuilations of channel and boundary layer
flows, and the possibility of 50-60% drag redxictions demonstrated, Both con-
trol methods are active, and attempt to make use of desirable (low-drag). bWt
unstable, behavior latent within the flow. Control energy expenditures are
low, the drag reductions achieved to date requiring less than .1% of the en-
ergy of the flow being controlled.

The imrnediate use for this technology is in drag reduction on aircraft and
within pipelines and turbomachinery. Potentially it has applications in the pe-
troleum processing industry as well as in coating applications that employ 1dm
flows,

Subsidiary issues still to be dealt within the Phase II include developing actua-
tor designs, a prediction method for the number and density of control ele-
ments needed on a sudace to maintain control practically, and techniques for
flow state identification and feedback using sensors located only at the wall.

Through consulting agreements. NEAR is interested in providing hardware
and software design guidance for systems employing these techniques. It is
also interested in licensing any actuator technology that ultimately results
from NEAR's research.
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Nonvolatile Electronics, rInc.

12800 Industrial Park Blvd. Su.ite # 110
Plymouth, MN 55441
7.1 (612) 550-0913
Fax (61,2) 550-1865

'Jamos; M Ritiqtitori. Pri~;nrwpit

Compainv Pirpwc arind jla -j-fr~op I nonvoaifilp niaqnptorpsti v rwr
ory tsochnolooly andv lir-oneR:prodiuco in prtnerinrhýip %i~li InrQp U S; ýZnncon-
ductor companies Also, devplop and produ~ce niche mamory andJ s'onsor
products

Maginetoresistive PRandom Access MemoKry (MRAM) ind rnntor-itn-esistive
field spenors both bpnefit from Giiant Macqnetorpsistive Ratio (GIMR) mnateri-

al. RAM is a nonvolatlde rrnonetic memo~ry technolooy u!sinq rrmlonpticma
terials for stonnq data ind usino mianetoresistance for readinoi da ta
&IRAMs operate with fast and unfo-vtted wntes without a battery or refresh
and shiould be at least as dpnse as senricondrictor alemrnatives GMR maten-
-ils, which have approximately ten times the magneloresista-nce of ccviven-
tional materials currently being used, improve read access times of MRAM to
speeds competitive? with sernconrjictor memory GMR maiterials can 1-rlso be
used for low cost macinet~ic fietd sen-sors and read heads Nonvolatile Elec-
tronics has been selected for 4 S8IR Phase 1t (NASA. NSF, and two SDlO)
awards. 8 SSIR Phase I awards, and -in ATP' for developing MRAM and
GMVR technologies NVF is a leader in GMIR materials fabirication, testing,
and applications. NVE has demonstrated working MPAM cells using GMR
materials, and has designed a one megabit MRAM suitable as a stand-alone
component or for wafer-sr-ale integiration, NVE is working on GMR materials
with improved mignetoresistance on saturation fields, and is developinq
MRAM cells using lithogiraphy below 0,11 rnicron NVE has excellent intellec-
tual proper-ty in these areas-

MRAM production requires exercise of the process in a large I C line to dem-
onstrate- producibility, GMR materials are usable now, but improvements are
being developed in rmaqnetoresi stance and saturation field.

NVE's mainstream memory strategy is to sell licenses and/or team with rnvior
sermiconductor memory producers wh~o have the capital equipment, facilities.
and disciplines to manufacture and distribute MRAMs.

NVE's niche memory and sensor strategy is to produce and distribute prod-
ucts ourselves, but we seek strategic alliances for packaging and distribution.

NVE's read head stratlegy is to license U.S. head manufacturers for using our
patents and trade secrets in GMR materials.

Optisensors, Inc.

M.IT. Branch, P.O. Box 301
Cambridge, MA 02139
Tel (617) 374-9363
Fax (617) 374-9363
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Dr. John Farah, President

Optisensors does research and development of innovative fiber optic and inle-
grated optic sensing techniques and systems We specialize in displacement
sensors for the measurement of acceleration, vibration. angular displace-
ment. and acoustic pressure Our goal is to develop and to cornmerciahize
technology by licensing and joint venture

The concept of an interterometnc hber optic accelerometer with 84dB dy-
namic range was demonstrated The goal of Phase II is to build an inte-
grated optic accelerometer on silicon The fabncation combines thin film pas-
sive waveguide (CVD) and slicon micromachining technologies Advantages
of integrated optic accelerometer are compaciness, high accuracy rugged-
ness and monolithic design It incorporates closed loop feedback and laser
diode frequency stabilization as well a thermal dnft compensation to extend
dynamic range. This accelerometer would be of special benelit to the aero-
space industry for use in inertial navigation It would also be parliculany use-
ful to the electnc utilities and nuclear power industnes for the monitonng of vi-
bration in heavy transformers under adverse heat or electromagnetic interler-
ence conditions It would also be useful for the measurement of strong earth
motion in seismology.

Another protect concerns the measurement of angular displacement in planar
thin film waveguides with very high angular resolution This has applications
in integrated-optic laser beam steenng devices and in the measurement of ro-
tation A third project deals with an integrated optic Fabry-Perot optical spec-
trum analyzer. Another protect deals with inlerierometer signal processing
which allows the measurement ol absolute optical path length difference and
initialization of servo feedback circuitry in conjunction with coherent light
sources.

Phase II investment wou~ld be needed in order to complete development of
sensors.

We are interested in collaborative R&D dunng Phase IIl in conlunction with li-
censing agreement.

Opto-Knowledge Systems, Inc. (OKSI)

1227 Ninth Street
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266-6017
Tel (310) 376-6078
Fax (310) 379-9842

Nahum Gat, Ph.D., President

OKSI was founded to take advantage of a unique comibination of new tech-
nologies in Electro-Optical (EO) sensors and Real-Time intelligent Systems
(RTIS). Our technical objective is to develop technologies, utilizing govern-
ment and privately funded R&D. which can improve the present generation of
instruments for both rrmlitary and commercial applications The company goal
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is; to develop products uc-inct patent-d technologres in E0 arnd flItS ad rd-

voelop strateqic pirinerships io bnnq these produicts to rna.*r'ke

The project isý concemrne with tho developmont of an 'rrrtpllinont hvre~r'r-(-
trat sensor' that orperatps in flip visihle to inlrared porlion of Ilia pietrritninO
n~otic spectilaw Thp pa!sivp qPnot~ acquires spectral wr~iatiirpq thit nar

anlyzeld tinder tho c-ontrol of eltrieayron is inttirnilpt r-rr-.011 0*

prof systepm Tho control systemn iitiltzps a da-tharink fibrary 0t tempiales 0
charactenstic spectra thait arp 11,ed hw an arsenal of hyrpr!spectral a-lrriwlnvi

for [tip iden-tification antl drivcnninatiori of the ý:nurceq wrnder ot-1eoP.-~n!n
[lie control systpm is dlorsieonec to operate undeir poor eiwnal-to-rnoise ronrl-
tions with hicjh thackaoroijod chillepr

The technologly includwes irrrniinq mpectro!ýcopy, visible and inirared !sarnnq

focal1 plane arrays. rnal-timen experl systeams, and tlipi extraction of andl dioita-l
processing techniques- nf ziqna11-

The applicartion is de'vPloprwd for rinsilar, tarqet detectlion Put 01•51 ic pur-u-
inq several other arplirritions 1) In conllinctinn with an active sensnr thea
tochnique] is considered- in me-diral phiotodinanosis for in vivo dot-7 en r! rm'
(--r 'Ind othepr p~athoirxnies, in particular durinn surgery. 2) thia cinah;r,' , vrf

otis analylicnl laboratory Fpectro-copir inclnimentsf I'? q ,RTIR. G--.~ c
hp' dramatically eltnhanced by thin intolligeri sigInal processina ailoonthrinms.
the sensitivity and scope of rem-ote sensing of pollutants in the itmnsphpre. 0

licit drugs, and earth and ocpan resouLrces can he expanded W~illizng the pre-
sent techniques

Both sensor and algonthrnq are developed under the Phase t1 SBjIR for the
deafanse application The- tIloring to a s;pecific commercuil appilicaition, includ-
ing the development of thep template dlatabank, is necessary

OKSI is looking for a strategic alliance with companies that are expeneni-ced
in the specific area of application, having marketing and distribution netwoirs
The interested company will participate in the developmornt of the application
aind v.~ll take the lead durnng the production and rwiri~eting stagle

Optron Systems. Inc.

3 Preston Court
Bedford, MA 01730
Tel (611) 215-3100
Fax (617) 275-3106

Cardinal Warde, President
James E. Hubbard, Jr., Vice President

Our goal is to become the leading manufacturer of large-screen, high-defini-
lion projection displays in the World.

The high definition membrane mirror projector system is a ftickerless. hiah-
brightness, large-screen projection display system that is intended for use in
teteconferencing, conference rooms. entertainment centers, training centers,
auditoriums and classrooms, film-less cinemnas, flight simulators, command
control and corrmmunications displays, map disptay, and HDTV. The system
consists of three membrane mirror fight valves (red, green, and blue), a corn'-
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puter-dnven electronics control unit. and the readout and projection optical
system The system is designed to oiler a 2000 on-screen lumens, a contrast
ratio of 500.1, a 60 Hz frame rate and 1024 x 1280 pixels The merrtrane mir-
ror projector employs an electron gun that addresses a propnetary charge
transfer plate (CTP) which forms the substrate for the flexible mirror. The sub-
strate contains a high-density array of shallow wells and the electrostatic
forces ansing from the charge on the CTP deforms the membrane into the
wells Collimaled readout light from a high-inlensity lamp is phase rmodulated
as it reflects from the membrane, and projected onto the screen to form a
large, high-bnghlness, high-contract image

A prototype of the system is currently under development and should be
ready for inspection in twelve months. Additional development to improve
brightness, spatial uniformity and sharpness may be necessary after this pe-
nod,

, The plan is to establish a wholly-owned subsidiary which will be responsible
for the manufacture of this product. To manufacture and market the producL.
we are seeking strategic alliance or joint ventures with larger companies that
bring either manufacturing capabilities and/or marketing strengths

The spin-off will most likely provide the expertise and be responsible tor the
manufacture of the anode assemblies of the membrane mirror light valve,
while the partner would be responsible for manufactunng the electronics, the
complete system integration and marketing. Of course, other scenarios are
possible depending on what the partner bnngs to the table.

ORINCON Corporation

9363 Towne Centre Drive
San Diego, CA 92121
Tel (619) 455-5530
Fax (619) 452-4258

Daniel L. Alspach, President/CEO
Vivek Samant, Chief Scientist
Otis Benton, Chief Financial Officer

ORINCON is a research and development company that supports govem-
ment and industry in meeting the challenging demands of advanced technical
problems. Our work focuses on support of public and private sector pro-
grams in anificial intelligence; software development; communications & navi-
gation; and tracking, detection, and targeting systems

ORINCON, as an awardee of several Phase II SBIR projects, has developed
significant capabilities in the following technology areas: Signal and Image
Processing; Expert Systems; Neural Net Processing, Estimation. Guidance,
and Control of dynamic systems. These advances have been applied to spe-

cific problems of potential significance to both the military and the cormercial
sector. The Parameter and Attribute Phase II effort sponsored by NAVSEA
has resulted in development and application of an augmented transition net-
work expert system shell to a surveillance related target characterization and
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tracking system using both quantitative and qualitative sensor informition A

second project funded by NAVSEA has resulted in advanced qtpdance aloo-
dthrns used against smart and agile targets. A project for the Department of

Energy applies neural net algorithms to charactenze temp~erature profiles for
Tokornak fusion reactors A basic aloorilhm, development project supported-

by ARPA has resulted in new tpchniques for fusion of information from ditffr-

ent feature extractors for the purpose of classific•tion of objects The txchro-

oqy developed here has been successfully applied to rmaichinery lault dinano-
sis, medical diagnosis, control of robotic devices, and control of flexible strin.

tures to reduce effects of unwanted forces
The technology base that applies the latest in Al, neural nels. and sianal proy-c

essing to commercial problems hIs been irroernented on state-of-thf-art par-

allel processors. A need exists to transfer this technology in the form of an in-
telligent processing agent applicable to a wide vanety of applications Al-

though the processors developed by ORINCON perform awesome compr•a-
tional tasks in real time, they are expensive for application in the everyday

cor"mercial rrrketplace There is a need to develop an affordable and corn-

pact processing platform that would make this processing technology avadl-
able to products used in the medical, maintenance, airlines, building, and

manufacturing communities
The implementation strategies will have to be tailored to the individual re-

search efforts because of Iheir widely differing applications In general. OR-
INCON would be interested In licensing agreements with large prime contrac-
tors. but we are very willing to consider other arrangements

Oval Window Audio

33 Wildflower Court
Nederland, CO 80466
Tel (303) 447-3607
Fax (303) 447-3607
Norman Lederman. Director R&D
Paula Hendricks. Educational Direclor

Oval Window Audio is committed to developing new technologies that in-
crease communication accessibility for the 28 million deal and hard of hear-

! ing people in this country in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities
Act. Our assistive listening systems are widely used in public buildings. Our
goal is to expand applications to include the transportation industry including

Smotor vehicles, boats, ships, and airplanes.
There are an estimated 28 million deal and hard of hearing peopte in the

USA. The noisy acouslic environments found in many public areas (e.g..
theatres, classrooms, automobiles, buses, airplanes and ships) lend to be
hostile listening environments for hard of hearing people. The typical hearing
aid vom by millions of people amplifies sound indiscririnately, often render-

ing spoken comrrunications unintelligible to the hard of hearing person. Our

technology bypasses the noisy environment and transmits the desired sound

(e.g., the drver's voice in a tour bus situation) directly to hearing aids by way
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of magnetic induction Unlike other torn-s of assislive listening technology
that require special receiving equipment, 30%+ of hearing aids are already ca-
pable of receiving the signal from our system Low cost receivers are also
available. Our technology was designed to fulfill the intent and requirements
of the Americans with Disabilities Act which ensures that no Amrencan will be
discnminated against due to physical disabitiry at work, at school or in social
situations.

To develop applications for this technology in the transporiation industry ,e
will require high profile test sites and technical supporl pertaining to vehicle
electncal systems.

In addition to comiplying with the Americans with Disabilities Act and assislting
rillions of hard of heanng people, the inclusion of assishive listening technol-
ogy in vehicles would make good business sense for many cormnercial users
of cerlain vehicles. For example, tour bus companies would be able to mar-
ket their services to a segment of society that has been largely ignored Air-
lines companies would be able to promote their flights as safer and more en-
joyable for people Yk4o cannot hear well.

We are particularly interested in applying our assislive lislening technology Io
the transportation industry (including the airline and boat/ship industries), first
working , th manufacturers to create an assistive listening system vehicle op-
tion, then developing a strategy for marketing the systems to their customer

Oval Window Audio has been manufacturing assistive listening technology
for use in buildings since 1984. Expanding the applications of this tect-,nology
to land, sea and air vehicles would be a commercially viable and socially re-
sponsible use of our SBIR supported research and development Our exper-
tise includes audio engineenng, audiology and educational program develop-
ment.

Pacific Advanced Technology

1623 Mission Drive, Suite 3
P.O. Box 679
Solvang, CA 93464-0679
Tel (805) 688-2088
Fax (805) 686-2723

Michele Hinnrichs, President
Robert Hinnrichs, CFO
Sue Spahr Hodges, Secretary

Established in the Fall of 1988 to address technology needs of government
agencies and pnvate enterprise in the areas of electronics and electro-optic
sensor technology, PAT has established an outstanding reputation for high
quality work in problems associated with advanced technology in infrared sen-
sors and real time image processing.

A new and innovative approach for imaging spectrometry, Image Multi-Spec-
tral Sensing, IMSS, that was recently invented by Pacific Advanced Technol-
ogy and developed under contract to the Air Force Phillips Laboratory Kirtf-
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inmd Air Fo~re Base for application In 1111s'ila indv aticratl ý-.urveillaocre. undnr :I

Phase il SF3IR is presented in this paper Then IKISS invaging spertroiflltet
c~an measure spatial. spectral and temrx~rat informaition on targetls such -I,
missilos, aircraft and countermen stir P htrned In doop dullter The dotncto-r i,
a conventional infrared starnog focal riane arrav Tho dispersive f-unction I,

deror-nxI hV a single diltraction ten~s vvhich frru~es a narro),% ,:ricdrnl kind
on the deptector array The spectrum Hi miszflne. aircraft and counter nia.Ioro'
devices; arp guile distinct and differont fromT hac-igrknimnd sr'eclrum tvsinq tho
t.MSS sysepm the spectruim of these targlets can a'~ii~v he defets3ed(

WISS hans application for remote !zensingl~ (-I autlo oxhaust emilssinous anld I-
tory rxullulini PiTVis~ion. for aircraft clr siOzn rivoidantrp applicationns mnnitorv
onrib resouirces and in medical diagnnstics!- a- woll as dofenseO r01ntedr irrif-i
finns In thep area of mis.sile warning. nissile ý,okorr and rurveillance qappira

lions, This approach utilizes a very simple optical systemn is liqght weiqlht. tow
cosf and not sensitive to normail vibration effects inheren-t in an airtyxroe Plit
form o-r aitrTYsrphric turbulence

Pe~n rnsL-Lab

5795 NE Minder Road
Poulsbo, WA 98370
Tel (206) 297-3295
Fax (206) 297-7369

Fred D. McElroy, Ph.D., President
Marilyn McElroy, Chief Executive Officer

PeninsuI-Lib is committed to addrressina the global chaillenges facina the, arli-

cultural. forestry and horticultural indus~tries in an environmeontalily sa1fe rm-In-
ner.

Biocontrol of Boiryf is cinerea onGreenhouse Grown ConiferSeedlings .!M--
linda J Fohn & Fred D McElroy, Cray rnold. caused by the fungus Ekotrytis

cinr. is responsible for significant losses of conifer seedlings The ga o
this project was to determine the feasibility of controlling gray mold of conifer
seedflings by biological means. Fifty-nine bactenat. funqal and yeast isoi'tates
collected from healthy tissue associated with Botrytis infected conifer seed-
lings were screened on agar plates for ability to inhibit growth of selected
Botrytis isolates. Four bacterial, tWO fu~ngal, and two yeasts were evaluated
as biocontrol agents on detached conifer needles and seedlings in a green
house setting Two of the best biocontrol agents as deterrrned by in vitro
tests. Tirichoderrna hamatum and Qryptoccicus__laurentii. were evaluated in
the greenhouse on Douglas-fir seedlings for ability to control two geographi-
calty diverse strains of Botrytis cinerpa tolerant to two fungicides, thiophanate
and iprodione. A single folliar spray of T. hamatum reduced Botrytis infection
by 67% compared to Botrytis-only and the fungicide application. Applications
of I. hamratum one day prior to inoculation with Botrytis and again 14 days
later provided an 82% decrease in Rotrytis infection compared to 761% in a
sinilar treatment with thiophanate. Three applications of T. hamnatum C
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,aurentii. and Bacillus rreaatenfm at weekly intervals reduced a naturally es-
tablished Botrylis infection of 7-month-old Douglas-fir seedlings by 33%,
50%, and 33% respectvely. Sirmilar treatments wilh thiophanate resulted in a
108% increase in Bolrylis infection-

Perii Systems Inc.

211 First Street
Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ 07423
Tel (201) 670-5700
Fax (201) 670-5710

John N. Irizarry, President and CEO
William Clark, Director of Engineering
John F. Dobstetter, Director of Sales

Peril Systems. Inc. is a developer of productivity enhancement tools in the ar-
eas of test and information management

Peril Systems, Inc. SBIR Phase il program is developing, for the Army Re-
search Laboratory at Fort Monmouth. two specific Microwave Hardware De-
scription Language (MHDL) tools: A Test Requirements Document (TRD)
Generator and an Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) Synthesis and Validation
tool.

Test Requirement Documents (TRD's) are usually generated after the design
has been completed, most often by hand The TRD Generator tool assists
the design engineer in generating the TRD by reading the MHOL descnption,
formatting and extracting pertinent information in a configuration-controlled
environment, and placing that data on applicable TRD forms (currently MIL-
STD-151 9A).

The ATE Synthesis and Validation tool allows instrumentation systei-n engi-
neers to automatically determine the necessary instrumentation requirements
by extracting hardware signal and signal switching information from an MHDL
hardware description. A library of test instrumentation and test station con-
figurations is Ihen accessed to automatically select the most appropriate test
instrumentation. Differentiation between recommended versus "on-hand*
test instrumentation can also be made.

User interface consists of standard Graphic User Interlace (GUI) options in-
cluding menus, dialog boxes, and WYSIWYG panting. In addition, portability
to other platforms has been a design concept from the inception, and allows
for ease of future portability.

Capabilities developed in SBIR Phase II must be packaged for marketability
and some features must be added. The first is the ability to utilize design in-
formation from Hardware Description Languages (HDL's) other than MHDL:
specifically the VHSIC Hardware Description Language (VHDL) which cur-
rently is in use and is supported by software fool vendors.

The product must be enhanced to provide the designer and test engineer
with a "cradle to grave* solution for testing. Specifically, the ATE Synthesis
and Validation Tool must be expanded to be able to control and comnmuni-
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cale directly with test equipment, thus creating an environment ol comnplte
design- through-test.

Additionally, the application must be porled to other workstation platforms to
allow greater acceptability in the rmarkelplace

The overall goal Is to provide a complete integrated environment for chiP
throucIh system level testing of hardware descnplion language designs In-
itial efforts will focus on the areas descnbed above This approach will allow
us. in the near future, to deliver a product to the mirketplace ItKht meets thp
market demand.

The revenues from product delivered will allow further development and Pvo-
lution, including providing interlaces to multiple sources of hardware data
(such as other Hardware Description Languages and standardized data ex-
change formats): enhancing testing and diagnostic strategies: interlacing to
an increase number of testers via multiple interfaces (i.e.. IEEE. VXI & MXI).
and being able to use testing data for heunstic analysis to reline the De-
sign/Testing process.

Physical Optics Corp. - Applied Technology Division

2545 West 237th Street, Suite B
Torrance, CA 90505
Tel (310) 530-1416
Fax (310) 530-4577

Dr. Gajendra Savant, Assistant Vice President
Dr. Tomasz Jannson, Chief Scientist
Mr. Jay Hirsh, Manager, Optical Communications

Company Purpose and Goals: To become a leading company in pholonic
technologies and a key market playcr in the areas of holographic compo-
nents, fiber optic communications, and monitoring instrumentation a

Physical Optics Corporation's (POC's) Applied Technology Division has devel-
oped several novel electro-oplic compxonents and systems under SBIR pro-
grams. They include:

SFamily of Wavelength Division Mutiplpexers (WDMs. (HoloMux"') for fiber
optic multichannel communication applications.

* Analog/Digital Point-to-Poini Lnk Ho foinkl) for single fiber RGB video
extenders for computer workstations, and for multiplexing of composite
video for process control and security;

"* Antireflection Moth-Eye Coaftin which are compatible with metal, plas-
tic, semiconductor and composite surfaces Applications include low ob-
servables and spectrometry where they can eliminate stray light noise
and enhance signal transmission to the detector.

"* High Density All-Optic Storaae Disk based on birefringent polymer, appli-
cations include computer memory systems and image recognition sys-
tems;
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"* Ean _"o oloraphic Broadband FilterS lor eye protection, cockpit dis-

play, night vision goggles, broadband IR rellectors lot space solar cell ar-

rays, and for large near IR optical mirrors.

"* Countermeasure Filterý to protect sensors and delicate electronic sys-

tems Irom short wavelength lasers, applications also include spectrome-

try and chemical and analytical insiruments. and

* E,•1 ýSwlfchIlg. LL~ghu~aIQ•J•LM:j based on electrically ad.

dressable holographic switching with birelfingent liquid crystal modulation

for smart litter application in optical correlalor systems
Additional Development Needed' Technology scale-up and production devel-

opment, process repealabilitly improvement, application specific designs

Physical Optics Corporation (POC) would like team vth potential end users:

companies who have military and/or commercial applications for these tech-
nologies POC is looking for strategic partner(s) interested in large scale pro-

duction and commercialization

Physical Oftic Corp. - Research & Deve:opment Division

20600 Gramercy Place, Building 100
Torrance. CA 90501
Tel (310) 320-3088
Fax (310) 320-4667

Dr. Joanna Jannson, President
Dr. Ryszard Gajewski, Vice President, R&D
Dr. Robert Lieberman, Director, Advanced Fiber Optics
Dr. Freddie Lin, Director, Pholonics
Mr. Lev Sadovnik, Group Leader, New Technologies

Company Purpose and Goals To become a leading company in photonic

technologies and a key narketing player in the areas of holographic cormpo-
nents, fiber optic communications, and monitorng instrumentalion.

Physical Sciences Inc.

20 New England Business Center
Andover, MA 01810
Tel (508) 689-0003
Fax (508) 689-3232

George Caledonia, President
B. David Green, Vice President, Applied Sciences
Merlin Miller, Vice President, Applied Technology
Peter Nebolsine, Manger, Innovative Technology
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The mirssion of the corporation is the succesfiul development and cr-rirrr-
cialization of high value technical products and services

Physical Sciences Inc. (PSI) is a corporation dedicated to exploiting a divers
Research and Development base to develop cony'nercial technologies and
entities. Our corporate headquarters, including a 20.000 sq It fully
equipped, state-of-the-art laboratory, are in Andover, MA wilh subsidiary op.
erations in Alexandria. VA: Hunt Valley, KID: and S&in Rnmon. CA Phasp 1
Project informalion will be available on

"* A fast oxygen atom system for space material testing
"* A fluorescence imaging system of detecting contamination on surfaces

"* An iodine standard lamp

"* Aerospace testing services including a tully automated planar laser in-
duced fluorescence systems

"* Automatic laser parameter control for retinal photocoagulation

"* Smart medical laser feedback control

"* Convective/radialive heat flux gauge system

"* Optical diagnostic for measuring the vorticity in liuid flows

"* Compact hydrogen maser using a HTSC cavity

"* MW 140 GHz gyrolron oscillator using a coaxial cavity

"* Neural net retrieval of meteorological data system

Power Spectra

919 Hermosa Ct.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086-4103
Tel (408) 737-7977 x 1051
Fax (408) 732-1832

Michael I. Gamble, CEO
Edward Lamb, Controller
Jeannie Wu, Vice President, Administration
Jeffrey Oicles, New Business Director
David Russi, Program Manager

Power Spectra's mission is research, development, and manufacturing of
power gallium arsenide serniconductions. Our prime goal is to move several
R&D products to the manufacturing stage.

New power gallium arsenide switching capabilities are emerging as a result
of Power Spectra's efforts as supported by SBIR and other contracts, and un-
der internal funding. Resulting products are now moving from R&D into pilot
manufacturing, Most applications are presently military, with several corrTne-r-
cial possibilities identified for the longer term.

Power Spectra has completed two relevant SBIRs; a Phase I1 effort on high
current switching for ordnance fuzing applications and a Phase I study on
high current ohmic contact on gallium arsenide We are presently proposing
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a Phase It contact development which will result in an advance solid-state

photonically activated switch of interest to the ordnance fuzing cormmunity

We are now mark~eting existing, lower current versions of this switch in optical

pulser modules These rrmniature hybnd packages can provide shori optical

pulses with several hundred watts of peak power They have wide commer-

cial applications in laser radar for machine vision range finders and autom-o-

tive guidance
Additional Developments Needed None of major significance required for

most applications, current and/or voltage scaling requited for some potential

product lines Achieving high reliability in a cost-effective manufactunng envi-

ronment is perhaps thie most challenging task

Power Spectra is a small, high technology company specializing in power gal-

hum arsenide We are largely R&D onented Volume manufactunng is our

goal, preferably for a commercial market The present mainstay of the com-

pany is the bulk avalanche semiconductor switch (BASS). a photoconductive

device largely developed over the past four years under funding from The

Boeing Company T argeted rrilitary markets for the BASS include electronic

warlare, radar and conmunications Some cornmercial radar applications
have also beeri identified. and we are currently focusing much of our allen-

lion towards conceptualizing as many more as possible

In order to diversify and enter nearer-term markets. Power Spectra has

teamed for the past year with a technology development partner to develop a
new gallium arsenide switching technology This work is independent of our

alliance with Boeing but can take advantage of in-house semiconductor proc-

essing capabilities installed in support of the BASS Program The technology

enables laser dnverloplical pulser products as discussed above, Pilot produc-

tion has already commenced

Key to our early success with this new product line is an alliance with yet an-

other partner, a component manufactunng specialist In return for markeling

and product recognition through the use of his logo, this partner is rapidly

gaining access to module and system markets heretofore denied him Sshce
we have been a component customer of this partner for years. it has been

relatively easy for both parlties to transition to these new roles

Further current and voltage scaling of both the BASS and newer, dedvative

devices will open up further opportunities for which there is no present compe-

titron This is a long-term goal with major growlh potential in both rrlitary and

civilian markets

Program Development Corporation of.Scarsdale, Inc.

300 Hamilton Avenue, Suite 409
White Plains, NY 10601
Tel (914) 761-1732
Fax (914) 761-1735

Peter R Eiseman, President

There is a great need to integrate Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) into

the engineenng design process in a cost effective way The typical complex
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qeomeipric confiauratirnse hrive beon tlie limitatian Ilia anal and ptjlrpo. e ('I
our products and services is to ovecrcame those lirrvlations and to profit fvcu-
nnrrmically in ro doinct In this dirpction,. we have created powerful and aenera
t i and rmnipUtAtion tr~s and intparatod som into I CAD system

Proaram Development Corporation (PDC) doviolors and -suppli- Ces fw.1
that connects; computailonal Mufti dnnaniic- flE7D) au~ conputitation.vi i~~

mag-1netics (CE&1) Yith sinxilatirin- hr ccxiviiex aqeorn-inlc confiqutratcinrv
That connection is, acconrirshed4 wAith the aenpration nf a and to ap~rao

cover thep resultant compoex reo-ion with poin~s The aeneration process; is Itire
well known obstacle to a ronre routino ripsiqa proces's usinq Cý,D or CEM

The SPIR work hrts rpsultod in two pnnvnirv product lines The nxst svf

one is, a n-uttihlork arid apnpratir'n rcherni wifth iutjorMtic zaning iho oilier
one is a anid modplinq rchemn The autorrvilic zonina product is calleod G'rid-
Pro I i /z,30OO This, has been sr-n by others as producinq hirqhipr quality

ands than pver expecrted and doimn -o arer aititomaticiltv than ever irynqr
i ned The and miodelina productsz. GiidProa!-,3OCO(- (Výb3OQ5 sh3OlO1.
sh31015, and s32)aro zaen as no-vpl extenzton ot CAD Ilke foni-q for and
manipulation It is thep first producti of its kind anid benefits thp user by r-rovil
ina dynamic real timen and moadification to mrpidly periorm desian variations or

to mo~re accurately resolve flow fiold features5 in an interactive adnptive sense
VWhile the products are currently rmarketable entities, there is a well delinpd

path to arow to pro-ducts stream This; arowlh is tar the base tp-chnolocly and
tar its integration into thip matnix ot cornput,-lmonal enaineeninq Enaineernog
software typically evolves to progressivwely gai;r riore capability These are
clearly Ino numerous to iterr7z in n shnrl spaco Then imporlant point in our
case is that we currently have two najor marketable product lines.

From the point that SBIR Phase 11 research cormmenced. there has bpen an
emphasis in brnnninq prodxucts to a marietablp form without waiting tor the
conclusion of Phase 11 In the case of arnd modeling (Phase 11 tram Eglin
AFR3). a smotle block product wasz formwi without waiting tar the mreYr aeneral
multiblock modeler The siMle black and rmy~nitor has beon qivpn a grt-af
deal of p olish w~hite the aleneral mnittiblock version can be sirrwfary poilish;ed
for future product adiditions, to then line The personal computer and a-noratr-
(Phase 1t from AFOSR) was alfzo brouqht out dunno Pliase 1t It adldresses
the small bustness and educational marketplace and is priced accrordin-oly
The most recer,' product is the aeneral rrxiltiblock gnd generator with auto-
matic zoning (Phase it from NASA Lewis). Like the other, there is a well es-
tablished direction for refinement, embellishment, exiensions, and integration
with other products.

During the Phase It period, product brochures and user manuals were cre,-
ated as well as the initiation of advertising. The direct adverlising has been
in trade journals that engineers and scientists read for their general (not spe--
cific) information To date these have included Mechanical Engineerngq
(ASME). AerospaCn Amprica (AIMA), NASA Tech Briefs (magazine plus ca rd
deck), and SIAM News (SIAM), These have produced leads worldwide Our
response amounts to mailings of brochures and follow up telephone calls
The volume of this also points to a need for sales staff which we do not have

Given that we are a ve~ry small comp~any in need of more power in marketinq
and sales, we have formed a number of alliances This includes Control
Data, GHAM. Arntec Engineerngq, and NREC These alliances represent op-
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portunities for sales by other enlitiesý they do not provide financial backing for

our direct sales, markeling, and product development efforls While the bene-
fits Irom these alliances will grow in time, there is still a need for further alli-
ances particularly from those which can infuse some capital into the company
to fuel our direct efforts. This will be important to captule a sizable portion of
the market. The size of this market can be estimated to some degree by the
nurrmer of upper end CAD installations as well as the population ol computa-
tional engineers The CAD systems represent the plallorms from which our
technology can be expected to grow into through a process of integration We
are interested in relationships which can vary from purely monetary to those
"where direct technological benefits are also present

Prometheus Inc.

21 Arnold Avenue
Newport, RI 02840
Tel (401) 849-5389
Fax (401) 848-7293
Email: jbyrnes @cs.umb.edu

James S. Byrnes, Ph.D., President, Principal Scientist
John Benedetto, Ph.D., Principal Scientist
Paul Abrahams, Ph.D., Principal Software Engineer
Manfred R. Schroeder, Ph.D., Principal Scientist
Donald J. Newman, Ph.D., Principal Scientist

Company Purpose and Goals: To provide excellence and expenence in
mathematical, engineenng, systems, statistical, and computer science sup-

port to science and industry.
PONS Imaae Codina and Transmission: We have developed a signal proc-

essing algorithm which utilizes a totally different approach and philosophy
We transform a high resolution signal of any dimension into the sum of many

low resolution signals of the same dimension, where each of these low resolu-
tion signals contains essentially the same amount of energy. Therefore. in a
sense, each of the individual low resolution signals contains all of the informa-

tion. Whether this 'all* is sufficient depends upon the particular application
In some cases, just one or a few of these low resolution signals are enough
to allow recognition of the original signal, so that it may be possible to per-
form automatic target detectborVrecognition with considerable data coropres-
sion Localization is another imporlant feature of the algorithm. It is a trivial
matter to employ it to focus on any portion or portions of the signal, while the
remainder stays "fuzzy. This also enables significant data compression
Perhaps the ideal application of the new algorithm is to the geornential trans-
rrission of a signal over a low bandwidth channel, whereby exact reconstruc-
tion at the receiving end can be achieved if desired

Although our proprietary algorithms already have the capability to solve impor-
tant pr, 3lems heretofore considered impossible, there remains room for both
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improvement in code speed and efficiency, and implementation on special-

purpose hardware-
We wish to form an alliance with a strategic interested partner that has the ca-

pability to recognize the promise in our ideas, the laboratory lacilities to assist
us in final product development, and the marketing muscle to make our joint
venture a cormmnercial success We are open to discussion concerning the ex-
act structure of this alliance.

0-DOT, Inc.

1069 Elkton Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-3579
Tel (719) 590-11 12
Fax (719) 590-1125

Thomas E. Linnenbrink, President, Technical Director

O-DOT pursues electronics research in dala acquisition and signal process-
ing as a means of developing products for both governmental and corrmner-
cial applications.

0-DOT seeks to commercialize several technologies ,volving from its Phase
It SBIR program Several data acquisition and signal processing technolo-
gies are offered either as products or as the basis for products These in-

clude a low-cost VXI-based transient recorder capable of acquiring 40K sam-
pies of I GHz bandwidth data at 5 Gs/s to 10-bit precision Low-power,

monolithic floating-point. analog-to-digital converter (a,'d) spans a 15-bit linear
equivalent range at rates up to 5 Ms/s. A rnicropower monolithic a/d is aimed
at hand-held, battery operated voice conversion A high precision delta-

sigma will convert 50 MHz data at 100 Ms/s to 16- to 18-bit precision with
105 dB SFDR. Our radar simulator processor technology, currently cotnfig-
ured as a FIR filler with 256 complex 12-bit laps to operate at 1 Gs/s with 400
MHz bandwidth, may be applied to other filter and equalizer applications A
high-speed camera system acquires pictures with 512 x 512 pixel resolution
at 10,000 frames per second. Other imaging systems include on-chip signal
processing such as edge-enhancement. Beyond this demonstrated technol-
ogy, 0-DOT is seeking research and development alliances to develop en-
tirely new products for commercial applications

0-DOT, Inc. Is the research arm of 0-DOT Group, Inc., a holding company
Products will be developed by other entities also under 0-DOT Group. To
date, these include 0-DOT Phototonics, Inc. (imagers. cameras, optical corn-
puting elements), 0-DOT Cormmunications (radio components, filters, equaliz-
ers). 0-DOT Instruments (recorders, signal generators), and O-DOT Convert-
ers (low-power a/d and d/a, high-speed a/d and d/a, high precision a/d and
d/a). We are currently seeking strategic alliances with companies which have
established sales, distribution, service. etc.
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QRDC Inc.

P.O. Box 562
Excelsior, MN 55331
Tel (612) 470-6964
Fax (612) 470-6964

Dr. Daryoush AMlaei, CEO

The main mission of ORDC is to perform Mechanical Engineenng related re-
search, development, and consulting services in response to the needs of the
U.S, government and commercial segment Our long term goals are to con-
tnbute to the advancement of basic science and engineenng and to develop
QRDC-made products (engineenng hardware and/or software) to market to
both government and comrmercial industry.

In the treatment of the dynamic problems of structures, two alternate testing
methods, based on external and embedded sensors, exist in the literature If
the sensors respond to the changes in the dynarrmc characteristics of the
structure, and/or the environment, then they are referred to as "smart struc-
tures. Smart sensors and smart materials have been used for detecting struc-
tural damages and/or controlling the vibration characteristics of the struc-
tures Recent developments in new materials, and in vibration pheno-
menons, such as mode localization and transition, have made the re-
searchers look for ways of combining the two in order to more effectively alter
structural response. The objective of this Phase II project is to develop more
efficient and precise smart structures based on smarl materials such as

shape memory alloys, advanced sensors such as optical fibers, vibrational
phenomenons such as loci crossing and veering, and mode localization and
transition. In particular, such phenomenons will be enforced on the struc-
tures so that the undesired vibrations are confined to a smaller region, anrd
therefore easier to detect and control. Optical fibers and shape memory ma-
terials will be used to detect and control the parameters that are more crucial
in vibration response of the structure. Such a combination will result in a
huge reduction in the number of the sensors, significant gain in computational
speed, and improving the accuracy of the control system.

Six potential prototypes (hardware and software) will be the outcome of this
Phase II project. The developed technology has a wide range of applications
in both government and commercial products. Additional developments are
needed to customize the developed technology to various applications.

We have been looking for partners to help us to develop our technologies (fi-
nancially or otherwise) since the end of Phase I. QRDC's general strategy in
collaboration with others is to apply the technology to their products in ex-
change with the use of their facility and/or expertise. The benelit to such in-
terested parties will be their access to the state-of-the-art technology during
Its development stages. In this Phase II project, for example, Martin Marietta,
Ailiant Techsystems, and McDonnell Douglas have offered to help us in vari-
ous parts of the project and in return we apply our technology to their identi-
fied problem(s) with the goal of having a significant impact in the improve-
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ment of thir product; ORDC welcome.s altlnnlv' maphi,•ds of colilnornfsro

and investment

Ribbon Technology Corp.

825 Taylor Station Rd.
Blacklick. O1 43004
Tel (614) 864-5444
Fax (614) 86,1-5305

Lloyd Hackman, Presidenl

Company Purpose and Goals Funding of diirec(t stnp casting for titlintim foil

The ohieclive of this project is to develop a corr'nercial processinq mothod

for the production of titanium alloy foil

Phase It is designed to develop a refined production melhod for using plasrrma
arc melt overflow rapid solidification fpchnoloav to produce titanium ahirPdilni
stnp and to process that stnp through pack roilinq or direct rolling into tita-

nium aiurrvnide foil. Both alpha-2 and garmma based titanium alurrnide. as

well as an additional titanium alloy, will be produced with the improved

plasma arc process to be optimized in Phase It and these materia's wilt bp
subjecled to direct ro~ling and pack rollin- optimization experiments

RockV Research

1598 Foothill Dr., POB 61800
Boulder City, NV 89006-1800
Tel (702) 293-0851
Fax (702) 293-0854

Uwe Rockenfeller, Ph.D., President
Lance D. Kirol. Chief Engineer
Paul Sarkisian, Program Manager

Company Purpose and Goals: Commercialization of solid state complex

compound chemical compressor technology in consumer, commercial and in-

dustrial markets.

Rocky Research developed a non CFC/HCFCHFC relfgeration tec.hnology
based on solid state chemistry complex compounds The technology em-

ploys solid metal sails and anrnonia refrigerant in 'chemical compressors'

which are heat driven.

Over the past 6 years the company designed and built vanous laboratory pro-
totypes which are now operational units showing promise for cost effective re-
frgeration, heating, thermal energy storage and heat pumping. The concept

can be employed In the temperature range -80F to +55OF for corrmnercial. in-

dustrial and consumer products. A total of over 40 product applications suit-

able to the genenc chemical compressor technology have been identified in
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which the no-moving-part technology can be used showing first and/or operat-

ing cost advantages over vapor compression technology
Current developments focus on small relngerator and freezer appliances,

HVAC products and industnal relngeration. The key development by Rocky
Research is the breakthrough in heat and mass transfer technology of the
solid-gas compounds which led to a five-fold equipment size reduction com-
pared to o~i)er sorption type systems. Several field test activities for industnal

products are underway and consumer appliances are being operated in
Rocky Research's laboratory.

Additional Developments Needed Development from laboratory to produc-

tion prototypes and manulactunng processes. packaging and mariketing
Rocky Research is looking for strategic partner in order to form a venture or li-

censing relationship for the manufacture and sales of complex compound

chemical compressors as well as specific novelty appliances if required.
Name-brand consumer product companies have reviewed the technology
and agreed to use and buy chemical compressor hardware if available at suit-

able conditions and quantities.
The partner is expected to invest into the final development of the products

and into rnanulacturing facilities and marketing. Rocky Research has a pack-
age of intellectual properly including numerous palents and know-how, proto-
type hardwAre, a client base for chemical compressors and is stalled to com-
plete the development work

Sandia Research Assoc., Inc.

3411 Candelaria NE
Albuquerque, NM 87107
Tel (505) 881-6900
Fax (505) 883-5700

Steven M. Shope, President
Richard Walson, Vice-President. Engineering
Laura Shope, Vice President. Administration

Company Purpose and Goals: Research and development specializing in un-
derwater acoustics, underwater archeology. GPS electromagnetics, and soft-
ware development

A wireless corrr-unications link for torpedoes or sirrilady-launch weapons is
being developed in this Phase I SBIR research project. The link will transmit
power and cofrimunications signals across a small gap. The concept will
work in harsh environments that preclude conventional radio and optical tech-
niques. The link is based on an innovative electromagnelic induction tech-
nique. A major advantage of this method is that power can be transmitted
across the link. The induction technique is robust and can operate at high
data rates in spite of alignment errors and large link separations. Foreign ob-
jects in the path, including sheet metal and seawater, do not affect its opera-
lion. Replacing existing hard-wired umbilical-type connections with the induc-
tion link will result in higher reliability, faster weapon loading, and cost say-
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logs. In addition to torpedoes, this Communications method has ipptications

in any type of shorl-range cormm-unications link whiere hard-winng is not feasi-
ble. Examples include launch platforrms on surface ships, airborne launch
platform~s, underwater connectors. etc Monitornng sealed containers or ves-
sels is another potential use

Approxirmitelv 5ovon mrnrr rrmnths of development isý r-1juirfd to complete?

tha advanrod protol%'ra ph.as of this prolect
2arndia ln ort A-,~cviafc~ Inr iý ý,oina a inuir vontuu' partner to aistr

ini n-iaikeino arnd rýiepr of tthir t'oclinnicxly

Science Horizons. Inc.

710 Encinitas Boulevard., Suite 2n00
Encinitas, CA 92024
Tel (619) 942-7333
Fax (619) 942-1652

J. Theodore Cherrv. Ph D., FPrsidenit
Mary Jane Cherry, V P ,Sales arid Marketting
Charles A. Beroan. Division Manager. Software Fnigineering
Kevin P Crigui. Diviston Manager. Systems, Engineering

Science Horizons' product tine, the AQUINAS open computing environment.
provides a rTmdular ,)Iulion to yourf da1ta aICqUisition and pesnqrequire-

ments, This sysiem is the cornerstone for thp convers-ion of ainalog to digial
data and for the acquisition, processing. and real-time analysis of that data.
The AQUINAS environment is designed so that it is easily custorrwzed to lit
your operational and research requirements. Our goal is to produce a data
aicquisition aind processing environment whose only Imitto isyuirgn-

tion.
Science Horizon s current SRIR Phase ft project is the constnrution of a lq

ged, miniatunized. low cost, sersrrvc station for deployment in third world envi-
ronments The desiqon is based on the Analog Interlace Modu~le (AIMI), a 24-
bit digitizer that is user programmoble, the DSP-ER, a DSP board tor high-
speed signal procesqsing. the CIM. a general purpose commuxnications proces-
sor that provides remote users with open access to the digital data, and At-
MOS, an operatinci system wbich controls the data flow between these mod-
ules and schedules user dlownfoadable processing prograrms for execution by
the DSP.

While this design is for an open, OSE station, it is by no means lirmited to that
specification. In fact. the AIMIVDSP/GIM/AIMOS environment is an extremely
poweriul platform for the generation and acquisition of digital data from single
station, arrays, seismic network.s and for the imnplementation of very sophisti-
cated signal processing programs that performn on-site analysis of that data.

While the project is for the construction of a GSE open station. whiat we witl
develop is not only open, but has the possibility of being 'smart,* i.e., a smart
open station limited only by the user's imagination.
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Science Honzons would be happy to discuss our current product line and our
future plans for new products with companies who wish to vwrk with us to
achieve our goals. Mutual non-disclosure agreements would be required

Scientific Computing Associates, Inc.

One Century Tower
265 Church Street
New Haven, CT 06510-7010
Tel (203) 777-7442
Fax (203) 776-4074

Beverly E. Thalberg, President
Dr. Andrew H. Sherman, V P. Technology
Leigh D. Cagan, V.P. Marketing and Business Development
Dr. Robert Bjornson, Research Scientist
Dr. Daya Atapattu, Research Scientist

SCIENTIFIC seeks to deliver easy-to-use Linda (R) programming environ-
ments. innovative software applications, and in-depth expertise which enable
technical and commercial users to achieve competitive advantage through
parallel comrputing in production environments. SCIENTIFIC's SBIR-funded
products are used today in a wide variety of industnes, from petroleum, phar-
maceuticals, aerospace, and sermiconductors to insurance and financial serv-
ices. Products now in development will multiply added value in these indus-
tries and enable the productive, cost-effective use of parallel computing by
new users in other industries.

SCIENTIFIC has several software-based SBIR-funded technologies with high
conmmiercial potential: (i) Fault-tolerant parallel and distributed computing sys-
tems which enable application portability across multiple architectures to1
gether with dynamic, adaptive resource allocation in hierarchical and hetero-
geneous desktop-to-MPP LAN/WAN environments, (ii) intelligent database
systems which employ advanced algonthms and query-based learning capa-
bilities to identify and manipulate data patterns, trends, and relationships
within large archival scientific and commercial databases, and (iii) process
trellis-based reallime monitoring systems which provide user-friendly frame-
works for filtering, diagnosing, and formulating high level interpretations of
continually changing data streams in multiple domains: these may be applied
to such areas as insider trading detection within the financial services indus-
try, patient monitoring within the health care industry, and network monitoring
within the telecommunications or power generation/distribution industries.

Additional Development Needed: Please contact company for this informa-
lion on specific projects. For certa.in proprietary information, a non-disclosure
agreement with the company may be required.

SCIENTIFIC is eager to explore a variety of potential Phase ItI funding
source arrangements in the form of joint ventures, business partnerships,
and/or strategic alliances. In addition to providing Phase III funding, the com-
pany values very highly partnership with sponsors who can help leverage
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SCIENTIFIC's SBIR commercialization efforts through olher forms of support
These may include internal use of SBIR-funded products by the sponsor, inte-
gration or bundling of standard or custom versions of SBIR-funded products
with sponsor products. extemal distdbution by the sponsor and its channels,
or other market-driven dimensions of added value. Commercial products re-
sultinq from such collaborations may also, or in some cases perhaps exclu-
sively, be sold and supported by SCIENTIFIC

Sciteg Electronics, Inc.

4775 Viewridge Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123
Tel (619) 292-0500
Fax (619) 292-9120

William Lennartz. CEO
Henry L. Eisenson, President
Bar-Giora Goldberg, Chief Technical Officer
Janet Handzel, Engineering Manager

Sciteq's mission is the design and production of advanced-technology fre-
quency synthesizers.

Developed for the U.S. Army's Harry Diamond Labs (now Army Research
Lab). and under the leadership of Barry Scheiner. the objective of Sciteq's
Phase II SBIR effort wns the design and production of the next generation lin-
ear FM (chirp) generator for use in military synthetic aperture radar (AR).
The technology i. also applicable to conyneicial SAR. seekers, vehicle colli-
sion avoidance, airborne radar, test equipment, simulators, and other applica-
tions. Conventional linear FM technologies are analog and use expensive
linearized and temp compensated voltage controlled oscillators yet theresult-
ing lineanty is poor Sciteq's approach synthesizes a new frequency (locked
to a precision reference) each two nanoseconds. thus creating a chirp signal
with linearity never before achieved - and therefore elevating system perform-
ance dramatically. Using direct-digital synthesis techniques involving a novel
double accumulator developed by Sandia, a patent-pending memory devel-
oped by Sciteq, and an advanced digital-to-analog converter developed by a
consortium of which Sciteq is a member, the result meets expectations and is
deemed a success. The unique signals generated by Scileq's prototype Digi-
fal Chirp Synthesizer have never before been available to the electronic in-
dustry, and their availability now creates important opportunities in growing in-
dustries.

Phase II ended with the successful production of working prototypes, each
housed in a conventional 19" electronic chassis. Since the technology is now
proven, the next step is packaging in a form that expands the utility of the sys-
tem. Sciteq suggests that a 'universal chirp synthesizer engine* be devel-
oped, using hybrid packaging, thus making the chirp synthesizer applicable to
vehicle radar, 'synthetic vision" for aircraft, and similar commercial markets.
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A joint venture should be formed with Sciteq providing both technology plus
access to the required gallium arsenide parts, and with the second partner
providing both lunding to develop a hybnd/comrercial product plus conmmer-
cial marketing and sales to subsystem manufacturers and end users, includ-
ing vehicle and aircraft manufacturers, etc.

SEAKR En.ilneerinq, Inc.

4030 Spencer Street, Unit 108
Torrance. CA 90503
Tel (310) 542-9302
Fax (310) 542-3207

Raymond E. Anderson. President
Scott Anderson, Vice President
Eric Anderson, Vice President

Company Purpose and Goals: Manufacturer of Aerospace Memory Systems.
SEAKR Engineerng, Inc. and Spectrum Sciences. Inc. have teamed to per-

form the Phase It development of an aircraft Solid Stale Flight Data!Voice Re-
corder (SSFDNR). This recorder Wit have a non-volatile Flash EPROM
memory encased in a stainless steel crash survivable ball. As an option, this
same memory can be installed in a remote unit which is deployed in the
event of a crash. The SSFD/VR will have the capability to record both Flight
Data and Cockpit voice. The SSFD/VR design will be modular so that lea-
lures such as data encryption or additional sensor inputs or voice channels
can be provided simply by adding more modules. Tests will be performed to
demonstrate capability for qualifying for both military and commnercial require-
ments. A pre-production SSFD/VR will be delivered to the Navy for flight test-
ing.

Additional Development Needed: Qualification of recorder to corr-nvercial
specifications and setting up production capability.

The next step in a Phase Ill strategy is to pursue opportunities with the Navy
V-22 and other Navy aircraft requirements.

The first step is to market the recorder to the companies bidding on the Joint
Primary Aircraft Training System (JPATS).

This will be followed by marketing to commercial aircraft manufacturers such
as Boeing and McDonnell Douglas,

To acconmlish this a joint venture with an avionics manufacturerimarketer

could prove useful.

Seer Systems, Inc.

4620 Henry Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Tel (412) 682-6441
Fax (412) 682-6470
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Harry E. Pople, President and Chief Scientist
Marlha J. Trondle, Administrative Officer
William Spangler, Cognitive Scientist
George H. Pople, Software Engineer

Company Purpose and Goals- Development of real-lime computer software
that c~an track transient behavior in complex systems and provide lime-on-
ented interpretations of what fault or succession of faults might account for
the observed behavior, and render procedural guidance concerning recovery
management.

The principal product of this S8IR is EAGOL. an artificial intelligence based
system for real time fault diagnosis and recovery management involving com-
plex engineered (and eventually, biological) systems. In Phase 2, the empha-
sis has been on extending the EAGOL causal model to include an enriched
representation of the goals and intentions that might account for actions and
interventions taken by safeguard systems or human operators - which are
often critical to the understanding of a faulted system's stale and possible tra-
jectory. Because emergency operating (or 'malfunction') procedures play an
important role in determining such inlentions, it is necessary for the EAGOL
reasoner to have access not only to the procedures, but also to the rationale

underlying the procedures The goal structure of those analysts responsible
for creating the malfunction procedures.

In a real-time environment, this model of procedure rationale allows EAGOL
to explain to a human interactor why a procedure may be asking for a particu-
lar observation or action. More importantly, an understanding of the undedy-
ing steps in a procedure allows EAGOL to reason about procedure failures
and suggest alternative actions. Certain 'safeguard' procedures, for example,
include worst-case assumptions that may not be true in a particular circum-
stance. EAGOL is able to test for and possibly refute invalid or irrelevant as-
sumptions Under these circumstances, EAGOL can draw upon its less-con-
strained, goal-orented model of the physical system for alternative ap-'
proaches to solution of the problem

Additional work is ongoing in the development of graphic user interlaces to
support both real-time operations and knowledge-base development for

EAGOL applications.
Insights underlying development of EAGOL originated in the Principal Investi-

gator's studies of decision making in Internal Medicine (which led to develop-
ment of INTERNIST and CADUCEUS): extensions to real time diagnosis and
management have been based on studies of operator behavior in real and
simulated emergency scenarios involving shuttle operations, nuclear power

plant operations and critical care medicine. There are significant potential ap-
plications of the EAGOL technology in all of these arenas, and in others that
exhibit similar characteristics: Corrmlexity of systems, potential for costly or
even disastrous malfunctions and significant prospect for 'human error' in the
management of unanticipated and emergency situations.

We seek strategic alliances with major players in the applications areas, wilth
development and marketing of application primarily the responsibility of the

cognizant partner. Seer Systems major role would be that of continuing de-
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velopment and maintenance of the core technology, with consultation and col-

laboration in the development of applications provided as needed.

Sentec Corporation

2000 Oakley Park Road, Suite 205
Walled Lake, MI 48390
Tel (313) 960-1020
Fax (313) 960-1814

Takeo Sawatari, Ph.D., President

Company Purpose and Goals: Research Development and Engineenng com-
pany to produce Hi-Tech products in the area of Optical Sensors.

The current optical sensor for the characterization of aerosol has marginal
sensitivity and accuracy. A significant improvement of these charactenstics
has been demonstrated in a feasibility level developmental nephelometer dur-
ing Phase I of the project A90-101. The improvements were achieved
through the enlargement and reshaping of the optically sensitive volume of
the system, and the increase of both the gain and the system signal-to noise
ratio. Performance of the new design was compared to the current Army
standard nephelometer, demonstrating the magnitude of the improvements in
all pertinent characteristics required for the detection and analysis for both
small particle, and long fiber aerosols.

The completion of the research and preparation for commercialization of the
Inexpensive high performance sensor system is currently under way under
the Phase II project. The work is conducted on all aspects of the product by
building engineering prototypes. Potential applications of the product other
than DoD use Include log detection (airports and highways), air pollution de-
tection (factories, hospitals, and large cities), and special product/procest in-
spections.

For each specific application such as tog detection (airports and highways),
air pollution detection (factories, hospitals, and large cities) and special prod-
uct/process inspections, the product must be modified. The modification may
be required, in some application, for both hardware and software of the sen-
$or system.

Two pnmary options are being considered by Sentec for commercialization
and financing. The preferred approach involves the arrangement of a strate-
gic alliance. The alternative approach involves licensing of the product.
These are discussed below.

Two versions of strategic alliances will be considered. The first and most de-
sirable option for Sentec is the establishment of a strategic alliance with a
firm well established in the marketing of technical products in the areas in-
volved with the aerosol sensing unit. Under this alliance arrangement. Sen-
tec would focus on the development of the product(s) and establish the capa-
bility for manufacturing. The strategic alliance partner would establish links
to the market and pursue contingent orders. Manufacturing would proceed
accordingly with funding moving from the stage of contingent orders (commer-
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cial lending sources of funds based upon the contingent orders), to the stage
of revenue based manufactunng'operations

The second potential form of strategic alliance could be with a manufac-
turer/markel oriented company that is involved with a *composite' product.
that is a product which performs multiple functions, including aerosol sensing
Sentec would manufacture and provide the aerosol sensing unit as a sub-part
of the total corposite unit under contract with the strategic alliance partner.

The alternative approach, licensing of the product, could be used as a neces-
sary alternative to the strategic alliance option, or potentially as an additional
means to commercialization on a broad scale. Under this approach, manu-
facture of the product would be enabled by other companies for either inde-
pendent device purposes or as part of their composite units. Clearly this pro-
vides a funding channel that requires less substantial investment by Sentec
to commercialize, however, it moves the manufacturing operation outside
Sentec. This is viewed by Sentec as a less desirable option.

Software Compositions

P.O. Box 510477. 321 Ocean Avenue, Suite 6
Melbourne Beach, FL 32951
Tel (407) 952-0430
Fax (407) 984-4303

Kathleen Gilroy, Owner

Company Purpose and Goals: Provide products and services meeting the
needs of Ada and software reuse programs.

The overall objective of this effort is to apply maintenance tools and tech-
niques to the problem of software reuse, exploiting the growing base of exist-
ing Ada software in the creation of new reusable components. Phase I re-
suited in a cormprehensive method for applying an approach called Reuse by
Transformation (RxT). and the specification of a toolsel which would auto-
mate a portion of the method. Phase Il is refining this method, and imple-
menting a prototype version of the toolset. The Phase II toolsel pernirms
analyses of Ada software and actually transforms that software to make it
more reusable and maintainable; It also assists in the integration of reusable
software into an application. Possible benefits to users of this technology are
to: Recoup investments already made In existing Ada software, to ease the
cost and effort involved in maintaining and reusing that software, to reuse
more software earlier, and to reduce the risk of programs Involving software
reuse. Significant life cycle savings over typical development and rriainle-
nance approaches are expected.

Phase IIl efforts will Include improvement and commercialization of the tool-
set, and the development of training and conversion services.

Kinds of support which we are pursuing for Phase III include: Computer-
aided software engineering (CASE) tool vendors interested in integrating RxT
with their products and/or providing a marketirnjsales vehicle for RxT; corv-
tractors and government agencies responsible for Ada development. mainte-
nance or reuse efforts interested In using RxT to support their efforts (includ-
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ing non-Ada to Ada conversions, and Ada 83 to Ada 9x conversion efforts)-
and venture capital investment in RxT product comnmerciatization and evolu-
lion.

Software Productivity Solutir'is, Inc.

122 Fourth Avenue
Indialantic, FL 32903-3112
Tel (407) 984-3370
Fax (407) 728-3957

Ed Comer, President
Lois Valley, VP Sales
Dr. Andy Rudmik, VP Engineering
Richard Fox, VP Marketing
Peter Dyson. VP Operations & Finance

SPS develops high technology soltware products that are easily applied by
users to achieve measurable quality and productivity improvements

Sorbent Technologies Corporation

1935 East Aurora Road
Twinsburg, OH 44087
Tel (216) 425-2354
Fax (216) 425-3983

Sidney G. Nelson, President

Company Purpose and Goals: Supply propnetary processes, equipment.
and services for the control of air pollution.

A new product developed and demonstrated in an Air Force SBIR Phase II
project is the NOx-Plus Filter for rendoving NOx apd other contaminants from
exhaust gases. This product, developed specifically to control the enissions
produced during the testing of jet engines in test cells, appears to have many
promising applications, such as boilers, diesel engines, gas turbine engines.
incinerators, and automotive vehicles. A prototype NOx-Plus Filter was in-
stalled on a jet-engine test cell at Tyndall AFB. where it exhibited excellent
contarinant removals. This simple, low cost control technology achieved 40
to 83 percent NOx removal over a seven-month period. Other contaninants
removed with the filter included particulates, CO, S02, HC1, organics and
toxic metals.

Many potential applications of the new technology exist. Sorbtech is cur-
rently looking for industrial and government sites requring NOx control where
demonstrations of the new technology can be carried out.

Sorbent Technologies Corporation (Sorbtech) has a strong patent position re-
"L.•i:. '.t; Igarding the new technology. In addition to the Air Force's support, Sorbtech
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has expended its own funds on this devetopmnenI Sorbtech is a public corpo-
ration. It recognizes that it will need additional cash to cormmerciahze the nw
technology and it hopes to obtain these funds throuch pnvate placement, or a
new sale of commwnon stock SevPral foreign firms have already r;quesled Is
censes to the new technology. and senous consideration is being given to Inr-

elan ticensinq Sorbtech is open to rtpnrtial joint vnhrtrPs, rnrinorshirs .,r
strategic alliances

Spectral Sciences, Inc.

99 SouLh Bedford Street #7
Burlington, MA 01803-5169
Tel (617) 273-4770
Fax (617) 270-1161

Dr. Fritz Bien. President
Dr. Michael E. Gersh, Vice Pre.idenl
Dr. Lawrence S. Bernstein, Chief Scientist
Dr. Mitchell R. Zakin. Principal Research Scientist

Company Purpose and Goals Continuing innovative research in data analy-
sis. computer modeling. expenmental desian, and gas analv-is instrumenta-
tion leadinq to strateoic alliances and licensing to Phase III manufacturers

and marketers
The TACOS gas sensor (Trace Atmosphenc Carbon Monoxide Sensor) ui.

izes a species-specific technique for detecting low concentrations of carbon
monoxide In air. Usirng Spectral Sciences patented tine lamp technoloqy, a

beam of infrared energy unique to CO is produced This beam is optically Id-
tered and passed through a test chamber, which is continually samplinq the
atmosphere in question Attenuation of the radiation indicates absorpt',n by

CO in the sample stream The device has on-board digital processing usino

SSI-developed software to convert the degree of beam attenuation to CO
concentration in the sarroe stream The CO concentration is displayed on

the built-in LCD panel and can be directed to a PC for long-term data acquisi-
tion and processing The system. which is fully contained in a 10" x 8' x 5'

• ,-. box, can detect CO concentrations down to 1 ppm within 5%.

This instrument was developed for the detection of CO in the space station
and could perform the same function in a submanne A sirrilar sensor was
developed and successfully tested by the Air Force to detect HC1 in rockel

plumes, This technology is suitable for the detection of many other oases. in-

cluding water vapor, HBr. HCN. NO, NOC, CO,. NH, and small hydrocar-
bons such as acetylene, methane and formaldehyde

Work is needed to adapt this technology to applications with other oases DU-

velopment needs include: The design of modular gas-specific conversion in-

serts, modification for comnmrcial use, design for portability (battery opera-
tion), and manufacturng optimization.

Spectral Sciences does not want to develop a manufacturing capability, but
would prefer to establish an alliance with a company that is already a known
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lactor in the gas sensor business. SSI would contribute existing proprietary
technology and patents and would maintain involvement as a techircal part-
ner, both in new product developrnenl and product application. it would be ex-
pected that the partner would have manufacturing expenise as well as an es-
tablished marketing and sales organization.

Spectrum Sciences, Inc.

311 Airport Drive
P.O. Box 788
California, MD 20619
Tel (301) 862-1993
Fax (301) 862-2634

Ronald J. Spicuzza, President
Scott Styles, Sr. Engineer

Spectrum Sciences, Inc. and SEAKR Engineenng, Inc. have teamed to per-
form the Phase II development of an aircraft Solid State Flight Data/Voice Re-
corder (SSFOiVR). See SEAKR Engineenng for descnption.

At the end of Phase II a crash surviable Solid State Right Data and Cockpit
Voice Recorder will be available to both Military and corimercial customers.
This recorder will be small, more reliable, require less maintenance, and be
less expensive than existing tape recorders. These recorders can be used in
new aircraft developments such as the V-22 or can be used to upgrade exist-
ing aircraft such as the Navy's P-3 and F/A-18.

Spire Corporation

One Patriots Park
Bedford, MA 01730-2396
Tel (617) 275-6000
Fax (617) 275-7470

Roger G. Little, Presiden, -

Elizabelta Cortesi, Assistant to the President

Spire Corporation specializen In thin film technologies for biornaterials. op-
toelectronics, and pholovdtaics. Spire's rrission is to commrnercialize emerg-
irig technologies into growth markets through products and services,

This Phase II project, entitled 'Development of 780rn and 792nm Diode La-
ser Pumps for Solid State Lasers." utilizes the MOCVD epdaxial water growth
technology for growing :qutwum well structures to achieve the program goal
of 50 watt emission perl-mn w"de laser bar. A total of 410 laser bars pack-
aged In a single-bar, five-bar and twenty-bar arrays were delivered to NASA.
Spire now offers bottrtvmotited and rnounted laser array bars for sale.

* - . Long-term reliability dat•.hw iexcellent stability. Applications of such arrays
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include optical pumping of solid-slate lasers such as Ho:Tm:YAG and Nd.YLF
which can then be used In reliable and efficient ranging, corrrunication, LI-
DAR, X-ray generation, medical and matenals working systems. Additional
applications include direct use of the high power diode lasers for IR illurrvna
tion and various medical and ophthalmology systems

Higher powers and different wavelengths are desirable For example. vliýbli,

630-670nm lasers can pump tunable TiSAF and LiSAF solid state lasers and
can be used in medical applications. Longer wavelengths at 870nm can im-
prove Ndglass laser performance.

High power diode laser array bars are needed by companies producina txlIh
military and commercial high power and low power solid-state laser systems
The high power end (kilowatts and above) is dorirnated by large systems
such as x-ray lithography (Hampshire Instruments) and military corrmnunica-
lions and ranging (McDonnell Douglas Electronic Systems Co.). Spire is look-
ing to provide these companies with either unmounted array bars or corr"pelp
multibar assemblies. The low power end is dorrunated by smaller companips
which specialize in custom systems which have the potential for large sales

Stottler Henke Associates, Inc. (SHAI)

916 Holly Road
Belmont, CA 94002
Tel (415) 595-1692
Fax (415) 595-0358

Dick Stottler
Andrea Henke
David Dodd
Lori Stottler

Stottler Henke Associates, Inc. (SHAI), founded in 1988, perdorms artificial in-
telligence research and development for the government and private sector
Technical capabilities include planning and scheduling, neural networks,
case-based reasoning, knowledge engineering and expert systems. Clients
include NASA, National Institutes of Health. US Army Strategic Defense Com-
mand, Orlando Naval Training Systems Center. US Air Force, Naval Surface
Warfare Center, US Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
and various companies in the private sector.

Flanning NASA Space Shuttle Missions:
SHAI has developed a .very successful full-scale automated planning and

scheduling tool for scheduling Space Shuttle processing in a Phase II effort
for NASA, Kennedy Space Center. The tool, currently being used by mvission
planners, allows relevant domain knowledge to be entered by the planners
themselves, making It extremely flexible. SHAI knowledge engineered expeni-
enced mission planners to Identify relevant planning techniques, heuristics
and data to be represented. This knowledge is captured from planners using
a combination of rules and object-oriented representations.
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Translation of an exoeri system into a Neural Network:
In a project for the Arm'y Strategic Defense Comrmand, SHAI developed a pro-

totype which automatically translates an expert system into neural network
form. Translation allows expert systems to denve the benefits of neural net-
works, including adaptability, improved real-time performance, fault tolerance
and the ability to generalize. The neural network can be readily transitioned
to a parallel processing machine and make full use of all its processors. Neu-
ral networks, which can be difficult to understand and design, become much
easier to develop because of their expert system origin. Expert systems de-
veloped with IntelliCorp's KAPPA-PC expert system building tool are trans-
lated into neural network form which initially produce identical answers to the
original expert system. These networks can then be trained to produce better
answers.
ESIEEMz

SHAI developed ESTEEM, a commercially available CBR application devel-
opment tool. ESTEEM is an econonical, fully-featured software develop-
ment tool for building decision making and problem solving applications
which use reasornng on pnor experience. ESTEEM's Case-Based Reason-
ing (CBR) methodology allows the capture and retrieval of encapsulated ex-
penences and the knowledge to manipulate them.

While traditional Al approaches must explicitly model the complexities of a do-
main, ESTEEM avoids this problem by representing knowledge as cases,
where each case consists of a problom and its solution. A problem can be
solved by retrieving the solution to a similar problem and adjusting it for the
current situation.

ESTEEM provides great flexibility in developing CBR applications. It oilers
general purpose case definition facilities, a wide range of developer selected
similanty and retrieval options, techniques for incorporating rule-based infer-
ence lor retrieval and case manipulation, the concept of nested case-bases,
and specification of end-user functionality.
CBR for Manufacturng Bid Preparation:

SHAI produced a CBR system for the Air Force Materials Laboratory, to pre-
dict the resources needed to manufacture products. The prototype, known
as Bidder's Associate, allows a bidder to describe the features of a particular
part, choose sirniladty metrics, and retrieve similar parts which had previously
been manufactured. The bidder can use the costing information associated
with the manufacturing process to decide whether to bid on the new part and
at what cost.
AEGIS Intelligent Tutoring System:

SHAI is currently developing for the Naval Surface Warfare Center an Intelli-
gent Tutoring System (ITS) for the AEGIS Training Center. The system is
based on the premise that students learn best by examples and that exam-
pies can be represented as cases. The system is an ITS based on CBR
where the cases describe a problem, its solution, and the steps necessary to
amve at the solution. These steps reference principles that the student
should learn. The system will be capable of course planning as well as reme-
dial action based on test problems solved incorrectly by students. The cases

.,...,.. are presented to students as animations of tactical simulations. The anima-
lion capability allows students to more fully experience the case.
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Retail Sales Prediction,
SHAI is currently involved in a project to predict retail sales for a national

chain of stores. Histoncal data are processed with a variety of Al techniques
to predict daily sales volume for each individual store.

Environmental Knowledge 8as~e
Currently SHAI is developing an environmental knowledge base (EnvKB) for

the Army Construction Engineerng Research Laboratory The EnvKB will al-
low facility designers and construction managers to consider environmental
effects of their decisions. These environmental effects span the entire life-cy-

cle of the building from construction material fabrication and construction, to

operation and renovations, to building demolition

StratEdge Corporation

4393 Viewridge Ave.
San Diego. CA 92123
Tel (619) 569-5000
Fax (619) 560-6877

Ronald Bub, President
Candace Brown. Director of Finance and Administration
Deborah Wein, Director of Technical Marketing
Martin Goetz. Design and Test Engineer
Paul Anderson, Project Engineer

StratEdge Corporation is committed to be a leading manufacturer of mi-

croelectronic packaging We wilt achieve this through excellence in quality.

technological innovation, and responsiveness to our customer's needs.
A high-performance single cavity rmillimeter wave (MMW) package was vali-

dated and a muflichip module (MCM) was developed for MMICs. The 're-

search utilized the StralEdge Process, a co-lamination of fully fired cerarmics,

to fabricate the components Fused silica was used as the substrate material

for this program Three separate package designs were fabricated: 1) Broad-
band single chip carrier. 2) a multilayer. multicavity module, and 3) a phased
array module with integral radiating elements.

Packaging is an important technology area that is essential for utilizing MMIC
devices in systems, Unfortunately, packaging that provides good electrical
thermal response is generally available at frequencies below approximately
12 GHz.

The module is built from several layers of fused silica larrinated to a metal

base. The structure is compartmentalized and will support ft- ,r, 30 GHz.

multi-bit, MMIC phase shifters that are mounted in individual, electrically iso-
lated cavities. Mullilayer interconnect is used to route the DC bias and con-
trol paths through vias down to layers beneath the RF substrate. The lami-

nated structure is designed to incorporate end-fire radiating elements Fused
silica is used as RF substrate material to achieve low insertion loss. Overall
dimensions of the 4-channel module, including end-fire radiating elements.
are 10" x 2.0" x 01'.
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StratEdge has refined its electrical designs, such as 50 ohm transitions, and
certain aspects of its process in order to fabricate the same module in lower
cost and more manufacturable materials (alunina). The module would be
more reliable and rugged. There are numerous space-based and airborne
applications where the module could be used immediately.

StratEdge will retain its strategic alliance with NASA LeRC to promote appli-
cation specific designs. In addition, NASA LeRC will provide extensive test
and diagnostic facilities to validate the module and evaluate it for acceptance
under the current ACTS program. Potential joint ventures will include aero-
space firms such as Boeing, General Electric, Martin Manetta, TRW, or West-
inghouse because of their interest in phased array radar, This type of rrillime-
ter wave MCM is also appropriate to use in upcoming corrmercial applica-
lions such as personal communications networks and automotive electronics
where high level integration within a single module will be the most effective
approach for packaging MMICs. Therefore. potential joint ventures with lele-
communications firms and automobile manufacturers are suitable.

StratEdge Corporation will use its expertise to fabricate these high peiiorm-
ance modules. The aerospace and electronics firms mentioned above can
provide an array of designs for next generation systems. NASA LeRC can
be retained under a Space Act Agreement for module evaluations and as a
partner in design and applications.

Structural Composites, Inc.

P.O. Box 1300
Melbourne, FL 32902-1300
Tel (407) 951-9464
Fax (407) 728-9071

Dr. Ron Reichard, CEO
Scott M. Lewit, President
Patricia A. Heibling, Exec. Vice President
Eric Greene, Program Manager
Neil Rohan, Dir. Mfg. Technology

Structural Composites, Inc. (SCI) is a privately held small business specializ-
Ing in FRP composite structures and materials. SCI provides engineering, re-
"search and development, materials, testing, prototype development and labr-
cation technology support to govemment and industry.

SCI is in the final stages of an SBIR Phase II program to investigate the per-
formance of composite materials in fires for naval applications. Issues ad-
dressed in this program include flammability, structural performance, extin-
guishability, smoke corrosivity and data management. Phase III work will ex-
pand upon the structural perfommance task, from which a test methodology
and parallel theoretical modeling have been developed to characterize the
thermal-mechanical response of composite structures.

The test methodology Involves fire testing of FRP composite panels sub-
jected to multi-plane loading, Panel structures were selected for evaluation
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because this configuration is representative of decking and bulkheads, both of
which are paramount to fire endurance in marine vessels. The mrajority of pan-
els tested to date have been of sandwich construction. Thermnocouples were
larrinaled in place through the thickness of the panels to verify the thermavil-
mechanical finite element model under development. Ceramic insulation, two
inches thick, is used in the panels to provide an even heat distribution with an
El 19 fire insult. Panels are subjected to constant loads during the fire testinQg
both in-plane and out-ol-plane, using a multi-plane loading jig The top edge
of the panel is free to rotate, and the bottom is fixed. The out-of-plane load is
applied via a round impactor with an area of one square loot. A constant toad
is maintained during the lest by manually putming the independent hydraulic
systems to a prescribed pressure. This test scenario produces a situation that
is analogous to a structure, such as decking, that nmust support live loads dur-
ing the course of a fire.

Over 30 different panels have been tested as part of the SBIR Phase It effort
Our knowledge and data base could be greatly enhanced by expanding this
test matrix to vary resin types, insulation schemes, laminate geometry, core
and reinforcement materials, as well as process variables Additional data
would greatly assist designers. builders and cerlitication agencies in provid-
ing fire-safe composite vessels.

A consortium of regulalory/design authorities (including the U.S. Coast Guard
and various U.S. Navy agencies), shipbuilders and material suppliers, is envi-
sioned to continue El19 testing of FRP composite panel structures with the
multi-plane loading jig.

Preliminary discussions with the Coast Guard, Navy, material manufacturers
and shipbuilders indicate that strong interest exists to continue research As
the data base of tested configurations increases, designers and regulators
gain greater confidence in their understanding of the thermal-mechanical per-
formance of composite structures.

Symbiotics. Inc.

725 Concord Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
Tel (617) 876-3635
Fax (617) 876-0157

Dr. Robert Paslay, CEO & President
Dr. Richard Adler, Vice President, Advanced Development
Mr. Robert Silva, Vice President, Product Engineering
Mr. Theodore Chimiklis, Vice President, Sales and Marketing

Symbiotics, inc. develops and markets software solutions for network comput-
ing problems in business, industry, and Government Our products exploit ob-
Ject-oriented technology to connect applications easily across networks of het-
erogeneous computers, enabling developers to create and maintain complex
distributed systems.
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Distributed computing systems are proliferating, owing to the availability of
powerful, affordable microcomputers and Inexpensive corrmunication net-'
works. A critical problem in developing such systems is getting application
programs to interact with one another across networks that incorporate het-
erogeneous kinds of computers and operating systems. NelWorks!Tm is an
innovative software product that provides an object-onented messaging solu-
tion to these problems of remote interprogram connectivity. NetWorks! pro-
vides a neneric *plug and go" software backplane for integrating existing (leg-
acy) programs and new software applications. NetWorks! provides important
advantages over alternative approaches such as RPCs and pipes. Net-
Works! automates message-handling control. Communication is fully asyn-
chronous (non-blocking with callbacks), which promotes efficiency and paral-
lelism. NetWorks! supports peer-to-peer and group-orented interaction mod-
els as well as client-server architectures. Finally, our object-oriented technol-
ogy is particularly important in large-scale distributed applications, since it pro-
motes reusability, maintainability, and extensibility. Application areas include
remote database access, office automation, concurrent engineering, opera-
tions support/process control, decision support, workflow and workgroup corn-
puling.

Additional funding is desired to transition extensions to NetWorks! that are be-
ing funded under SBIR contracts into new products that are layered on top of
existing NetWorks! development tools.

Symbiotics is looking to develop strategic partnerships with: Independent
software vendors, who want high-level tools that will enable their applications
to run in heterogeneous network environments; computer vendors, who will
fund ports to their platforms to support the NetWorks! approach to peer-to-
peer application connectivity on their platforms; and system integrators. who
would use Networks! technologies to tId on and implement contracts for dis-
tributed systems.

Systems Control Technology, Inc.

2300 Geng Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Tel (415) 494-2233
Fax (415) 496-6595

John Pauly, Chairman and CEO
David Elliot, Senior Vice President, Operations
William Clark, Director, New Business Development
Ron DeHoff, Manager, Maintenance & Logistics Systems Dept.
Greg Gibbons, Manager, Intelligent Systems Dept.

SCT is an engineering research and development company that combines
cutting-edge technology development with the fielding of sophisticated robust
software systems, and provides engineering and support services in the ar-
eas of flight test, simulation, test and evaluation, mission planning, air traffic
control. ASW, and maintenance and logistics systems,
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_Appication of Artificial Inteflqen__. chnology o.Su!facehip_[_rpedoDe-
tense:

This project will provide a fieldable capability to interpret passive sonar data,
using modem system architecture and Artificial Intelligence technology. to de-
tect. classify and manage contact informnation of targets of interest. The tech-
nology is generally applicable to autorrated understanding of sensor data
streams, converting sensor measurements into interpretation of the physical
process being measured, The software shell used to implement this capabil-
ity provides a powerful set of capabilities for developing other applications.
and has been adapted to both sonar and interpretation of rocket engine instru-
mentalion data fnr purposes of farult prediction and accornodation.

We would be interested in painers with specific, practical application needs
who would support development of an economically significant system or sys-
tems which could be marketable products.

The software shell can be developed into a cormmercial product It provides
development tools, a comprehensive configuration management and docu-
mentation methodology, and genenc development support for event driven
blackboard expert systems. It complies with graphics and language stand-
ards and is fully portable and modular.

The sonar application is tailored to the needs of torpedo defense, but could
be modified to apply to the automatic Interpretation of sonar data in other tac-
tical and surveillance sonar functions Multiple streams of dala can be inte-
grated.

The system can be applied generally to monitoring and interpreting data
streams. Examples are instrumentation of engines, production processes.
drilling operations, etc. To build an application, one obtains the necessary in-
put data streams, and provides rules and processes that relate observable
phenomena in the data to understood phenomena in the physical process be-
ing observed. Monitoring trends and events in the physical process being ob-
served makes it possible to diagnose developing faults or changing condi-
tions.

SCT, Inc., under a Phase II SBIR contract to the FAA Tech Center, has been
developing the Aviation Equipment Management System (AEMS) - a series
of pen-based. intelligent computer applications for use by pilots and aviation
maintenance personnel. Components of AEMS include the Flight Engineer's
Assistant which supports information acquisition and electronic document de-
livery to the flight deck using a tablet sized, pen corr-uler. The latest technol-
ogy in mobile computing has been integrated into SCT's modular applica-
lions, including pen-centric, distributed databases, wireless networking and in-
teractive technical data presentation. Additional modules including the Main-
tenance Engineer's Assistant and the Diagnostician's Assistant are being con-
currently developed.

Users of this vertical application range from large airlines to small fixed base
operators. The Phase II program incorporates flight test evaluation in several
operational environments. AEMS consists of the pen-computing hardware,
application software and special peripherals to add into an existing cormuter
network at a user's facility. The system should increase the efficiency and
productivity of aircraft operations and maintenance support for a variety of op-
erators.
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Software functions indude electronic logbooks. checklists, service bulletins,
fault isolation and expert system diagnostics, engine performance trending,
and maintenance data and practizes. The potential Is being investigated for
using this platform as an Electronic Ubrary System data delivery terminal in
the cockpit and on the ramp. Interfaces are being demornstrated to auto-
mated in-flight Monitoring Systems and Flight Data Recorders to support
automated diagnostics and ground maintenance support.

Additional modules are planned to provide aircraft Electronic Library System
'ELS) documentation support. ELS documents include all the paperwok gen-
erated to operate and maintain aircraft including flight crew, maintenance and
passenger information.

SCT Is interested in pursuing joint venture opportunities to market and distnb-
ute the system to airlines and operators. Additionally, we are seeking strate-
gic alliances with aircraft and equipment vendors to incorporate the pen-
based software technology into existing aviation equipment and products.

TCAM Technologies, Inc.

33900 Curtis Boulevard, Suite #200
Eastlake, OH 44095
Tel (216) 942-2727
Fax (216) 942-2730

Edward Schneider, President

Company Purpose and Goals: Commercialization of a new class of actua-
tors utilizing expandable Polymers (The TCAM Process). The many attrac-
tive features of TCAM actuators promises to displace many solenoids, gear-
motors, and hydraulics market niches.

A radical new mechanical actuation system is proposed which projcts many
engineering improvements over state of the art power systems. Projected im-
provements include high power density and high stillness linear actuators,
high temperature ambient operation, easy manual control overrides, totally si-
lent operation, simplified proportional automatic control electronics, improved
fault recovery modes, low cost, ahd improved reliability. The system is based
on thermally expanding polymers applied In the TCAM process, an acronym
for ThermoChernically Expanding Motion. This process creates self con-
tained hydraulic cylinder like end effectors which are electrically driven and
do not require support equipment such as pumps, reservoirs, valves, etc.
The TCAM process projects an order of magnitude improvement in hydraulic
stiffness and operating pressures to 30,000 psi in a distributed actuator sys-
tem which is electrically driven and not as vulnerable to central injury of
pumps, valves, etc. The potential exists to develop actuators capable of 327
degree C. operation. Adcitionally, fuel based TCAM power systems and en-
gines are projected ~idch can capitalize on the high energy storage density
of fuels for operating range Improvements, eliminate cold and hard starting
problems currently associated with Internal combustion engines and reduce
noise and heat signatures.
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Technical Research Associates, Inc. (TRA)

2257 South 1100 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84106-2379
Tel (801) 485-4991
Fax (801) 485-4997

Charles D. Baker. President and CEO
Owen D. Brimhall, Engineering Division Manager
Joseph K. Weeks, Advanced Materials Division Manager

TRA utilizes the Federal SBIR program to facilitate the transfer of technoloqy
from ideas to new products and unique solutions to technical problems.
TRA's goal is to become a Fortune 500 company within live years. Manufac-
turing and sales account for 90% of profit currently. TRA's revenue is 2.5 to
3.5 million dollars per year and increising each year.
A~dvancejd __eopment of New Actuators for Humarj_$ensojEeedback;

The development of actuators with enhanced capabilities is cntical to the
achievement of sensory feedback systems for intuitive, real-time human oo-
erations of telerobotic systems. The objective of this research project is to
continue development of new actuators using active materials which witl en-
hance the capabilities of dexterous. exoskeletal feedback systems fortlel-
erobotic applications. In Phase I, feasibility of the novel Terfenol-D driven ac-
tuators was demonstrated. The new actuators are efficient, responsive,
small and exert relatively high forces. The actuators provide proportional
forces and are easily interfaced with digital electronics because of low volt-
age requirements. Phase II will pursue advanced development of propor-
tional force resistive brake actuators and active linear actuators. The actua-
tor designs wifl be optirrmzed, fabricated and integrated into a digitally control-
lable exoskeleton demonstration test bed

This research has broad application: therefore, development will proceed on
several fronts simultaneously, including: Virtual reality hardware, precise
wide ranging optical actuators, exoskelelons on both fine human scale as
well as large machine scale applications, and vibration damping requiring
both small and large forces with unfirmited stroke length.

TRA has started the Phase !1 program. WNth 18 plus months left on this pro-
ject, Phase IIl partners need to be identified soon because of the diversity of
the technology. TRA is solicting knowledgeable hardware manufacturers to
assist TRA in focusing on a product which will be beneficial to all parties.
TRA is interested in the manufacture of some of this technology's products;
i.e., optical bench devices. TRA prefers to work with established rnanufactur-
ers who need fresh technology to enhance their position in the marketplace
TRA does not intend to launch into large manufacturing areas such as aircraft
actuators.
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Technical Solutions, Inc.

P.O. Box 1148
Mesilla Park, NM 88047
Tel (505) 524-2154
Fax (505) 525-5801

John R. Robbins, President
Aion L. Gilbert, Sr. Vice President
George Ober, Vice President

Company Purpose and Goals: Development of technology and products for
modeling, simulation, training, computer vision, and applications of technol-
ogy to civilian and defense requirements.

Under multiple Phase II efforts, TSI has developed a family of tools for devel-
opment and integration of distnbuted. interactive applications. First devel-
oped to support simulations, the tools provide such vaned capabilities as in-
ter-process communications protocols, graphics-based development of oom-
ponent and subsystem simulations (emulations) of functionality; on-line real-
time data base management with message-based interface; rapid design, de-
velopment and Integration of operator control screens; on-line data dictionar-
ies message protocol converters and gateways; control mechanisms for
robotic components; simulation of systems and of combat; analysis tools for
evaluation of functions and operation; and other related components. These
tools are applicable to a wide variety of distributed applications including train-
ing systems, distributed interactive simulation, integration of machinery and
analytical processes, etc.

A number of the tools are sufficiently mature to require little or no further de-
velopment for initial release. Users manuals need to by developed. Depend-
ing upon target application environments, the user interfaces may need to be
modified to be more 'natural* to the Intended user. Additional functionality
will be developed over time. Some funds exist for improvements.

A relationship is sought with one or more companies focused on sales of
products In, or development of applications for, specific distributed, interac-
five environments. Some examples include interactive training systems, dis-
tributed simulations of system and subsystem interactions with each other
and a complex environment, Integration of machines with intelligent and/or
manned controllers, and similar applications. TSI would prefer to develop
marketable product with sales and support provided by the larger company.
Additionally, the larger company would develop applications of the product for
sale.

Alternative relationships can be considered.
Also, TSI has developed substantial capabilities in Terrain Analysis and Dis-

play in support of military combat simulation. Their capabilities Include com-
plex displays, mathematical transfornations from various USGS and DMA ter-
rain data sets, analytica) capabilities for reasoning on terrain, user interfaces.
and other required functions. Funding exists for development of additional ca-
pabilities, including a special-purpose board set for support of terrain render-
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ing and flat-panel display. These existing and future capabilities are directly
applicable to problems in urban planning, land conservation. environmental
analysis, and other Geographical Information system functions that require
not only display capability, but analysis on the underlying terrain data A low-
cost GIS system with powerful features and hardware-enhanced options czn
be developed,

The existing capabilities need to be organized into vanous confiqurations ad-
dressing the requirements of specific classes of users. Some additional soft-
ware functionality may be required, but is expected to be rrminirnal The board
set required a revision to lower production costs and enhance funclionality

A relationship is sought with a larger firm that has national rnxrkeling capnbil-
ity and an interest in mrrketinq Geographical Inlormiation Systems. particu-
larly where such systems must reason about the terrain or perform analyses
on the terrain. TSI would develop the final product in accordance with a mu-
tually agreed product specification, and the larger firm would market and sup-
port the product.

Other relationships can be considered

Tec-Masters, Inc.

1500 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 320
Huntsville, AL 35806
Tel (205) 721-6621
Fax (205) 830-4093

Harriet M. Smith

Telenexus, Inc.

1410 Summit Ave., Suite 1
Piano, TX 75074
Tel (214) 423-0667
Fax (214) 424-3079

Wilfred K. Lau, President
Richard Swanson, Vice President - Engineering
David Fried, Director of Marketing

Company Purpose and Goals: To apply the latest technology in providing
quality products and services in wireless voice and data communications

"The Telenexus TNEX-2000 is a flexible wireless communications system that
provides robust local voice communication for virtually any work group. And
because it uses 4pread spectrum techniques, no FCC site license is required
to operate the system. The heart of the digital TNEX-2000 system is a micro-
computer-controlled System Controller (SC) with cuslornizable control soft-
ware. Using both frequency and time multiplexing techniques, the SC sup-
ports up to 16 portable headset units. The portable units provide hands-free,
full-duplex communications with more than 500 feet of range from the corre-
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sponding radio unit which can be placed up to 1000 feet Irorn the SC. The
TNEX-2000 accommodates a wide range of selective calling requirements
and prevents eavesdropping. Each portable unit has a unique two-digit ID
number and a built-in keypad. The user can make a pnvate call, create a con-
ference call, join a conference call already in progress, and/or monitor conver-
sations The system can also be interlaced with up to 16 telephone, intercom.
and/or other analog lines. Portable units can place and receive telephone or
intercom calls whenever necessary. The system can be expanded further by
interconnecting one or more System Controllers or by connecting directly to
an existing intercom system.

For the next-generation products, additional development is needed in re-
packaging the portable unit and in designing a new transceiver to increase
system capacity from the current to more than 100 portable units

We are currently marketing the TNEX-2000 to several government and indus-
trial sectors. However, in this conference, we would like to seek joint venture
partnership with major corporations to shape this product for used internally
or for their respective industries. OEM/private labeling arrangements are pos-
sible We also welcome strategic alliance in technology and market develop-
ment.

The Conference Center, Inc.

12407 Kemp Mill Road
Silver Spring, MD 20902
Tel (301) 622-7795
Fax (301) 622-4978

Carl Jensema, Principal Investigator
Daniel Hinton, Research Associate
Corinne Jensema, President

The Conference Center, Inc. was established to provide research, training,
and conference planning services related to special populations, particularly
hearing impaired people.

We have three SBIR Phase It products:

"* A computer sound cue board for hearing impaired people. This is a com-
puter board which works with all ISA-bus, IBM-compatible computers A
cable with a light bar on the end attaches to the board and the light bar is
mounted near the computer monitor to provide a visual representation of
the sounds made by the computer.

"* A telephone line status device. This electronic device attaches to a tele-
phone line and uses LED lights to indicate the signal tones present on the
line. Intended for use by hearing impaired people, but applicable to any
situation where visual representation of telephone line status is needed.

*' Materials for training 911 operators to handle calls from hearing impaired
people. This includes a Videotape, a uaining manual, and an interactive
computer assisted Instruction package.

Additional Developirrient Neeciod:
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9 The sound cue board is completed.

* A basic line status device is completed. We are still working on a pOQ-

grammable line status device

• The 91 1 materials are in the final stages of devetopment
The Conference Center is a research and development company We are

looking for a firm to take over marketing of 'he nroducts while we continue to
provide technical support and advanced development

Thermacore, Inc.

780 Eden Road
Lancaster. PA 17601
Tel (717) 569-6551
Fax (717) 569-4797

G. Yale Eastman, Chief Technical Officer
Richard W. Longsderff, President
Donald M. Ernst, Vice President Market Development
Robert M. Shaubach, Manager/Development Operation

Thermacore is a high technology company dedicated to the lechnology of
heat transfer, energy conversion and allied rmaterals science Thermacore is
commintted to the transler of this technology to product development and even-
lual commercialization-

Particular products available for Phase III funding include:

Flexible Heat Pipe Cold Plates: This device provides passive cooling to nli-
tary or civilian avionics.

Moving Gradient Heat Pipe Fumra-e, The product is a heat pipe based crys-
tal growth furnace. Single crystal material is produced by implementin'g direc-
tional solidification.

Vacuum Leak Tight Composite Tubing. This tubing is intended to replace
metal tubing used throughout spacecraft for such items like the therrmal bus.
plurnbing and cryogenic lines, and heat pipe construction.

Thermal Bus Receptacles and Modular Cold Plates: These devices are for
thermal control on space platforms.

StIrfino Heat Enoine Recyvers_ Sliding heat engines are being developed for
use on manned or unmanned earth orbital and planetary surface missions.
Sources of thermal energy are solar, nuclear, and combustion of fossil luels.
Uquid metal heat pipe receivers are used to couple these heat sources to the
heat input section of the Sliding engine.

Implementation Strategy:
Flexible Heat Pipe Cold Plates, This product was initially developed for spe-

cific military applications. It has many other market potentials. The goal is to
find a strategic alliance that would allow this product to find those markets

Moving Gradient Heat Pipe Funace: One of Thermacore's goals is to de-
"'•;/'~"" velop this furnace into a flight approved lurnace for use in space. ' A partner-

ship with a company that is experienced in this area is desired. A second
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goal is to supply the crystal growth comrmunity with a versatile furnace How
the second goal might be achieved is not defined at this time.

Vacuum Leak Tight Copsite Tubing Our goal is to supply the Aerospace
cormmnunity with a lightweight alternative to metal tubing. Currently, this tub-
ing can only be made on a laboratory prototype basis Support is needed to
transition this technology into a manulacturable product that would meet de-
mand at a reasonable cost. The support is needed in both financial backing
as well as developing the equipment to manufacture the product.

Thermal Bus Receotacles and Modular Cold Plates: Potential joint ventures
between Thermacore and satellite cormonent manufacturers is the logical
link of this thermal management technology to the space commeraal market

TRI

7325 Oak Ridge Highway

Knoxville, TN 37931
Tel (615) 690-5600
Fax (615) 690-2913

H. Lee Martin, CEO
Daniel P. Kuban, COO
Steve D. Zimmermann, CTO

TRI has a patented video device with applicability to military, medical, secu-
rity, and consumer applications.

Omrviview TM provides video pan, tilt, rotation, and magnification with no rmov-
ing parts via electronic image transformation.

Advantages: Small volume operation, instantaneous response, highly reli-
able, multiple images simultaneously from a single video source.

Applications: Covert surveillance, endoscopy (medical or industnal)! re-
motely operated vehicles, consumer interactive television, video teleconfer-
encing.

Onviiview is patented (US 5.185,677.3C. Japan Pending).
Additionai Development Needed: Product interfaces and field implementa-

tion testing (FCC)

TRI seeks joint opportunities to exploit the target applications, Desired part-
ners would provide distribution networks, development capital, inventory fi-
nancing and potentially manufacturing (mass) expertise.

TRI/Austin

9063 Bee Caves Road
Austin, TX 78733
Tel (512) 263-2101
Fax (512) 263-3530

Dr. Alan Bray, President
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Mr. Frank Hill, Vice-President
Dr. Gary W. Carrivean, Head, Reliability Engineering
Mr. John Builuck, Head, Materials Sciences
Dr. George Matzkanin, Director, NTIAC

TRI/Austin conducts sponsored materials and non-destructive test R&D pro-
jects, failure analysis and laboratory testing services including Accelerated
Ule Testing (ALT), product evaluation, and reliability engineer services for in-
dustrial and government clients. This employee owned company has approxi-
"mately 150 employees. Technical disciplines include physics. chemistry, en-
gineering. mathematics, materials science. computer science, and environ-
mental sciences. Active in the SBIR Program for over ten years, TRIfAustin
has won over a score of SBIR Phase I contracts from both defense and non-
defense government agencies. Work is currently underway on three Phase II
projects, two for the DoD and one for the Federal Highway Adrministration-
All ot these projects deal with materials development and testing with novel
applications of coatings and adhesives. They capitalize on experience that
TRI/Auslin has gained over many years employing accelerated lile and reli-
ability testing and laboratory failure analysis. Future benefits from commer-
cialization ol products resuttl - from these projects may certainly be realized.
both by a variety of government agencies and the private sector. TRI/Austin
is actively seeking project partners, strategic alliances, and tearning arrange-
ments for these and future programs.

Triangle Research and Development Corporation

P.O. Box 12696
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
Tel (919) 781-8148
Fax (919) 781-8483

David P. Colvin, President

Virginia S. Colvin, Vice President
Richard A. McKinney, Business Manager

TRDC conducts research and development for government and industry in
technologies that have potential for commercialization and with arrangements
that give the company long term proprietary positions. Any business arrange-
"ments with other entities that meet these goals will be of interest to us. Some
of these that we have experience with include *spin off* corporations, joint
ventures, license agreements. and marketingfdistribution arrangements.

While many small companies specialize in relatively narrow areas of en-
deavor, TROC conducts research and development for innovative technolo-
gies in several diverse fields. Some of the most promising products/technolo-
gies are:

, Encapsulated phase change materials (PCMS) used in various ways for
It• !thermal control (for instance, wax microparticles encapsulated in polymer

' -- ... shells). Among many potential uses, two promising ones are two-compo-
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nent fluids to cool engines. computers. etc-; fabrics that protect against

heat or cold.

"* Fiberoptic vision systems for heavy vehicles (tanks, trucks, buses) that re-
place or supplement the old reardside-view mirrors and greatly increase
driver visibility and overall safety,

"* An advanced electro-optical microscope that is full color, real time, and
high resolution-a superior tool for pathology, hematopathology, cytol-
ogy, and other disciplines

" Radio-controlled marker lights for use in helicopter landing and personnel
extraction operations to provide visible or covert navigation during nor-
mal, night vision, or FLIR operations.

"* A program of water survival training for use in emergency water exit from
sinking craft.

"* A new robotic vision method that greatly enhances a robotic system's abil-
ity to identify objects.

The amount of development still needed depends on the specific area
Some technologies are patented; some have and some have not been en-
tered into commercial relationships with other entities. Interested parties
should stop by the TRDC booth and inquire about speafic technologies.

Any business arrangements with other entities that allow TRDC to maintain
proprietary rights of the technologies will be considered. Possibilities include
joint, ventures, licensing agreements, marketing/distributing arrangements,
and spin-off corporations, Some specific strategies are appropriate for the in-
dividual technologies being developed at TRDC. Some examples: Eo~su
lated obase change materials - specific applications have been licensed to
other companies or are corrmtted to joint ventures, but the corrmmercal po-
tential of other uses remains uncomrmitled; Fiberoptic vision systems will pref-
erably reach the market through a licensing agreement with a concern that
has a stake in the end-use (i.e., manufacturers of trucks, buses, rrilitary vehi-
cles. trucking companies, and so on); The advanced electro-optical nmicro-
S- an agreement with a rricroscope maker or marketer, a joint venture

with the manufacturer of the components of the instrument, or a strategic alli-
ance with a computer company/counir'ucations comrpany would all be appro-
priate avenues for commercialization. A good avenue for corrmnercializing
the water survival training s=Iero would be to collaborate with a joint venture
partner expenenced In traiuingeducation services. A similar strategy for the
radio-controlled marker lif"ht night look to the manufacturers of nilitary
and/or commercial landing systems for a cooperative agreement. TIhe new
robotic vision system might form a relationship with the makers or users of
automatic storage and retrieval systems (warehousing, part position verifica-
tion, inventory control.)

". , .. • ,' - -- * -- 2 N 15
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Turbulence Prediction Systems

3131 Indian Road
Boulder, CO 80301
Tel (303) 443-8157
Fax (303) 443-8234

H. Patrick Adamson, General Partner
Brent Hight, Marketing Director

TPS' plan is to develop independently or in cooperation wilh others, infrared
instruments for scientific, industrial and aviation related applications The

goal, once development is cormpleted, is to license the product(s) to others to
manufacture and distribute

The specific product developed under the SBIR Phase It was an Adyane

Waming Air :oe$yeJ~m AWA$J. The AWAS is an aircraft mounted sys-
tem that provides the flight crew with advance waninq of Low Level Wind
Shear (LLWS) and Clear Air Turbulence (CAT) ahead of the aircraft The
AWAS provides a minimum of 10 seconds advance warning of LLWS and 4
rmnutes for CAT.

The AWAS was successfully flown in resear-h flights on the University of
North Dakota Cessna Citation and on the NASA B 737 research aircraft. The
AWAS was also flown successfully in revenue service flights for over 10.000
hours on American and Northwest Airlines It has an estimated MTBF of
18.000 hours (MIL 217E).

The AWAS is an automatic (programmairble) non-cooled passive infrared
spectrometer that is lightweight (91 lbs) with a low power requirement of
18W @ 28VDC

The technology developed for the AWAS can now be expanded to provide

not only for the warning of hazardous weather but for the actual visualization
of weather phenomena as well as wake vortex, volcanic ash nnd CAT. It can
also be applied for the remote sensing of air termperature, water vapor, pollu-
tion, cloud measurements, and sea surlace measurements

It Is the intent of TPS to team with an avionic and/or weather monitoring/sur-
veillance company for the purpose of mutually developing instruments for spe-
cific applications and also to continue the development of more advanced in-

strumentation.

Utilix, Inc.

P.O. Box 991
Greenville, NC 27834
Tel (919) 752-0886
Fax (919) 752-3922
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C.J. Cain, President
D.W. Paterson, Sr. Tech.
Consultation by:
P.A. LoChance, Consultant
R. Genova, Consultant
NC State University, Consultants

Company Purpose and Goals: To provide real-time metering technology and
equipment to electnc, gas and water utilities via advanced telephony.

Since June 1992. UTILEX, Inc. has been demonstrating true real-time meter-
ing of electricity in a highly successful field trial in North Carolina. In this trial
we are routinely obtaining not only direct meter dial readings, but also continu-
ous five-minute demand profiles from ordinary residential watt-hour meters
and over ordinary telephone circuits, using no load rexorders. From our test
site in a high lightning and salt-spray area we have collected over 40,000 er-
ror-free responses from twenty-seven meter sites, and are obtaining 1100
more every two days. No load recorders or special meters are needed be-
cause our innovative telephonic technology provides full, uninterrupted com-
munication with any meter at any time, even while the customer's telephone
line is in use. whether for voice, fax, modem or answering machine. No other
technology permits access to the meter site while the telephone line is in use,
providing utilities with important new operating and revenue information and
new service opportunities while significantly reducing the cost of equipment
at the meter 'fe. UTILEX technology is completely unobtrusive to the cus-
tomer, to the meter, and to the telephone system; is compatible with AT&T's
Utility Telemetry Trunk (to which we can add busy-line signaling capability);
and fits well with planned changes in telephone systems such at FTTC,
FTTH, ISDN. and optical fiber. Early projections suggest costs competitive
with conventional AMR equipment.

To ensure suitability for real-life utility service, UTILEX seeks to expose its
prototype equipment to a broader range of environments, types of service,
and installation characteristics. We also wish to refine and miniaturize our
present equipment and to develop ancillary products to support various utility
applications of our technology.

UTILEX seeks appropriate investing partners from the electric, gas, water
and telephone industries. The company will arrange for the contract manufac-
ture of its products, then sell its telephonic equipment through unregulated
telephone subsidiaries and utility-related equipment (e.g., its direct-reading
dial encoder) directly to utility companies. Detailed plans are available under
confidentially agreement,

Valley Forge Laboratories, Inc.

6 Berkeley Road
Devon, PA 19333
Tel (215) 688-8517
Fax (215) 688-8143
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Dr. James J. Schuster, P.E., President
Michael Boyle, Vice President

Valley Forge Laboratories. Inc. is a civil engineering finn providing services in
the areas of: Construction quality control; laboratory testing; environmental.
geotechnical and transportation engineering: and R&D services. Our goals
are to obtain a licensing agreement(s) and to expand the R&D into develop-
ment. evaluation and product testing of lightweight aggregate for the licen-
see(s).

The product developed through the SBIR/DoE Phase If Project is a light-
weight synthetic aggregate made from the waste products of coal fired utili-
ties and industries. The end uses of the product in the construction industry
are significantly lighter in weight, approximately 30%, than those made of tra-
ditional natural stone aggregate. End uses are: Structural reinforced con-
crete beams, columns, walls (retaining. support and noise). highways, bridge
decks, abutments and fill material. The lightweight end uses require less
structural requirements for occupied space and is very adaptable for rebuild-
ing the infrastructure.

Compared to our lightweight synthetic aggregate, natural stone is 50% heav-
ier with insignificant higher strength in the end use and has a comparative
cost.

The lightweight synthetic aggregate is produced from the waste products of
coal-fired plants owned by electric generating stations and manufacturing
planls. Disposal of these wastes is olten accomplished by using landfills
($50. to $70. per ton) plus transportation costs. In the U.S. 60% of the electri-
cal power is from the burning of coal, the nation's most abundant energy re-
source. There will be no shortage of the waste products in the future.

The product is attractive to companies that specialize in the manufacture and
supply of construction related products and to utilities/planls that have cosily
waste disposal.

The mode for commercialization of our product is licensing, either with one or
more licensing agreements. It is our intent to be the R&D organization for lu-
ture testing, analysis and evaluation for the licensee(s), either directly for
them, utilities or for the end user. The licensee(s) is envisioned as a major
firm specializing in the manufacturer and supply of construction industry prod-
ucts. Interaction would occur between the licensee(s) and the waste materal
sources, utilities and manufacturing plants.

ViaSat, Inc.

6120 Paseo Del Norte
Carlsbad, CA 92009
Tel (619) 438-8099
Fax (619) 438-8489
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Mark Dankberg, President, CEO
Tom Carter, Vice President Engineering
JimCollins, Vice President Government Business Development
Larry Taylor, Manager, Washington Operations
Andy Paul, Vice President, Operations

Company Purpose and Goals: Development and manufacture of advanced
digital communications equipment. Emphasis on modems, voice and data
networking and information security - especially for UHF. SHF, C-band and
Ku band satellite systems.

ViaSat has over 10 current SBIR Phase II and Phase III programs. Phase II
technologies include small, affordable Demand Assignment Multiple Access
(DAMA) user modems and network controllers for 5 kHz and 25 kHz UHF sat-
corm; a C3 RF Environment Simulator producing over 1000 high fidelity emit-
ters at radio frequencies from 3 MHz to 22 GHz; Time-Of-Day VME-card em-
bedded INFOSEC device; advanced Navy Tactical Data Unks: Copemi-
cus/TADIXS satellite networking; Command and Control network for Un-
manned Ground Vehicles; Artificial Intelligence Tool for Trusted IN-
FOSEC/COMPUSEC network design and analysis; and Voice and Data net-
work integration. These programs are primarily DoD oriented. DoD custom-
ers include USAF ESC, US Navy SPAWAR, NAVAIR, NAWC. and
NCOSSC; US Army TACOM, MICOM, and LABCOM. We have also transi-
tioned successfully to commercial products. ViaSat technological benefits in-
volve improved performance, decreased physical size, reduced cost, or a
combination of these. ViaSat has proven capabilities in transitioning SBIR
Phase II technology into volume manufacture of commercial satellite, com-
mercial Une-Of-Sight radio, and medical signal processing products.

Our requirement for additional development varies from program to program.
Some products (e.g. UHF satom DAMA modems and C3 Environment Simu-
lator) have already received Phase Ill funding and are available "off-the-
shelf.* Many products or technologies are best suited for custom integrtion
Into larger platforms or systems. Customer funding is typically required for
those applications.

ViaSat has established a number of strategic relationships to develop or ex-
ploit our SBIR technologies. Typically these relationships are teaming agree-
ments with DoD prime contractors. Examples include Lockheed-Sanders.
Magnavox, McDonnell-Douglas, Motorola, Rockwell, and TRW. We have no-

* gotiated contracts to transition SBIR technology into very cost-effective, appli-
cation specific products for commercial customers such as Fairchild, Harris,
STM. and 3M Corporation. ViaSat is a hardware equipment supplier in every
case. Our customer/teammate integrates our high leverage, high technology
component or subsystem into a larger cormmunications or signal processing
product or system. ViaSat is actively seeking new partnerships for both DoD
and commercial cornunications business. We are open to a number of
creative business relationships including tearning, partnerships, joint ventures
or investments. ViaSat contrilbues key products, technology, exceptionally
talented personnel, and established customer relationships. Partners contrib-
ute financing; marketing or distribution channels; or complementary technol-
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ogy or products ViaSat has also team.-d successfully with large companies

to capture and develop new SBIR programs.

Virus Reference Laboratory, Inc.

7540 Louis Pasteur
San Antonio, TX 78229
Tel (210) 614-7350
Fax (210) 614-7355

S.S. Kaller, President
R.L. Heberling, Vice President

Company purpose and goals: Provide viral diagnostic service to community
and develop diagnostic tests.

The Virus Reference Laboratory. Inc, (VRL) as a virus and other esoteric in-

fectious disease diagnostic reference laboratory is interested not only in pro-

viding the medical community with a laboratory diagnostic service, but in irn-

proving the methodologies employed Recognizing that there was a need for

methodologies that were relatively simple and could be used in the non-labo-
ratory setting, a procedure that satisfied these criteria was developed during

Phase I and II of the SBIR program Essentially the procedure, a dot ir.-
munobinding assay (DIA), a modified EtA, makes use of a nitroceliulose

sheet rather than a plastic matrix for binding antigens. Blood or serum

(plasma) is applied to antigen sitks via filter paper strips. After appropriate in-
cubation, a conjugate followed by a substrate is applied and the test read by

visualization of the color change. The value of the procedure lies in its use in

the field, as no laboratory equipment is required. and the ability to simultane-

ously test for antibody to multiple antigens,

Wormser Development Co.

24 High Street
Marblehead, MA 01945
Tel (617) 639-4406
Fax (617) 639-4406

Alex Wormser, President

Company purpose and goals: The commercializing of a high-value concrete

block we've developed made from coal powerplant residues.
Wormser Development Co. has developed a process for converling the resi-

due from coal-fired powerplants Into a Ngh-value concrete masonry block.
The block uses only the residue from fluidized-bed combustor plants and con-
ventional coal-fired powerplants: no cement or other purchased materials are
used. The precisely-made fine-grained block are self-afigning and glued In
place, eliminating the high cost of Installation with mortar. As a result, the
cost of masonry wall assemblies is cut 25%, while the profitability of block
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manufacturers is increased severalfold and the profitability of the utility power-

plants is raised by 5 mils per KWH. The new product represents a profit po-

tential to its participants of $1.2 billion per year in the near-term and s9 billion

per year eventually. The profit will be shared between the utilities, block

manufacturers, customers, and Wormser Development Co.

A $3.2 million four-year commercialization program is required to obtain code

approvals for the new product and demonstrate its long-term durability. A lim-

ited partnership Is being formed to obtain the funding for the program from

public and pnvate sources
The company hopes to fund the development program primarily with Depart-

ment of Energy funds. A competitive solicitation directed at increasing the

utilization of coal-powerplant residues has been issued by DoE, and the corn-

pany has responded with a Proposal. Contracts for the multi-year program

will be completed by fall. Cost-sharing funds for the DoE program are being

sought from state research agencies, as well as industrial partners who stand

to benefit Irom the new product. Funding will be channeled through a limited

partnership agreement, in which both government and private investors will

serve as limited partners, and Wormser Development will be the general part-

ner. The private investors will also be granted sales agreements for the dis-

posal of the residue (in the case of utilities) and franchise agreements (in the

case of the block manufacturers). The company also seeks investors in the

general partnership who will share in future profits through ownership of the

mixing plants. The rmixing plants will process the residue and provide other

sen/ices needed to support the new product, including quality control, broker-
ing the residue, and marketing support for the block manufacturers.

W.W. Gaertner Research, Inc.

140 Water Street
Norwalk, CT 06854
Tel (203) 866-3200
Fax (203) 838-5026

William M. Hawkins, President
Christopher W. Gaertner, Engineering Manager
Frank Perron, Software Systems
Frank Musso, Business Manager

W.W. Gaertner Research has developed an advanced virtual reality worksta-
tion, under two separate Phase If efforts, for highly interactive training and
education applications.

A fully integrated virtual reality morkstation / training system has been built us-

ing state of the art sub-assemblies. WWGRI has taken a novel approach in

its Implementation of a V.R. system. By matching the performance of the

components in the system and bundling them in a tightly coupled architec-
ture, a low cost, high fidelity, and easily prograrrmmable machine is made pos-
sible.
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Now users who were traditionally forced to purchase separate corrmonents
and "use" them together have an alternative. Time can be spent on develop-
ing applications instead of getting different vendors' devices to talk to one an-
other. The only interface that the programmer has to be concerned with is
Windows NT running on a 1486 computer or soon to be released PS.

The WWGRI system is actually comnpnsed of many different processors in-
cluding i8G0s for graphics generations, TMS32OC30 DSP for head tracker cil-
culations. and the i486SPS for host control. All communication between these
assemblies is transparent to the end user via a high speed 300Mbyle/sec
backplane.

Applications include: Simulation - low-cost sirmulators: education - abstract
theory - visualization of complex phenomenon: training - mission rehearsal:
command and control - three dimensional battlefield visualization: and enter-
lainment garfing.
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